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Summary

All organizations around the World strive to deliver high-quality products and
services. Business processes are the key instrument to achieve this goal. Through
them, business activities can be explicitly defined and performed in a coordi-
nated manner, allowing to create value for all process stakeholders.

Process models are used to capture, conceptualize and represent business pro-
cesses. Typically depicted in graphical formats, process models allow to foster
the understanding of business processes and support more effective communica-
tion between the different process stakeholders. However, the inherent complex-
ity of some processes and the complicatedness of the process modeling languages
used to represent them visually can interfere with this goal.

Research about the understandability of process models has addressed differ-
ent aspects, notably the characteristics of different process modeling languages
and their ability to express comprehensible process models. In that regard, two
key language paradigms were be discerned: imperative languages depicting all
the possible execution paths explicitly in the model, and declarative language
abstracting individual execution paths and rather specifying the constraints
guiding the overall interplay between the process activities. While imperative
languages provide adequate representations for pre-specified and repetitive pro-
cesses (e.g., security checks in airports), declarative languages are rather ded-
icated to dynamic and flexible processes meant to fit and adapt in different
circumstances (e.g., law-based processes). Given the flexible nature of many
business processes in our World, declarative languages are good candidates for
capturing and represent them in a concise manner.

The flexibility granted by declarative languages requires process stakeholders
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to adopt a constraint-based approach to describe and interpret process models.
From a cognitive perspective, this approach can challenge humans’ understand-
ing of process models. To overcome this limitation, a set of tools and approaches
have been proposed in the literature. This thesis sheds light on these mecha-
nisms to scrutinize their support and improve their effectiveness during the
modeling and comprehension of declarative process models.

The carried-out studies focus on the Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) lan-
guage, being one of the most adopted declarative languages in industry, that
is also supported by a wide range of tools, embedded in an online modeling
platform, available for both academic and commercial uses. The DCR platform
comprises a graphical editor producing declarative process models, a textual
annotator mapping process specifications with the model elements and a simu-
lation tool illustrating the execution paths allowed in the model.

The research conducted as part of this thesis can be organized into three key
contributions. In the first contribution, the combination of the aforementioned
tools is conceived into a hybrid process artifact, which is itself, is part of a
larger family of hybrid business process representations (HBPRs), that have
been proposed in the literature to support the modeling and comprehension of
process models. The conceptual research is followed by a systematic literature
review where similar HBPRs are identified, examined and compared on different
levels. In the second contribution, hybrid process artifacts are investigated in
terms of their support for process modeling and model comprehension tasks.
As for the third contribution, the focus is shifted to the declarative process
model within the hybrid process artifact. Herein, a set of modeling practices
and complexity metrics are proposed to support declarative process modeling
and provide quantifiable means to assess the understandability of declarative
models.

The outcome of this thesis contributes to the development of new approaches
and tools, providing additional support for the modeling and comprehension of
declarative process models and thus promoting their use in practice.
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Thesis Summary





Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction for the thesis. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 define
the general scope of the thesis. Section 1.3 introduces the research problems.
Section 1.4 presents the setting used for the empirical research. Section 1.5 out-
lines the thesis contributions. Section 1.6 introduces the used research method.
Section 1.7 gives an overview of the document content and structure.

1.1 Business Processes Management

Business processes are strategic assets for many industries. By definition, a
business process refers to “a set of activities that are performed in coordination
in an organizational and technical environment. These activities jointly real-
ize a business goal” [Wes19]. In the past decades, there has been an increased
interest in understanding the way business processes operate in organizations
to evaluate their quality and increase their value [DLRMR13]. In this scope,
the discipline of “Business Process Management” (BPM) has emerged. Building
upon the existing research in Business Administration, Organization Manage-
ment and Computer Science, BPM aims at providing an overarching framework
comprising “concepts, methods and techniques to support the design, adminis-
tration, configuration, enactment and analysis of business processes” [Wes19].
Bridging the gap between different disciplines, BPM research and tools have
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quickly become indispensable in many industries and caught the interest of dif-
ferent process stakeholders, including business (i.e., domain) experts and IT
specialists [DLRMR13,Wes19,Men07,RRIG09,HSFM06,AG11].

BPM addresses different phases of the business process life-cycle including the
process design and analysis, configuration, enactment and evaluation [Wes19]
(cf. Figure 1.1). In the design and analysis phases, the organization’s business
processes are identified and modeled as process models. Generally, “a process
model consists of a set of activity models and of execution constraints among
them” [Wes19]. Usually, a process model is represented using one or more pro-
cess modeling languages, typically providing a graphical representation allowing
to visualize the relationships between the different process activities. Process
models enable the communication between different stakeholders and support
better analysis and improvement of the organization’s processes through a set
of model-checking, simulation and validation techniques [Wes19]. Furthermore,
process models provide a blue-print for process execution.

During the configuration phase, the process blue-print is implemented and con-
figured to operate in a Process Aware Information System (PAIS), i.e., a special
type of Information Systems powered by one or more process models working in
coordination to achieve the intended goals [Wes19]. The enactment phase fol-
lows the configuration phase. Therein, the configured models are instantiated
and executed with the support of the PAIS. At run-time, automated activities
can be directly executed by the PAIS, while activities requiring human opera-
tors to interact with their physical environment can be traced at coarse-grained
level (e.g., by marking their beginning and end) or at fine-grained level (e.g.,
by using sensors providing real-time information about their progress). As a
result, the flow and the progress of these activities can be monitored at run-
time, giving, in turn, valuable information to all the stakeholders involved in
the process [Wes19].

In addition, process enactment generates a large amount of data which can
be analyzed during the Evaluation phase. In this phase, the process data
is organized into event-logs and analyzed using different process mining tech-
niques [VDA16,Wes19]. These techniques allow to discover the actual control-
flow of the process (i.e., the logical order at which the process activities occur),
check its conformance with the reference process model (configured in the PAIS)
and run a set of predictive analyses allowing to identify patterns in the data and
predict the outcome of the future process executions [VDA16].

As shown in Figure 1.1, the research conducted in this thesis fits within the
design and analysis phase of the BPM life-cycle. In particular, the focus is on
the modeling of business processes. Given its human-intensive nature, business
process modeling (or shortly process modeling) can be seen as one of the most
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challenging and least controlled activities of the BPM life-cycle [Pin14]. Being
fundamental for both the management and enactment of business processes,
process models (i.e., the product of process modeling) are required to be intu-
itive and understandable to all process stakeholders [DVDA04,Rit07]. However,
in practice, process models have been associated with several issues, reducing
their quality and hindering their understandability [Fig17,WRMR11,Men09].
To overcome these challenges, it is necessary to investigate the modeling and
comprehension of process models in order to develop robust approaches and
tools supporting process stakeholders and ensuring an enhanced quality of pro-
cess models.

Evaluation

Design &
Analysis

Configuration 

Enactment

Provides
input for

Provides
input for

Provides
input for

Provides
input for

comprises

Process Modeling

Imperative Languages Declarative Languages

studied within

Understandability

Thesis Context

Legend

BPM Life-cycle

Figure 1.1: Research context of the thesis

1.2 Process Modeling

Business Processes are present in almost all organizations, whether it is a gov-
ernmental agency, a non-profit organization, an enterprise, their work is always
guided by a set of rules, regulations and procedures which define the series of
actions that should be taken to achieve particular goals. Capturing, abstracting,
conceptualizing and representing business processes as process models is what
defines process modeling, which is also a key requirement for engaging with any
phase of the BPM life-cycle [Men07,DLRMR13].

Business processes are modeled using process modeling languages. In the liter-
ature, several languages have been proposed (e.g.. Business Process Modeling
Notation BPMN [OMG06], Event-driven Process Chains EPC [KNS92], Petri
nets [Pet62], Declare [PSVdA07], Dynamic Condition Response DCR [HM11]).
These languages have different strengths and weaknesses and the choice of which
language delivers understandable process models depends on the nature of the
business process being modeled [FLM+09]. Process modeling languages are
organized into the imperative–declarative paradigm spectrum [FLM+09]. The
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languages in this spectrum take different approaches to describe the control-flow
of business processes. Imperative languages (e.g., BPMN [OMG06]) describe ex-
plicitly all the execution paths supported by the process. Reading imperative
models, in turn, requires following a sequential order that is typically in line with
the temporal and logical order of activities in the process. Such a representation
can be easily perceived and understood by readers, especially if the modeled pro-
cess belongs to the prespecified and repetitive class of business processes. These
processes are generally well structured and have a process logic that is rigid and
can be concisely prespecified in the model at design time (e.g. check-in proce-
dure for passengers in airports) [RW12]. However, in practice, many business
processes are rather dynamic and knowledge intensive, meaning that it is up
to the process actors to decide – based on their knowledge – on which actions
to take and what order to follow when executing the process. Such processes
are common in several areas like insurance, banking, health-care, law and pub-
lic administration. The number of possible executions paths in these processes
is usually very high. Using imperative languages to represent these processes
results in “spaghetti”-like models where the process control-flow is convoluted
and hard to be perceived and understood by humans [FLM+09]. Alternatively,
declarative languages (e.g., Declare [PSVdA07], DCR [HM11]) promise a more
concise representation of flexible processes. Following a constraint-based ap-
proach, declarative languages abstract from describing all the possible execution
paths and rather use constraints to specify the forbidden behavior of the pro-
cess, leaving all behavior not violating the specified constraints to be allowed
by the process model. From this perspective, declarative languages produce
concise process models. However, the use of constraints requires a different ap-
proach to read and comprehend declarative process models. Unlike imperative
process models, their declarative counterparts require the reader to understand
the interplay between different constraints and keep track of their implication
on the execution of each process activity [FLM+09]. This requirement gets
more challenging when considering indirect constraints between activities (i.e.,
hidden dependencies), which in turn require a more holistic approach to un-
derstand the model. In other words, the user needs to retain a large amount
of information in his memory before he is able to make sense of the process
control-flow [Zug13]. Knowing that the human working memory has a limited
capacity [Mil56], the user might get quickly overloaded and thus become unable
to perceive the interplay of constraints in the model.

All in all, the flexible nature of many business processes in the real-world re-
quires languages that can conceptualize and represent them in a concise manner.
Declarative languages are good candidates to meet this requirement [RW12].
However, their constraint-based approach can be seen as a barrier, challenging
their adoption in practice. This, in turn, raises the need for investigating novel
methods to improve the modeling and comprehension of declarative process
models. As shown in Figure 1.1, the context of this thesis relates particularly
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to the understandability of declarative languages.

1.3 Research Problems

The use of declarative process modeling languages is associated with a series of
challenges, which can be attributed to (a) the modeling of business processes
using declarative languages and (b) the comprehension of declarative process
models. Section 1.3.1 introduces the modeling challenges, while Section 1.3.2
presents the comprehension challenges. An overview of the challenges introduced
in this section is shown in Figure 1.2 (a).

1.3.1 Modeling Business Processes Using Declarative Lan-
guages

The modeling of business processes is challenged by the quality of the existing
tool-support and modeling practices. These two aspects have been identified as
being pertinent factors affecting the process and the product of process model-
ing [Pin14,SKW11,PZW+11,Zug13,PPZW12,DV11].

The constraint-based approach of declarative languages requires a different per-
spective to conceptualize and represent the control-flow of business processes.
Modeling following this approach does not only require a graphical modeling
interface (or shortly, graphical editor) but also other instruments to support
declarative process modeling. Indeed, as declarative languages do not provide
the means to depict the process control-flow in a sequential manner [FLM+09],
process modelers have to mentally simulate the interplay imposed by the model
constraints to ensure that the business process behavior is correctly
captured [Zug13]. In addition, the mapping between the process specifications
and the language constructs can pose significant challenges during process mod-
eling [SKW11]. This is particularly due to the informal nature of process specifi-
cations, which are usually represented in natural languages leaving room for dif-
ferent interpretations [LMMS19]. When modeling using a declarative language,
for instance, small language variations in the process specifications (e.g., the use
of different modal verbs) might be mapped to different constraints [LDSH20].
As a result, the produced process models may not only convey different mean-
ings for the same business process, but would also lack the mechanisms allowing
to track and document modelers’ own interpretation of the process constraints
and the subsequent design decisions made during process modeling. This, in
turn, affects the maintainability and understandability of the produced models
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and challenge the ability to effectively check their compliance with the pro-
cess specifications. To overcome these challenges, a few authors in the litera-
ture have suggested test-driven modeling approaches combining formal process
models and test-cases (e.g., [ZPW11]) and literate process modeling approaches
where textual process descriptions are interweaved with formal process models
(e.g., [LDHM18, PPZW12]). However, there is still a need for more research
about how these approaches support the modeling of business processes.

Modeling practices also occupy a central position in the modeling of business
processes [Kro16]. These practices are the product of the guidelines proposed in
the literature [MRvdA10,CFF+18]. While a rich body of research investigates
the quality of imperative process models, only a few studies address the quality
of the declarative ones [HSLW18]. Subsequently, the applicability of existing
imperative process modeling guidelines to declarative models remains unclear
in the literature. There are several reasons for questioning the applicability of
these guidelines for declarative models. On the one hand, imperative and declar-
ative languages use different sets of vocabulary. Moreover, imperative process
modeling guidelines provide recommendations which might inhibit the quality of
declarative process models. For instance, some guidelines [CFF+18] advise se-
quencing the process control-flow and minimizing concurrency. In turn, applying
these guidelines when modeling declaratively would limit the flexibility of declar-
ative models and over-constrain their behavior. On the other hand, guidelines
addressing the aesthetic and the secondary notation of models [CFF+18,Moo09]
could be potentially shared between imperative and declarative languages. In
order to support declarative process modeling, it is important to recognize the
aspects defining the quality of declarative process models. These aspects will
guide modelers and provide them with clear modeling practices delineating the
proper approach to capture the process control-flow and represent it in a read-
able manner.

1.3.2 Comprehending Declarative Process Models

The comprehension of declarative process models is another important aspect
impeding their adoption [Zug13]. In that regards, the literature lacks compre-
hensive insights about the usage of declarative process models and well-defined
complexity metrics allowing to assess their understandability.

Investigating the way people seek information from declarative process models
is fundamental for tailoring existing process representations and tool-support to
the individual need of people. In addition, it enables identifying the benefits and
challenges perceived by people when engaging with declarative process models.
Recognizing these characteristics, in turn, is deemed necessary for evaluating
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the effectiveness of existing process modeling guidelines and for providing new
insights about the pitfalls that must be addressed in the future.

Besides seeking users’ feedback based on their experience while engaging with
declarative process models, it is also important to develop objective measures to
compare declarative models and assess their complexity. The literature attaches
great importance to the development of complexity metrics and highlights their
ability to accurately estimate the quality and understandability of imperative
process models [PC17,Men07]. When it comes to their declarative counterpart,
the literature clearly lacks metrics for assessing the complexity of declarative
process models. Defining these metrics is a major step towards an effective
evaluation of the understandability of declarative process models and a clear
distinction between good and bad process designs, which in turn is crucial for
the improvement of existing process models.

1.4 Setting for Empirical Research

The research conducted in this thesis comes as part of the Ecoknow project1,
providing effective, co-created, compliant adaptive PAIS for knowledge work-
ers [HAC+20]. Among the objectives set by the project is to empower municipal
employees (with a moderate background in conceptual modeling) to design and
maintain models of the law on their own. Such support is deemed important
considering the rapid pace at which laws and regulations change and evolve over
time and the cost of outsourcing system updates required after each change in
the law [HAC+20]. To this end, it is important to provide a language, a modeling
approach and a tool-support that can be easily manipulated by novices.

DCR Solutions2 is a key industrial partner and technology provider in this
project. The DCR portal3 provides a platform for designing and enacting declar-
ative process models expressed in the DCR language. This language has many
synergies with other declarative languages such as the Case Management Model
and Notation (CMMN) [Obj16], Declare [PSVdA07] and its predecessor Dec-
SerFlow [vdAP06]. Nevertheless, the DCR language is rather unique in being
fully supported by commercial PAIS systems and deployed by one of the largest
technology providers in Denmark, providing solutions to a wide array of Danish
central government intuitions4 [HAC+20].

1See www.ecoknow.org
2See https://dcrsolutions.net
3See http://dcrgraphs.net
4See https://www.kmd.dk/indsigter/fleksibilitet-og-dynamisk-sagsbehandling-i-staten
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The DCR Portal offers a suite of tools, including a graphical editor, a textual
annotator and a simulation tool [MSS16, LDHM18]. These tools are meant to
support both the modeling and comprehension of declarative process models.
During modeling tasks, process modelers can use the textual annotator to an-
notate activities, roles and constraints in the process description, which in are
in turn rendered in the graphical editor. Additionally, modelers can intertwine
between the graphical editor and the guided simulation to refine and validate
the behavior of the process model. As for tasks involving model comprehension,
users can refer the process model (shown in the graphical editor) to check the
constraints governing the interplay between the process activities, use textual
annotations to extract contextual information about activities and constraints,
and rely on the guided simulations (offered by the simulation tool) to evaluate
whether a certain execution path is supported by the model.

While the platform provides the infrastructure and the instruments for enhanced
process modeling and comprehension, there is still a pertinent need for empirical
research to (a) evaluate the quality of the proposed instruments, (b) investigate
the practices supporting an effective modeling of business processes and (c)
understand the factors influencing the understandability of declarative models.
All this research shall be conducted within a rigorous scientific framework built
upon the state of the art literature in process modeling and cognitive psychology.

The DCR Portal, in turn, provides the settings for the empirical research carried-
out in this thesis. The subsequent studies focus on three important process
design artifacts (or shortly, process artifacts) in the DCR Portal. Namely, the
graphical editor, the textual annotator and the simulation tool. These three ar-
tifacts are conceived within an overarching conceptual framework and analyzed
at different levels of granularity. Figure 1.2(b) illustrates the empirical research
settings, while the following section (Section 1.5) explains how this setting is
operationalized to investigate the research problems presented in Section 1.3.
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1.5 Research Contributions

This section presents the research contributions of this thesis, which aims at de-
veloping a framework for enhancing the modeling and comprehension of declara-
tive process models. This framework addresses the research problems introduced
in Section 1.3 in the context of the empirical research setting presented in Sec-
tion 1.4. The scientific contributions in this thesis can be organized into two
pillars: conceptualization of hybrid process artifacts and investigation of hybrid
process artifacts. The first pillar is addressed in Contribution C1, while the
second pillar is addressed in Contributions C2 and C3. These contribu-
tions are illustrated in Figure 1.2 and presented in more detail, respectively, in
Sections 1.5.1, 1.5.2 and 1.5.3.

1.5.1 Contribution C1

Contribution C1 consists of a conceptual framework and Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) where hybrid process artifacts are conceptualized and studied
within the wide body of existing process modeling literature.

In the scope of this research, a hybrid process artifact is defined as a process rep-
resentation combining two or more design artifacts (e.g., process models, textual
annotations, guided simulations) overlapping in the description of some aspects
of the process [ABS+20,AZB+20]. This definition provides an abstraction for
the relationship between the three artifacts covered in the DCR Portal (cf. Fig-
ure 1.2(b)) and allows to generalize to other similar “hybrid process artifacts”
proposed in the literature. This definitions also comes as part of an overarching
conceptual framework where hybrid process artifacts are conceived to be part
of Hybrid Business Process Representations (HBPRs). This family of process
representations comprises hybrid process artifacts – but also hybrid languages,
which refer to languages combined at the level of their syntax, semantics and
language paradigm (i.e., imperative, declarative) [ABS+20].

In this contribution, a conceptual framework discerning the relationships be-
tween the concepts of a process artifact is proposed. This framework is, in turn,
instantiated to deliver a unified terminology where the different types of HBPRs
(i.e., hybrid process artifacts and hybrid languages) are conceived. Following
that, an SLR is conducted to study exiting hybrid representations, discern their
characteristics and organize them into a taxonomy. While the conceptual frame-
work is generic to both imperative and declarative languages and artifacts, the
SLR emphasizes the declarative paradigm in HBPRs. Finally, the outcome of
the SLR is used to delineate an agenda for future research.
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1.5.2 Contribution C2

Contribution C2 consists of studying users’ engagement with the entire DCR
hybrid process artifact composed of the declarative process model (provided
by the graphical editor), guided simulations (provided by the simulation tool)
and textual annotations (provided by the textual annotator) (cf. Section 1.4).
This contribution comprises two studies: the first study addresses the quality of
the DCR tool-support, provided by the hybrid artifact, during process modeling
tasks, while the second study addresses the usage of the hybrid artifact during
comprehension tasks.

Process Modeling Using Hybrid Artifact. The first study aims at explor-
ing the tool-support granted by hybrid process artifacts during process modeling
tasks. As mentioned in Section 1.4, the graphical editor, the textual annotator
and the simulation tool are meant to deliver a hybrid process artifact incorpo-
rated in a tool-support that is providing additional channels to facilitate the
modeling of declarative process models. The study investigates the process in
which these artifacts are conjoined and interrelated to turn a process description
into a declarative process model. The investigation is supported by the analysis
of users’ interactions within the DCR Portal and a qualitative coding of verbal
utterances obtained from retrospective think-aloud sessions.

In a nutshell, the study reveals the actual use of the hybrid artifact, during
process modeling tasks, and explains the rationals behind the observed behaviors
from a modeler perspective. In addition, the study weights the benefits and
challenges associated with the use of such a hybrid artifact and reports on how
it can help to improve the quality of the produced declarative models.

Model Comprehension Using Hybrid Artifact. The second study aims at
exploring the usage hybrid process artifacts (embedding a declarative process
model) during tasks involving model comprehension. The study uses similar
artifacts as those deployed in the process modeling study while shifting the fo-
cus from process modeling to model comprehension. The study examines how
hybrid process artifacts support the extraction of different types of informa-
tion about business processes and show how users’ background and task type
influence the way artifacts are perceived and combined during model compre-
hension. The investigation is supported by a multi-granular analysis of eye-
tracking data [HNA+11] and a qualitative coding of verbal utterances obtained
from retrospective think-aloud sessions.

All in all, the study delineates an approach to mine and discover the processes
guiding users’ eye-movements across a visual stimulus (e.g., a hybrid process ar-
tifact shown in a computer screen) based on process mining techniques [VDA16].
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The approach is, in turn, used to conducted coarse-grained analysis of the com-
mon reading patterns exhibited by users with different backgrounds when con-
ducting different comprehension tasks. To gain a deep understanding of the ob-
served reading patterns, the perceived benefits and challenges associated with
each artifact are extracted from users’ verbal utterances and examined. Fi-
nally, a fine-grained analysis of eye-tracking data is conducted to delve further
into users’ visual behavior and delineate the strategies adopted by users when
searching for information across different process artifacts.

1.5.3 Contribution C3

Contribution C3 consists of developing a catalog of modeling practices and a set
of complexity metrics for declarative process models. The studies conducted as
part of this contribution put the focus on the declarative process model, being
the core and the target artifact in the hybrid representation. The research con-
ducted within C3 comprises two studies: the first study investigates themodeling
practices guiding process modeling tasks, while the second study develops and
evaluates a set of complexity metrics allowing to appraise the comprehension of
declarative process models.

Modeling Practices. The first study within this contribution aims at eliciting
a set of modeling practices to guide modelers during process modeling. These
practices have emerged from a series of consultations with experts in process
modeling. Supported by the Personal Construct Theory (PCT) [Kel55], the
criteria used by experts to judge the quality of declarative process models are
articulated and scrutinized to develop an overarching understanding of quality
in the context of declarative process modeling.

The first part of the study consists of adapting PCT and adjusting the under-
lying approach for the intended research. The second part, in turn, uses the
adjusted approach to develop a catalog of modeling practices intended to sup-
port modelers during process modeling and enhance the quality of the produced
process models.

Complexity Metrics. The second study within this contribution aims at
developing and evaluating a set of complexity metrics providing quantifiable
means to assess the understandability of declarative process models. These
metrics are derived from those proposed in imperative process modeling [Men07]
and investigated from a human-cognitive perspective.

In the first part of the study, the complexity metrics are defined together with
a set of hypotheses stipulating the impact of the factors, addressed by these
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metrics, on users’ cognitive load. The second part, in turn, consists of designing
and conducting an experiment [WRH+12] where the candidate hypotheses are
tested and validated empirically.

1.6 Research Method

The research conducted in this thesis is guided by qualitative and quantitative
research methods. Sections 1.6.1 and 1.6.2 introduce these methods respectively
and provide an overview on their use in the context of this thesis.

1.6.1 Qualitative Methods

Qualitative research methods represent a class of systematic approaches guided
by inductive processes for analyzing and organizing data into categories and
themes which, in turn, serve as a basis for identifying new patterns and provide
the grounds for raising new hypotheses and developing new theories [MS93].
Qualitative methods are typically used in exploratory contexts where phenom-
ena are observed, scrutinized and understood in their natural setting. This
type of research is usually based on interviews, observations and document re-
views [Ast13].

Qualitative research comprises different methodologies, notably, grounded the-
ory. Through this methodology, hypotheses and theories are emerged from
the data [CB07,Ast13]. The approach underlying grounded theory involves a
meticulous data analysis guided by a set of coding techniques performed in in-
cremental coding cycles that eventually lead to the construction of a network of
codes summarizing the pertinent aspects in the data [Sal15].

In the scope of this thesis, grounded theory is used to guide the qualitative
analyses conducted in Contributions C2 and the first study in Contribution
C3. Overall, the analyses cover both verbal and eye-tracking data and use a
series of coding techniques where data is extracted, compared, grouped and
overlapped in order to identify the commonalities among the investigated con-
cepts [CB07]. In addition, method triangulation [DN70] is used to compare
and validate the findings ensuing from different modalities. This is particularly
the case for the study, including eye-tracking (i.e., second study in Contribution
C2). Although, the eye-mind hypothesis claims a close relationship between
users’ visual behavior and the underlying cognitive processes [JC80], users’ be-
havior can be subject to different interpretations and hence can lead to different
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conclusions [HNA+11]. By triangulating the eye-tracking findings with users’
verbal utterances, observations can be interpreted on more solid grounds.

Besides, the SLR study conducted in Contribution C1 can be seen as a study
of qualitative nature performed following the SLR methodology of Kitchen-
ham [KC07].

1.6.2 Quantitative Methods

Quantitative research methods refer to a class of systematic approaches mostly
guided by deductive processes where the effect of some manipulation or activity
on a certain phenomenon is examined in controlled environments [WRH+12].
Quantitative methods are typically used in explanatory studies, where it is im-
portant to identify a causal relationship between a group of variables. This type
of studies usually requires the design of controlled experiments, where all the
factors susceptible to influence the outcome of the study are either fixed or con-
trolled. Such a design supports comparisons and statistical analyses [WRH+12].

Quantitative research comprises a broad range of analysis approaches, notably,
hypothesis-testing techniques. Through a variety of statistical tests, these tech-
niques determine whether there is a significant effect between a set of indepen-
dent and dependent variables [WRH+12].

In the context of this thesis, a hypothesis-testing technique is used in the second
study of Contribution C3 to test a series of hypotheses in a controlled experi-
ment. The candidate hypotheses stipulate a causal relationship between a set
of factors (captured using the proposed complexity metrics) and a set of es-
timators of cognitive load (e.g., perceived difficulty, comprehension accuracy,
response time).

1.7 Thesis Overview

This thesis consists of a collection of several articles covering the research com-
pleted during this Ph.D. Section 1.7.1 presents the structure of this document
and delineates the articles within each contribution, while Section 1.7.2 pro-
vides a brief summary of other articles published as part of this Ph.D. project
or within the wider stream of research about the understandability of process
models. An overview of the articles (i.e., articles’ titles, authors and venues) in-
cluded in this thesis and the other articles published during the Ph.D. is shown
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in Figure 1.3.

1.7.1 Thesis Structure and Articles

The thesis is structured into two parts. Part I contains an introduction (current
chapter), a background (cf. Chapter 2), three main chapters summarizing five
articles representing the core contributions of the thesis (cf. Chapters 3, 4 and 5)
and a conclusion (cf. Chapter 6). Part II includes the pre-print versions of the
covered articles.

The contents of the chapters in Part I are described below:

• Chapter 2 provides a background on the key notions discussed in the
thesis. In particular, the chapter covers the existing process modeling
paradigms (i.e., imperative, declarative) and the declarative language in-
vestigated in this work (i.e., DCR Graphs [HM11]). In addition, the chap-
ter delves into the field of cognitive psychology to highlight the limitations
of humans’ working memory and discuss some approaches to mitigate these
limitations.

• Chapter 3 summarizes Contribution C1 (cf. Section 1.5.1). In particular,
an overview of the conceptual framework laying the foundations for defin-
ing and characterizing HBPRs is provided. Following that, a summary of
the results of the SLR exploring the existing literature about HBPRs is
presented. The full contribution is reported in Article 1 (cf. Chapter 7).

• Chapter 4 summarizes Contribution C2 which comprises two studies
(cf. Section 1.5.2). The first study investigates process modeling with the
support of hybrid process artifacts, while the second study examines model
comprehension using hybrid process artifacts. The studies are reported
in detail in Article 2 (cf. Chapter 8) and Article 3 (cf. Chapter 9)
respectively.

• Chapter 5 summarizes contribution C3 (cf. Section 1.5.3) which consists
of two studies. The first study investigates declarative process modeling
practices, while the second study develops and evaluates a set of complex-
ity metrics for declarative models. The studies are reported in detail in
Article 4 (cf. Chapter 10) and Article 5 (cf. Chapter 11) respectively.

• Chapter 6 summarizes the key findings and concludes the thesis.
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1.7.2 Other Articles

Besides the articles covered in this thesis, many other articles have been pub-
lished during the Ph.D. studies.

The first publication in the Ph.D. [ASB+18a] comprises a research model de-
lineating the approach meant for investigating the use of the DCR hybrid pro-
cess artifact during model comprehension tasks. This research model has been
refined and adapted to design and conduct the model comprehension study
presented in Contribution 2 (cf. Section 1.5.2). In [ASB+18b], first insights
resulting from the analysis of users eye-tracking data (when engaging with the
DCR hybrid artifact) have been reported, while in [ABS+19], more advanced
analyses of both eye-tracking and verbal data have been completed. The results
of these three articles have been complemented with a more fine-grained analysis
of eye-tracking data and published in [AZB+20] (Article 3), which is included
in the thesis document.

Besides this line of publications, a research model has been proposed in [ASS+20]
to investigate the impact of modularization on the understandability of declar-
ative process models. Moreover, a qualitative study investigating the use of a
novel modularization approach within the DCR Portal has been published as
part of the research in [DLS+20]. In addition, a summary of the overall re-
search conducted during the Ph.D. in the context of the Ecoknow project has
been reported in [HAC+20].

Finally, an empirical study has been conducted to evaluate a new approach
supporting the transition from textual process descriptions to imperative pro-
cess models in BPMN. The evaluation is published as part of the research
in [SFDA+20].

The articles presented in this section are illustrated in the second part of Fig-
ure 1.3 (Other Publications), in the same order as they are mentioned in the
text.
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International Conference on Business Process Management, 2020
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the scientific work completed during the Ph.D.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides a background covering the key notions associated with
this thesis. Section 2.1 introduces process modeling, while Section 2.2 presents
pertinent concepts from cognitive psychology.

2.1 Process Modeling

Process modeling is a human activity that consists of abstracting, conceptualiz-
ing and representing business processes as process models [Men07,DLRMR13].
Process models, in turn, represent a set of activity models and execution con-
straints defining their interplay [Wes19]. As mentioned in Section 1.2, pro-
cess models can be expressed using languages from the imperative-declarative
paradigm spectrum. In this section, more background is provided about the
difference between imperative and declarative languages within this paradigm
spectrum (cf. Section 2.1.1). Following that, the focus is moved to declarative
languages, in particular to the DCR (Dynamic Condition Response) language,
which is introduced in more detail (cf. Section 2.1.2).
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2.1.1 The Process Modeling Paradigm Spectrum

This section discerns imperative and declarative languages. The explanation is
adapted from Article 1 (cf. Chapter 7, [ABS+20]).

Languages can be compared across different dimensions, including for instance,
the formality of their syntax, the formality of their semantics, and their language
paradigm. A language paradigm can be viewed as the style in which a language
is formulated. Existing languages can be organized in the imperative-declarative
paradigm spectrum. This paradigm originates from the computer programming
field.

Winograd [Win75] asserts that imperative programming is developed on the
principle that “the knowledge of a subject is intimately bound with the proce-
dures for its use”. Simply put, imperative programming consists of delineating
explicitly the commands mapping an input to a particular output. Conversely,
declarative programming, as seen by Lloyd [Llo94], is an approach where one
specifies “what is to be computed, but not necessarily how it is to be computed”.
In other words, declarative programming languages aim at stating the end-goal
requirements and letting the system find a way to attain them.

According to Roy and Haridi [VRH+04], the notion of state is central to the
distinction between imperative and declarative languages. A state is defined as
“a sequence of values in time that contains the intermediate results of a desired
computation” [VRH+04]. Roy and Haridi assert that states can be implicit or
explicit. Therein, an implicit state is seen as a state that resides only in the
programmer’s mind, meaning that, neither the program nor the computational
model are aware of it [VRH+04]. In contrast, an explicit state is perceived as a
state which can be explicitly traced in the program and its computational model.
Along this line, imperative languages represent states explicitly in the model,
whereas their declarative counterpart encode states implicitly in the model.

Roy and Haridi’s distinction between imperative and declarative languages is
limited to the representational layer of languages. Indeed, at the execution layer,
the language is, eventually, interpreted as a series of deterministic procedures.
Considering both representational and execution layers of languages, an imper-
ative language can be defined as a language where the states are explicit in the
representational and execution layers. In turn, a declarative language can be
defined as a language where the states are implicit in the representational layer,
while being explicit in the execution layer [ABS+20].

The distinction between implicit and explicit states can be transposed to pro-
cess modeling languages. Following the definition by Pesic [PSVdA07], within
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the representation layer, imperative languages (e.g., BPMN [OMG06], Petri-
nets [Pet62]) provide process representations where “all execution alternatives
are explicitly specified”, which in turn, delineate all the underlying states ex-
plicitly. Modeling using imperative languages, in turn, requires specifying all
these execution paths in the model in an explicit manner. This requirement is
only feasible when comprehensive knowledge is available about all the possible
(discrete) execution paths that the business process can undergo. In practice,
this requirement is not always satisfied. This is particularly the case for flexible
processes (e.g., knowledge-intensive processes) in which the process execution
depends on contextual information varying from one case to another and usu-
ally available only at run-time [SSO01]. Alternatively declarative languages
(e.g., Declare [PSVdA07], DCR Graphs [HM11]) provide process representa-
tions where “constraints implicitly specify [the] execution alternatives as all al-
ternatives that satisfy the constraints” [PSVdA07]. Simply put, in declarative
languages, constraints are used to prescribe the interplay between the process
activities without being explicit about the sequence of states underlying each
execution path. These states are in fact, implicit only in the representational
layer of the language, while in the execution layer, the states become explicit
as the language predicates are being interpreted. This feature allows declara-
tive languages to capture flexible processes without explicitly specifying all the
possible execution paths, which in turn results in more concise process models.

Declarative languages are good candidates for modeling flexible processes. How-
ever, their constraint-based approach can challenge their understandability. This
limitation is discussed from a cognitive perspective in Section 2.2.1.

2.1.2 Dynamic Condition Response Graphs

This section introduces DCR Graphs based on the background provided in Ar-
ticle 4 (cf. Chapter 10, [ADB+20]). The notions presented in this section cover
those referred to in the different articles included in this thesis.

DCR is a declarative process modeling language [HM11]. A DCR Graph com-
prises activities and relations. Activities can be assigned one or many roles
defining the set of actors allowed to execute them. To maximize flexibility, any
activity that is not constrained in the model can be executed at any time and
any number of times. Similarly, interrelated activities forming a weakly con-
nected component in the graph can be executed without being influenced by
other activities outside the weakly connected component (cf. Article 5, Chap-
ter 11). Activities have a marking (state) that is a tuple with three Boolean
values: executed, included and pending. The executed marking specifies that the
activity has been done at least once in the past. The included marking shows
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that the activity is relevant for the process. The absence of this marking on
an activity implies that the activity is excluded, meaning that it can neither
be executed nor constrain the execution of other activities. Lastly, the pending
marking indicates that the activity must be eventually executed in the future.
This kind of marking is used to set a requirement that must be fulfilled before
the process can end.

DCR has six relations1. In the following, we use the terms “source activity”
and “destination activity” two indicate two activities linked with a DCR rela-
tion represented as a directed edge from an activity (at the source) to another
activity (at the destination). A condition (drawn as an orange Arrow To Dot)
constrains the execution of a destination activity by specifying that it cannot
be executed before a source activity has been executed at least once in the past.
A milestone (drawn as a purple Arrow To Diamond) constrains the execution
of a destination activity by specifying that while a source activity is pending
(i.e., required to be fulfilled), the destination activity cannot be executed. The
inclusion (drawn as a green Arrow To Plus sign) and exclusion (drawn as a red
Arrow To Percentage sign) allow a source activity to make a destination activity,
respectively, relevant or irrelevant in the process by toggling its included mark-
ing. Finally, the response (drawn as a blue Dot To Arrow) and the no-response
(drawn as a brown Dot To “x” character) allow a source activity to make a des-
tination activity, respectively, pending or not anymore pending by toggling its
pending marking. The inclusion, exclusion, response and no-response relations
exhibit a dynamic behavior in the process model. In that respect, they are
not perceived as typical constraints, but rather as relations allowing to capture
effects that some process activities impose on others. Relations and activities
can be combined to represent specific modeling patterns.

Several extensions have been proposed to complement the core DCR language.
For instance, hierarchy was introduced through the concept of nesting [HMS11]
to enable grouping several activities together (into a nest activity) and then ap-
pend a single relation from or to all of them. Nesting is a shorthand for append-
ing a relation to each individual activity and thus it can be seen as a syntactic
sugar within the DCR language. Multi-instance sub-processes [DHS18], in con-
trast, makes significant extensions to the language by supporting the modeling
of sub-process templates, which allow instantiating a block of activities (as a
sub-process) many times during the process execution. For that purpose, an
additional relation called the spawn (drawn as a black Arrow To Star) is used
to make a source activity instantiate a sub-process (at the destination) in the

1The DCR language was initially introduced with four basic relations (i.e., condition, re-
sponse, include and exclude) [HM11] and has been extended with two additional relations
(i.e., milestone [HMS11] and no-response), which do not formally add to the expressiveness
of the language, but allow to straightforwardly express patterns that are commonly found in
practice.
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model. Furthermore, DCR allows modeling the effect of contextual data on the
process control-flow. This support is operated by data expressions which can be
appended to relations in order to specify the circumstances under which they
should be activated [SMHM13]. Data expressions evaluate the values of data
variables that are set using a special type of activities called data activities.
These activities comprise input fields allowing users to assign values to data
variables at run-time.

The core DCR language and the introduced extensions are illustrated in the
following paragraphs based on the process description shown in Example 2.1
and the respective process model depicted in Figure 2.1.

Example 2.1 The process of writing a project proposal can be described as
follows:

• S1. Every time a researcher comes up with an idea, he can instantiate the
application for a research proposal.

• S2. Afterwards, the researcher can prepare the proposal. Therein, it is possi-
ble for the researcher to write the project proposal, apply changes to an existing
proposal or refine his idea at any time.

• S3. Once the research has written the proposal he can check for plagiarism.

• S4. In case the researcher decides to refine his idea, he must write the project
proposal again or at least apply some changes to the existing proposal before
he can submit it.

• S5. The researcher can submit the project proposal only once.

• S6. After the proposal is submitted, a research committee evaluates the pro-
posal. Thereafter, the research committee takes a decision and notifies the
researcher with either an acceptance or a rejection of the proposal.

• S7. After the research committee sends an acceptance or rejection notifica-
tion, the evaluation of the proposal ends.

Explanation of Example 2.1. The textual description lists the specifications
(Numbered S1–S7) associated with the process of writing a project proposal.
The model depicted in Figure 2.1 shows a possible representation of that process.
S1 makes reference to two activities, i.e., come up with an idea and instantiate
the application for a research proposal. The process specification implies that a
new process instance should be created every time a researcher comes up with
a new idea. Therefore, instantiate the application for a research proposal is
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Legend
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Figure 2.1: The process of writing a project proposal (cf. Example 2.1) mod-
eled using the DCR language. Adapted from [ADB+20], Article
(1) and [RW12].
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modeled as a sub-process and a spawn relation is set between come up with an
idea and instantiate the application for a research proposal.

S2 makes reference to four activities, i.e., prepare the proposal, write project
proposal, apply changes to existing proposal and refine the idea. The process
specification implies that prepare the proposal is a nest for the other activities.
This is cause write project proposal, apply changes to existing proposal and refine
the idea are parts of the preparation of the proposal.

S3 makes reference to two activities i.e., write project proposal and check for
plagiarism. The process specification implies a condition relation from write
project proposal to check for plagiarism. This is because check for plagiarism
cannot be done without having write project proposal performed at least once
in the past.

S4 makes reference to four activities i.e., refine the idea and write project pro-
posal, apply changes to existing proposal and submit the proposal. The process
specification implies a response relation from refine the idea to write project
proposal. This is because refine the idea requires the researcher to write project
proposal. This requirement can be omitted in case he decides to apply changes
to existing proposal, which is modeled using a no-response relation from apply
changes to existing proposal to write project proposal. The process specification
implies also a milestone relation between write project proposal and submit the
proposal. This is because, while write project proposal is required, the researcher
cannot submit the proposal. In this process specification (S4), one can notice
two hidden dependencies (i.e., implicit constraints). The first hidden depen-
dency comes between refine the idea and submit the proposal. Indeed, submit
the proposal is not only affected by the activity that is directly connected to it
(i.e., write project proposal), but it is also affected by refine the idea, such that
if the researcher decides to refine the idea, then write project proposal becomes
pending and subsequently submit the proposal gets blocked. A similar hidden
dependency can be observed between apply changes to existing proposal and sub-
mit the proposal. This process specification also, denotes the dynamic behavior
exhibited by some DCR relations. In this example, for instance, submit the
proposal can switch between being permitted and blocked several times during
the process execution depending on the effect of the response and no-response
relations on write project proposal.

S5 makes reference to one activity i.e., submit the proposal while the process
specification implies an exclude relation from submit the proposal to the nest
activity prepare the proposal. Indeed, since the researcher can submit the pro-
posal only once, all the activities inside the nest prepare the proposal become
irrelevant when the proposal is submitted. The use of an exclude relation from
an activity to its parent nest activity allows excluding the whole nest after the
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source activity is performed. This modeling pattern is equivalent to adding a
set of exclude relations from one activity to (a) itself and to (b) all the other
activities in the nest.

S6 makes reference to five activities i.e., submit the proposal, evaluate the pro-
posal, take a decision, notify acceptance and notify rejection. The process specifi-
cation implies a condition relation from submit the proposal to the nest activity
evaluate the proposal, which comprises the activities associated with the pro-
posal evaluation. This is because the proposal cannot be evaluated before being
submitted. Regarding the specification about the committee decision, the out-
come of the data activity take a decision can either lead to notify acceptance or
notify rejection. This specification is modeled using data expressions and a set
of include and exclude relations. Each of these relations takes effect only when
the associated expression evaluates to true. For instance, in case the committee
decision in positive (i.e., decision = 1), the data expressions associated with the
include relation from take a decision to notify acceptance and the exclude rela-
tion from take a decision to notify rejection will evaluate to true. This, in turn,
will include notify acceptance and exclude notify rejection. Conversely, in case
the decision is negative (i.e., decision = 0), the data expressions associated with
the exclude relation from take a decision to notify acceptance and the include
relation from take a decision to notify rejection will evaluate to true. This, in
turn, will exclude notify acceptance and include notify rejection. Note that in
the model shown in Figure 2.1 the committee can change their decision (i.e., by
performing take a decision several times) as long as the notification is not yet
sent.

Finally, S7 makes reference to three activities i.e., notify acceptance, notify
rejection and evaluate the proposal. The process specification implies an exclude
relation from notify acceptance to the nest activity evaluate the proposal, and
another exclude relation from notify rejection to the nest evaluate the proposal.
This is because after either activities the evaluation of the proposal ends.

2.2 Cognitive Psychology Within Process Mod-
eling

Cognitive psychology explores the way people perceive, acquire, recall and rea-
son about information [SS16]. The study of humans’ memory is among the
pertinent research topics addressed in cognitive psychology [SS16]. Over the
last century, extensive research has been conducted to investigate the function-
alities and characteristics of different types of memory [WN65, AS68, BH74].
Notably, two types of memory have been discerned: the working memory re-
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sponsible for holding and processing information for a short period of time and
the long-term memory capable of storing information for long or indefinite time
spans [SS16, Zhe17,BH74]. Attention has been drawn to the working memory
as this type of memory is crucial for thinking, learning and comprehension.
However, it is constrained by its limited capacity to hold information. The fol-
lowing sections illustrate this limitation (cf. Section 2.2.1) and discuss different
approach to mitigate it (cf. Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Limitation of Humans’ Working Memory

Working memory is crucial for most of our daily activities. It provides a
working place for temporary maintaining, integrating and processing informa-
tion [Bad12, Cow16, Obe09, UE07]. The “magical number of seven” is largely
cited as being the number of items which one can retain at a time [Mil56], al-
though other studies claim that our memory cannot retain more than 4 items
at a time [Cow01]. Nevertheless, all these studies agree that our working has
a limited capacity for maintaining and processing information and therefore, it
required to use it efficiently.

During process modeling, working memory is used to store task-relevant infor-
mation, including those presented to the modeler (e.g., a fragment of a textual
process description) and those buffered from long-term memory (e.g., the use of
modeling pattern in DCR Graphs). This information is processed and integrated
together in the working memory and translated to a set of logical decisions and
actions (e.g., establishing a mapping between the textual fragment and the ad-
equate modeling pattern) [Pin14]. Likewise, when reading a process model,
working memory is used to recognize the visual configuration of the model sym-
bols (e.g., two boxes, one containing the other and a red arrow from the inner
box to the outer box), which are in turn integrated with the knowledge buffered
from the long-term memory (e.g., a box denotes an activity, a box containing
another box denotes a nest activity and a red arrow denotes an exclude relation)
to derive a proper understanding of the presented information (e.g., two boxes,
one containing the other and a red arrow from the inner box to the outer box
is used to exclude all the activities within a nest activity at once).

While modeling and comprehending simple patterns seems feasible, other tasks
may exceed the capacity of one’s working memory. This is particularly the case
when dealing with declarative process models where constraints form hidden
dependencies between activities. Therein, to evaluate whether an activity is
permitted, required or blocked, one must not only retain the effect of directly
linked activities, but also the influence of the indirectly linked ones. For instance,
in the model shown in Figure 2.1, the activity submit the proposal is not only
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affected by write project proposal (i.e., directly related) but also by refine the idea
and apply changes to existing proposal (i.e., indirectly related). Another case is
when trying to evaluate whether an execution path is allowed in a declarative
model. During this task, one must evaluate the interplay between the process
activities (similar to the previous case) but also bear in mind that the (direct
or indirect) effects of some activities on others might change several times over
the course of execution. To this end, one must retain and mentally update the
marking of the model activities after each step of the process execution. For
instance, in the model shown in Figure 2.1, one could start by performing write
project proposal and thus submit the proposal becomes permitted. Then, before
doing it, one might perform check for plagiarism and then refine the idea. At
this point submit the proposal becomes not anymore possible. Such a dynamic
behavior adds up to the challenges of dealing with declarative process models,
particularly those expressed in the DCR language.

These cases suggest that some tasks require more memory than others, but
how does working memory influence model quality (during modeling tasks) or
users’ comprehension abilities (during comprehension tasks)? This question is
answered by the Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) [Swe11]. CLT is based on the
notion of cognitive load, which aims at quantifying the extent of demands im-
posed by certain tasks on humans’ mental resources [CZW+16]. More formally,
it is defined as “a multi-dimensional construct representing the load imposed on
the working memory during [the] performance of a cognitive task” [CZW+16,
PTTVG03, PVM94]. Cognitive load has, in turn, been associated with hu-
mans’ perceived difficulty and performance, positing that as cognitive load in-
creases, people feel more challenged, become slower and more prone to commit
mistakes [CZW+16]. These effects can also occur when dealing with complex
process models. To address this challenge, it is important to maintain ones’ cog-
nitive load at a moderate level. The following section (Section 2.2.2) discusses
different approaches to attain this objective.

2.2.2 Overcoming the Limitation of Humans’ Working Mem-
ory

Overcoming the limitation of working memory during process modeling and
comprehension tasks requires approaches to reduce cognitive load. However,
as its definition states, cognitive load is a multi-dimensional construct (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2.1), meaning that it is defined by several components. To develop robust
approaches, it is, therefore, important to identify which component of cognitive
load to address.

CLT provides a model of cognitive load defined by three-component factors.
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Namely intrinsic load, extraneous load and germane load [SVMP98,PTTVG03].
Intrinsic load is associated with the inherent complexity of the information being
processed. When performing a modeling or a comprehension task, intrinsic load
would emerge from the inherent complexity of the business process [CZW+16].
Extraneous load is associated with the representation of the task [CZW+16].
In the context of modeling and comprehension tasks, extraneous would emerge,
for instance, from the complexity of the tool supporting the task or the way
the model is represented to the user. Lastly, germane load is associated with
humans’ ability to build the appropriate mental schemes to organize informa-
tion efficiently [CZW+16]. Therein, users can experience different levels of
germane load depending on their familiarity with the process modeling tools
and practices.

Reducing cognitive load requires addressing its components. In process mod-
eling, intrinsic load varies depending on the complexity of the process specifi-
cations. Extraneous load, in contrast, can be reduced by improving the tool-
support and the representation of the process model. Likewise, germane load can
be reduced by teaching users how to develop the appropriate mental schemes to
organize information efficiently when creating and reading process models (e.g.,
with the support of a catalog of modeling practices). In cognitive psychology,
different theories and approaches could contribute for attaining these aims.

Dual-coding. The dual-coding theory postulates that verbal information (e.g.,
textual annotations) and visual information (e.g., fragments of process models)
are processed along separate channels (i.e., the phonological loop and the visuo-
spatial sketchpad), which do not complete in the working memory [Pai91].
Hence, information can be effectively conveyed when encoded, both textually
and graphically [Moo09]. In this context, hybrid process artifacts can improve
process representations by interweaving both textual and graphical artifacts.

Cognitive Fit. The cognitive fit theory posits that a fit between the task re-
quirements and the visual representation of the information is associated with
reduced cognitive load and better performance [Ves91]. Hybrid process artifacts
can provide cognitive fit for different task types. For example, when evaluating
whether an execution path is supported in the model, a guided simulation can
create a better cognitive fit compared to a declarative process model. More-
over, when checking whether all process specifications are represented in the
model, an explicit visual mapping between the model elements and the textual
specifications (obtained with textual annotations) can create a better cogni-
tive fit compared to an implicit mapping (where the process description is not
annotated).

Cognitive Offloading. The concept of cognitive offloading [RG16] is based
on the fundamental distinction between internal and external representations
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of information [BGP06, SR96, SR05, Tve02, TS09]. While, internal represen-
tations are created in the memory, external representations are rather con-
cretized using physical symbols (e.g, a text, a sketch or a graphical model).
Cognitive offloading suggests that externalizing information helps us to over-
come the capacity limitation of the working memory and to reduce the com-
putational effort required to integrate new information in the mind [RG16].
When reading this document, for instance, instead of retaining all the perti-
nent ideas, you can alternatively highlight them in the text or take short notes
of them. This way, you are externalizing information and thus reducing the
load on your working memory, which would presumably result in a better com-
prehension of the material at hand. In addition, externalized information can
be internalized again and interpreted in a rather lightweight cognitive process
with reduced cognitive load [Zha97]. In the literature, cognitive offloading have
been shown to improve users’ performance when conducting different types of
tasks [RMCK14,Gil15,GMNKW01,CACS07,CK11]. Likewise, in process mod-
eling, the use of hybrid process artifacts can help to further externalize infor-
mation about the process. For instance, modeling with the support of a textual
annotator (cf. Section 1.4), can help to externalize the mapping between the
process specifications and the model elements, which in turn can make the mod-
eling task less cognitively demanding, but also facilitate the comprehension of
the model afterwards, since the annotations can also serve as cues for the logic
encoded in the model. Another pertinent example is when evaluating whether
an execution path is supported in the model. Therein, instead of computing the
activities’ interplay after each step of execution, one can externalize and offload
these computations to a simulation tool.

Chunking and Schemata. Chunking denotes the process of organizing infor-
mation into chunks [Gra06]. Given the following sequence of characters “DK-
FRDEIT”, it can be retained in different ways. You could, for instance, retain
the whole sequence “DKFRDEIT” at once. Another alternative is to separate
it into chunks of single characters “D”,“K”, “F”, “R”, “D”, “E”,“I”,“T”. A third
approach, in turn, would be to decompose the sequence into chunks of two
characters each “DK”, “FR”, “DE”, “IT”. This way, you are likely to notice that
each chunk refers to the acronym of a country (e.g., DK refers to Denmark) and
thus, you would better retain the sequence of characters and interpret its content
with a reduced mental effort. The pre-knowledge allowing you to find the right
chunking strategy to decompose and aggregate information pieces is referred
to in the literature as a schema, which denotes an abstract mental structure
allowing to represent generic concepts in memory [Rum17]. Acquiring the ap-
propriate schemata help to easily encode and retrieve information from humans’
memory [Kal09,PRS03, Swe88, SC94]. In the process modeling scope, teaching
modeling practices (e.g., modeling patterns) can provide users with schemata
facilitating the representation and recognition of specific behaviors and patterns
in the model.
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All in all, different approaches can be adopted to relieve the load on users’ work-
ing memory during process modeling and comprehension tasks. The investigated
hybrid process artifact and modeling practices could presumably support these
approaches and hence improve users’ experience with dealing with declarative
process models.
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Chapter 3

Hybrid Business Process
Representations: A

Conceptual Framework and
Systematic Literature

Review

This chapter summarizes Article 1 (cf. Part II, Chapter 7):

• On the declarative paradigm in hybrid business process repre-
sentations: A conceptual framework and a systematic literature
study.
Andaloussi, A. A., Burattin, A., Slaats, T., Kindler, E., & Weber, B.
Information Systems [ABS+20], 2020.

Figure 3.1 highlights the scope of this chapter (and the underlying article).
In this contribution, hybrid process artifacts are conceptualized within hybrid
business process representations, which in turn are investigated in an SLR (Sys-
tematic Literature Review). Section 3.1 describes the context and the moti-
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vation for this contribution, Section 3.2 summarizes the proposed conceptual
framework and Section 3.3 provides an overview on the results of the SLR. The
aspects discussed in this chapter are presented in detail in Article 1 [ABS+20]
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(cf. Chapter 7).

3.1 Context and Motivation

The research summarized in this chapter represents an initial stepping stone
towards the investigation of the artifacts introduced in the DCR Portal. As
mentioned in Section 1.4, the portal includes three design artifacts, i.e., a graph-
ical editor, a textual annotator and a simulation tool. These three artifacts
together provide a hybrid representation where declarative process models are
interwoven with textual annotations and guided simulations to support different
modeling and comprehension tasks. Such a hybrid representation is, in fact, not
unique to the DCR platform. In the literature, similar representations have been
proposed (e.g., [LDHM18,KN19,DSDWSV18,WISW17,SSMR16,DSDWSV16,
MSS16,Hin16,DSDWVP16,DGDMM15,DHMS18,WS13,MB13,ZPW11]). Al-
though, these representations share many traits, no clear foundations have been
set to define and characterize them. As a result, they were introduced from dif-
ferent perspectives and often with different terminologies. Hence, it was difficult
to develop a clear overview on the existing hybrid representations and discern
how they reassemble and differ from each other.

Looking at some of the existing hybrid representations (e.g., [SSMR16,DHMS18]),
it emerged that the hybrid feature comes at different levels of these repre-
sentations. In [SSMR16], for instance, the term “hybrid” was used to indi-
cate imperative and declarative languages combined into a hybrid language,
while in [DHMS18], the terminology was rather used to designate a process
model and guided simulations combined into a hybrid process artifact. Similar
to [DHMS18], the combination of the (DCR Portal) artifacts, investigated in
this thesis, can be seen as a hybrid process artifact.

The end-goal of this work, however, was beyond the distinction between hybrid
languages and hybrid process artifacts. Indeed, the aim was to understand what
concepts clearly define these representations and how they have been introduced
in the literature. Answering these questions, in turn, required a conceptual
framework, setting the foundations for hybrid process representations, and an
SLR exploring the different contexts, motivations and characteristics associated
with the different representations proposed in the literature. These needs were
addressed in this contribution. The following sections (Section 3.2 and Sec-
tion 3.3) provide an overview of the conceptual framework and summarize the
SLR findings respectively.
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3.2 A Conceptual Framework for Hybrid Repre-
sentations (Article 1)

This section summarizes the key concepts defining a process artifact. These
concepts are used to differentiate hybrid languages and hybrid process artifacts.

Figure 3.2(a) depicts a conceptual framework defining a process artifact in rela-
tion to different concepts, represented as distinct components in the framework
(i.e., business process, mental model, conceptualization, language). In this frame-
work, a process artifact can be seen as an external representation of a business
process delineating the way the process operates in the real-world [AKR07].
Moreover, a process artifact can be considered as a reflection of a modeler’s
mental model, that is, in turn, an internal (mental) representation capturing his
(own) understanding of the business process [SKW11].

The core BPM concepts (i.e., process, case, task, activity) and process aspects
(e.g., control-flow, organization, information) [AKR07] can be represented as a
conceptualization entity within this framework. This entity structures the mod-
eler’s mental model by providing a set of concepts and ontologies, allowing him
to develop the appropriate mental structures for abstracting the business pro-
cess [SKW11,Zug13]. In addition, the conceptualization entity gives structure
to the process artifact through its underlying process modeling concepts and
ontologies [AKR07].

The language entity provides the last puzzle-piece for the process artifact frame-
work. On the one hand, it allows to express and communicate the process arti-
fact. On the other hand, it enables to document and communicate the concepts
and ontologies within the conceptualization entity, and thus serves as an instru-
ment to transfer the BPM knowledge and make it accessible to others [Gui05].

The proposed conceptual framework can be instantiated in different ways. In
Figure 3.2(b) two instances (marked with different colors) are illustrated: a
hybrid language instance and a hybrid process artifact instance. Both instances
use the aforementioned components and adhere to the described interplay. The
variations come mainly within the language and process artifact components,
which are described in the following paragraphs.

Hybrid Language Instance. In this instance (i.e., marked in blue in Fig-
ure 3.2b), the language component comprises a hybrid language that combines
the vocabulary of different imperative and declarative languages, while the ar-
tifact component comprises a single process artifact expressed using a hybrid
language.
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Hybrid Process Artifact Instance. In this instance (i.e., marked in purple
in Figure 3.2b), the language component can comprise two (or many) languages
that are used separately to express different process artifacts, which when com-
bined provide a hybrid process artifact (represented in the artifact component).

This conceptual framework provides a unified terminology supported by a set
of conceptual bases, which can be used by researchers to better characterize
their hybrid representations and position their contributions. Moreover, in the
context of this thesis, the conceptual framework served as a basis for guiding the
SLR search and organizing the findings, which in turn allowed to delve further
into the characteristics of hybrid representations (cf. Section 3.3).

3.3 A Systematic Literature Review About the
Declarative Paradigm in Hybrid Representa-
tions (Article 1)

This section provides an overview of the findings of the SLR study. As men-
tioned in Section 1.5, the literature review emphasizes the declarative paradigm
in HBPRs (Hybrid Business Process Representations), meaning that all cov-
ered studies include an artifact expressed partially or fully using a declarative
language.

The SLR addresses a series of research questions aiming at (a) identifying the
existing HBPRs, (b) discerning the research lines where they have emerged, (c)
investigating the motivations behind their emergence, (d) examining the com-
bined languages and artifacts, (e) developing a taxonomy for hybrid representa-
tions (f) evaluating their maturity and (g) identifying the domains where they
are applicable. The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of these as-
pects and highlight some pertinent insights from the research agenda developed
based on the findings of the literature review.

Following a systematic approach for searching and reviewing the literature [KC07],
30 articles were identified and examined. Overall, the articles were published in
different conference and journal venues in an increasing trend over the last two
decades.

The analysis of the identified articles shows that HBPRs have emerged into
two different research lines. In the first research line (shortly, RL1 ), hybrid
languages (e.g., [SSMR16,SSO01,MS02,WS13,DSDWVP16]) were proposed to
represent the rigid and flexible parts of the business process in the same process
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artifact, while hybrid process artifacts (e.g., [LDHM18, ZPW11, ZPW12,DSD-
WSV16]) were proposed to support modelers when performing different activi-
ties on declarative process models. Regarding the second research line (shortly,
RL2 ) hybrid process artifacts (e.g., [KKN12,KN19,CSI11,WISW17]) were sug-
gested to improve the integration of business rules in process models. To this
end, authors have recommended to extract business rules from the process (gen-
eral) control-flow and represent them in hybrid artifacts expressed in rule-based
(e.g., Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules – SBVR [Man17])
or natural languages.

The HBPRs proposed within both research lines share several motivations, no-
tably, the need to support process modelers during modeling, maintainability
and comprehension tasks (e.g., [ZPW11,DSDWSV16,WISW17]) as well as to
ensure better flexibility and adaptability at run-time [SSMR16,SSO01,MGR11].
Besides, many of the studies in RL1 highlighted the need for concise and pre-
cise languages, allowing to model business processes that include both rigid
and flexible parts (e.g., [WS13, DGDMM15]), while the studies in RL2 were
driven by the need to integrate business rules in a manner allowing them to be
defined and changed without affecting the general control-flow of the process
(e.g., [VEIP08,GBS07]).

The HBPRs proposed in both research lines use different languages and arti-
facts. With regards to hybrid languages, Declare [PSVdA07] was the most re-
current language that has been combined with different imperative and declar-
ative languages (e.g., [WS13, SSMR16]). As for hybrid process artifacts, De-
clare [PSVdA07] and DCR [HM11] were commonly used to express process
models that have been extended with textual annotations and guided simu-
lations, whereas, BPMN [OMG06] was mostly used in artifacts that have been
integrated with business rules (e.g., [KKN12,CSI11]) that were typically repre-
sented in textual formats.

In addition, the results of the SLR allowed to delve further and explore the
different types of hybrid languages and hybrid process artifacts. Figure 3.3
summarizes a taxonomy to further characterize hybrid representations. Herein,
hybrid languages can be organized into languages providing models with a hier-
archical structure (e.g., [SSMR16,SSO01]) and languages providing models with
a mixed structure (e.g., [WS13,DGDMM15]). In the former set of languages,
process models are fragmented into several sub-processes, each expressed us-
ing a particular language, whereas in the latter set, languages are combined
within the same sub-process (or process). Hybrid process artifacts, in turn,
can be organized into those combining a process model with textual annota-
tions (e.g., [KKN12,CSI11]) and those combining a process model with guided
simulations (e.g., [ZPW12,DHMS18]).
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The approaches proposed in the literature have been evaluated in terms of their
maturity, which has been assessed based on their formalization, availability of
implementations and empirical evaluations. Overall, most of the formalized
approaches addressed hybrid languages, whereas most of the implementations
and empirical evaluations covered hybrid process artifacts. Last but not least,
HBPRs have been proposed to model business processes in several domains,
notably health care (e.g., [SvS10]), education (e.g., [Hin16]) and Customer Re-
lation Management (e.g., [MS02]).

The analysis of the literature studies was followed by a research agenda for
the community. The agenda marks the gaps in the literature and traces out
pertinent directions for future work. It addresses aspects related to the de-
sign, modeling and evaluation of hybrid language and hybrid process artifacts.
With regards to the evaluation of hybrid process artifacts (in relation to this
thesis), their importance in supporting declarative models is largely claimed in
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the literature. Nevertheless, although hybrid process artifacts have been more
investigated compared to hybrid languages, the amount of empirical studies is
still relatively small compared to those investigating single process artifacts in
the literature [Fig17]. Moreover, little is known about the way users engage
with hybrid process representations during comprehension and process model-
ing tasks [ABS+20]. Except for [ZHPW13] where hybrid process artifacts were
investigated for their communication support during process modeling, most of
the other studies (e.g., [WISW17,DSDWSV18]) focused on performance mea-
sures (e.g., accuracy, response time). In turn, less attention was devoted to un-
derstand the dynamics underlying users’ visual behavior and interactions with
hybrid process artifacts. Therefore, the opportunities and challenges associated
with the use of hybrid process artifact remain still unclear in the literature.

Overall, the outcome of the SLR complements the proposed conceptual frame-
work and delivers an overarching understanding of the state of the art literature
about HBPRs. This outcome is expected to support the development of new
hybrid representations and provide a base that can be systematically updated
with the new research.
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Chapter 4

Analyzing Users’
Engagement with Hybrid

process Artifact During
Modeling and

Comprehension Tasks

This chapter summarizes Articles 2 and 3 (cf. Part II, Chapters 8 and 9
respectively):

• Exploring the modeling of declarative processes using a hybrid
approach. (Article 2)
Andaloussi, A. A., Buch-Lorentsen, J., López, H. A., Slaats, T., &
Weber, B.
International Conference on Conceptual Modeling [ABLL+19], 2019.

• Exploring how users engage with hybrid process artifacts based
on declarative process models: a behavioral analysis based on
eye-tracking and think-aloud. (Article 3)
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Figure 4.1: Chapter 4 scope.

Andaloussi, A. A., Zerbato, F., Burattin, A., Slaats, T., Hildebrandt,
T. T., & Weber
Software and Systems Modeling [AZB+20], 2020.
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Figure 4.1 highlights the scope of this chapter (and the underlying articles).
The research conducted in this contribution comprises two studies: the first
study addresses the quality of the tool-support, provided by the DCR hybrid
process artifact during process modeling, while the second study addresses the
usage of the hybrid artifact during model comprehension. The analysis carried-
out in this contribution investigates the entire DCR hybrid process artifact.
Section 4.1 describes the context and the motivation for this contribution, Sec-
tion 4.2 summarizes the study investigating process modeling with the support
of hybrid process artifacts, while Section 4.3 provides an overview of the study
investigating the comprehension of process models embedded in hybrid process
artifacts.

The insights about process modeling and model comprehension using hybrid
process artifacts are presented in detail in Article 2 [ABLL+19] (cf. Chapter 8)
and Article 3 [AZB+20] (cf. Chapter 9) respectively.

4.1 Context and Motivation

The research summarized in this chapter aims at investigating the use of hybrid
process artifacts during process modeling and model comprehension tasks. As
mentioned in Section 1.3, the modeling and comprehension of declarative process
models are associated with a set of challenges. Indeed, it is difficult to keep
track of the mapping between the process specifications and the elements in
the process model. To address this limitation, an explicit mapping between the
information exposed by both artifacts is required. Another limitation is that
declarative process models do not explicitly depict the execution paths allowed
in the model. Subsequently, to verify whether the process model supports a
certain execution path, users are required to internally compute the interplay
between the process activities after each execution step, which, in turn, increases
the load on their working memory (cf. Section 2.2.1).

In the literature, a few hybrid process artifacts have been proposed to support
process modeling using declarative languages [ZPW11,LDHM18]. However, ex-
isting evaluations have covered only the support of guided simulations during
process modeling [ZHPW13]. Conversely, little is known about users’ behavior
when modeling declaratively using a hybrid artifact enriched with a textual an-
notation tool. This, in turn, raises the need to explore this angle and investigate
the potential support of this artifact.

With respect to the comprehension of declarative process models, existing stud-
ies have addressed the support offered by hybrid process artifacts from a user
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performance perspective (e.g., [WISW17,DSDWSV18]), whereas the actual use
of these artifacts during comprehension tasks was not clearly covered. Investi-
gating users’ behavior when engaging with hybrid process artifacts is important
to understand how declarative process models are used – but also how they
are combined with the other artifacts of the hybrid representation during com-
prehension tasks. Addressing these questions is needed for tailoring existing
process representations and tool-support to the individual need of users and
for improving the effectiveness of existing modeling approaches. The following
sections (Section 4.2 and Section 4.3) summarizes the studies investigating the
use of hybrid process artifacts in modeling and comprehension tasks.

4.2 Analyzing Process Modeling Using Hybrid
Artifacts (Article 2)

This section summarizes the study exploring process modeling with the support
of hybrid process artifacts (Article 2 [ABLL+19], cf. Chapter 8).

To evaluate the way modelers actually use the DCR hybrid process artifact
during process modeling tasks, a qualitative study was designed and conducted
with seventeen novice modelers, including students with a technical background
and employees at a Danish municipality. The study focused primarily on the
role of the textual annotator (called the Highlighter in Article 2 [ABLL+19])
within the hybrid representation. It addressed two key research questions aim-
ing at (a) understanding how users engage with the hybrid process artifact
during process modeling tasks and (b) identifying the aspects where the textual
annotator, within the hybrid representation, could contribute to enhancing the
model quality. To address these aspects, the participants were introduced to the
hybrid process artifact and then given a process modeling task. By the end of
the task, the participants were asked to reflect on their experience in retrospec-
tive think-aloud sessions [HNA+11]. During the analysis, modelers’ interactions
with the hybrid process artifact were examined to identify the way the different
artifacts were used during the modeling task. In addition, modelers’ verbal data
was analyzed following a qualitative approach based on concepts from grounded
theory [CB07].

Table 4.1 summarizes these findings in terms of the use of the hybrid artifact
and the presumable influence of the textual annotator on the quality of process
models. These aspects are further discussed in the following paragraphs.

Regarding the use of the hybrid process artifact, the analysis of modelers’ in-
teractions showed that the textual annotator was mainly used at the beginning
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Categories Insights

Use of the hybrid
process artifact

• The textual annotator is used to identify
activities and roles

• The graphical editor is used to add
relations to the process model

Influence of the textual
annotator on model
quality

• Supports better traceability and greater
coverage of the process specifications

• Helps to evaluate the alignment between
the process description and the produced
process model

• Provides better means to document the
model semantics and keep track of
modelers’ design decisions

Table 4.1: A summary about the use of the hybrid artifact and the presumable
influence of the textual annotator on the quality of process models.
Based on the insights presented in [ABLL+19].

of the modeling session to identify activities and roles whereas most of the con-
straints were directly modeled (as DCR relations) in the graphical editor. By
trying to further substantiate this pattern from participants’ verbal utterances,
it has emerged that the textual annotator served as a kick-start for the process
modeling task. As explained by some participants, the annotation of activities
and roles in the text helped them to develop a quick overview of the process.
Moreover, the annotations were perceived to provide structure and help to de-
compose the process description into smaller fragments. Furthermore, some par-
ticipants affirmed that, by annotating the text, they could better memorize and
easily identify the process specifications. The participants also justified their
abstention from using the textual annotator to mark constraints in the text.
Therein, they preferred a graphical (two-dimensional) visualization, where it
was easy to perceive the interplay between the process activities. In addition,
the participants have reported struggling to identify explicit constraints in the
text that can be easily mapped to the different DCR relations. These insights
suggest that the textual annotator provides a higher cognitive fit for annotat-
ing activities and roles, while the graphical editor gives better cognitive fit for
identifying the DCR relations.

With respect to the presumable influence of the textual annotator on the quality
of the produced process models, during the retrospective think-aloud sessions,
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modelers have affirmed that the tool, when used as part of the hybrid artifact,
could support better traceability and greater coverage of the process specifica-
tions described in the text. In addition, some participants affirmed using the
textual annotator together with the graphical editor to evaluate the alignment
between the process description and the produced process model by the end of
the modeling task. Last but not least, participants have also emphasized the
use of the textual annotator to document the model semantics and keep track
of modelers’ design decisions.

All in all, the outcome of this study reveals the use of hybrid process artifacts
during process modeling. Herein, the results suggest that these representa-
tions can provide a convenient modeling tool-support and can presumably help
to produce process models with enhanced quality. However, finding an explicit
mapping between the process specifications and the model elements can be chal-
lenging using a textual annotator. These insights pave the way for improved
modeling tool-support. For instance, in the context of the DCR platform, the
findings of the study served as a basis to improve the quality of the process anno-
tator by proposing a new version, where natural language processing (NLP) was
used to automate the identification and mapping of constraints in the process
specifications [LMMS19].

4.3 Analyzing Model Comprehension Using Hy-
brid Artifacts (Article 3)

This section summarizes the study exploring model comprehension with the
support of hybrid process artifacts (Article 3 [AZB+20], cf. Chapter 9).

The investigated hybrid artifact (called DCR-HR in Article 3 [AZB+20]) is simi-
lar to the one used for modeling tasks. It comprises a process model represented
in the DCR language, textual annotations, mapping the process specifications
with the model elements, and guided simulations allowing to illustrate the model
behavior. The hybrid process artifact is meant to support users with different
backgrounds when performing comprehension tasks requiring to extract differ-
ent types of information about the process. These tasks could, for instance,
include (1) asking about specific constraints in the model, (2) prompting the
users to decide among a set of options allowed in the model or (3) determining
whether a course of events is compliant with the process model. The tasks were
given in the context of a real-world process regulated by the consolidation act
on social services, i.e., a law used in the Danish local government to administer
the rights to benefits for young persons with special needs [The15]. This process
was modeled as a DCR Graph, which was, in turn, embedded in a hybrid pro-
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cess artifact where the model elements were mapped with textual annotations
referring to excerpts of the law text.

To evaluate the way users approach the different tasks, a qualitative study was
designed and performed with fifteen participants, including employees at a mu-
nicipality in Denmark and academics working or studying at Danish universities.
These two profiles served as proxies for domain experts and IT specialist who
are usually involved in the development of such processes. The study addressed
three research questions aiming at (a) understanding how the hybrid process ar-
tifact is used to conduct different tasks (b) identifying the benefits and challenges
associated with each artifact of the hybrid representation and (c) delineating the
common strategies adopted by the participants when searching information in
the hybrid artifact. To answer these questions, the participants were, first, famil-
iarized with the hybrid process artifact, then given a set of comprehension tasks
and finally asked in retrospective think-aloud sessions to verbalize their thoughts
and reflect on their experience with the hybrid representation [HNA+11].

The analysis covered both eye-tracking and verbal data. With regards to the
former, participants’ eye movements were analyzed at different levels of gran-
ularity. The coarse-grained analysis was meant to study the distribution of
attention among the different artifacts and scrutinize the way these artifacts
were combined to perform different tasks. To this end, process mining tech-
niques [VDA16] were used to discover the processes guiding users’ eye move-
ments on the hybrid representation. These (behavioral) processes were, in turn,
analyzed to derive the common reading patterns exhibited by the participants
when solving different tasks. The outcome of the analysis allowed to compare
the behavior of municipal employees and academics, as well as to evaluate the
influence of different task types.

The fine-grained analysis, in turn, aimed at studying the temporal patterns in
the eye-tracking data. While the previous investigation remained at the arti-
fact level, this analysis delved into the level of the model activities. Herein,
the sequence of participants’ gazes captured using eye-tracking were unfolded
along a timeline and were appended qualitative memos describing the observed
gazing patterns. These memos were, subsequently, analyzed following a quali-
tative approach based on grounded theory [CB07]. The outcome of the analysis
allowed to discern the common search strategies adopted by the participants
when engaging with the hybrid representation.

The analysis of verbal data was intended to provide a deeper understanding of
participants’ behavior and give subjective insights about their experience when
dealing with the hybrid process artifact. This analysis was conducted following
a qualitative approach guided by a set of coding techniques based on grounded
theory [CB07]. The obtained verbal utterances were, subsequently, triangulated
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Artifacts Benefits Challenges

Process Model • Provides an overview
on the process

• Helps to navigate in
the law text

• The model semantics
are challenging (ME)

• The model may not
capture as much as
details as the law text

Law Text
(shown in
the textual
annotations)

• More comprehensive
than the model

• Supports better
decision-making
(ME)

• The linguistic
patterns are hard to
read (AC)

Simulation

• Clarifies the
semantics of the
model

• Allows illustrating
different execution
paths

• Allows validating
users’ assumptions on
the model

• Inefficient for
evaluating all the
possible executions
paths in the model
(AC)

• Can be
time-consuming (ME)

Table 4.2: Challenges and benefits associated with different process artifacts.
The insights were perceived by two groups of participants: mu-
nicipal employees (shortly, ME) and academics (shortly, AC). The
insights labeled with ME and AC in the table were particularly per-
ceived by the participants of the respective group, while the other
insights were common to both groups. Adapted from [AZB+20].

with the eye-tracking data (cf. Section 1.6.1), which, as a result, provided a
better interpretation of the observed eye-tracking behaviors and revealed the
benefits and challenges perceived by municipal employees and academics when
performing different tasks.

The outcome of the analysis provided informative insights. With regards to
the use of the hybrid representation, it has emerged, from the coarse grained-
analysis of the eye-tracking data, that different groups of stakeholders combine
different artifacts and that their usage changes depending on the type of the
task being performed. With respect to the participants’ background, municipal
employees were more reliant on the textual annotations, while academics focused
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more on the process model. Participants’ verbal utterances showed that these
patterns can be associated with the lack of proficiency in reading process models
and legal texts reported respectively by municipal employees and academics.
These observations suggest that a hybrid process artifact is indeed important
to provide a unified process representation that can be interpreted by different
stakeholders. As for the task type, the participants relied on different artifacts
depending on the nature of the information prompted by the task. For example,
when being asked to determine whether a course of events is allowed in the
model, the guided simulations provided better cognitive fit (cf. Section 2.2.2)
with the task and helped participants to offload the computation of the interplay
between the process activities at different stages of execution. Likewise, for
the other types of tasks, either the process model or the textual annotations
created a better cognitive fit. These insights remind the importance of providing
hybrid representations combining different artifacts to ensure better cognitive
fit depending on the task type.

With respect to the benefits and challenges associated with the different ar-
tifacts of the hybrid representation, some aspects were common between both
municipal employees and academics, while other aspects were subject to the par-
ticipant background. Table 4.2 provides a summary of these aspects. Notably,
the process model provided a good overview of the process for both municipal
employees and academics. Although municipal employees were challenged by
the formal semantics of the process model, they could still refer to the mapping
between the model elements and the textual annotations (referring to excerpts
of the law text) to navigate between the different parts of the process. The
law text in the textual annotations, in turn, was particularly challenging for
academics who were unable to understand the linguistic patterns encoded in
the law. As for the simulation, it helped to clarify the semantics of the process
model and evaluate different execution paths. However, it was perceived inef-
ficient by some academics and time-consuming by other municipal employees.
These insights suggest that each artifact is associated with a set of benefits and
challenges, which are differently perceived by stakeholders. Using a hybrid pro-
cess artifact supporting the dual-coding of information, in turn, could provide
stakeholders with additional channels to meet their individual preferences and
improve their understanding of the process (cf. Section 2.2.2).

The last part of the analysis focused on the search strategies adopted by the
participants when engaging with the hybrid representation. The findings dis-
cerned a goal-directed strategy characterized by long gazes on the task-relevant
elements in the model, and a exploratory strategy characterized by short and
rather random gazes mainly on the non-relevant part of the model. More-
over, it was observed that participants tend to switch from an exploratory to a
goal-directed strategy as time goes on. The analysis of the participants’ search
strategies has also revealed important insights about the use of the guided simu-
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lations. Therein, two different patterns were observed: a first pattern where the
simulation was intertwined with the process model throughout the whole task
and a second pattern where the simulation was rather used towards the end of
the task. The verbal utterances suggest that the former pattern corresponds to
a strategy adopted by participants who relied on the simulation to understand
the whole model, while the latter strategy was used to validate or confirm one’s
interpretation of a certain specification depicted in the model or described in
the law text. These insights show that participants adopted different search
strategies and used the simulation tool in different manners.

All in all, the outcome of this study delineates the usage of hybrid process
artifacts during model comprehension tasks and motivates their adoption in
practice. In addition, it paves the path for the development of new hybrid
process artifacts, providing context-adaptive support to users based on their
background and the nature of the task in hand. These hybrid artifacts can
adjust to users’ preferences based on their explicit feedback or implicit behavior.



Chapter 5

Developing Modeling
Practices and Complexity

Metrics for Declarative
Process Models

This chapter summarizes Articles 4 and 5 (cf. Part II, Chapters 10 and 11
respectively):

• Understanding quality in declarative process modeling through
the mental models of experts. (Article 4)
Andaloussi, A. A., Davis, C. J., Burattin, A., López, H. A., Slaats, T.,
& Weber, B.
International Conference on Business Process Management [ADB+20],
2020.

• Assessing the complexity of declarative process models using
model-based metrics. (Article 5)
Andaloussi, A. A., Burattin, A., Slaats, T., Kindler, E., & Weber, B.
(Reported in the thesis)
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Figure 5.1: Chapter 5 scope.

Figure 5.1 highlights the scope of this chapter (and the underlying articles).
The carried-out research comprises two studies emphasizing declarative process
models. The first study investigates the modeling practices guiding process
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modeling tasks, while the second study develops and evaluates a set of com-
plexity metrics allowing to appraise the comprehension of declarative process
models. Section 5.1 describes the context and the motivation for this research,
Section 5.2 summarizes the study investigating declarative modeling practices,
while Section 5.3 provides an overview about the study presenting and evalu-
ating complexity metrics for declarative process models. The insights reported
in these two sections are presented in more detail in Article 4 [ADB+20] (cf.
Chapter 10) and Article 5 (cf. Chapter 11) respectively.

5.1 Context and Motivation

The work summarized in this chapter aims at inferring a set of modeling prac-
tices and complexity metrics. The former are meant to guide modelers when
designing declarative process models, while the latter are intended to provide
quantifiable means to assess the understandability of declarative models. Model-
ing practices are central to the modeling of business processes. These practices
are taught from the guidelines and recommendations delineating how to bet-
ter conceptualize and represent business processes. While this topic has been
largely investigated in the literature [Kro16,MRvdA10,RMR10,CFF+18], most
of the proposed guidelines focus on languages from the imperative paradigm.
By looking, for instance, at the 50 imperative process modeling guidelines sum-
marized by Corradini et al. [CFF+18], one can notice that several guidelines
may not apply to declarative models. Therein, several questions could arise, for
example, “Should declarative process models have a single start event?”, “Does
it make sense to reduce concurrency and sequentialize a declarative model like
an imperative one?” or “Should one organize the layout of declarative and im-
perative process models in the same way?”. These questions represent only a
subset of those which one might wonder when trying to apply imperative mod-
eling guidelines to declarative models. To demystify these and similar issues, it
is important to investigate the aspects defining the quality of declarative models
and propose a set of practices to guide modelers during process modeling.

Another key challenge motivating the research summarized in this chapter is
the lack of complexity metrics for declarative process models. As mentioned
in Section 1.3.2, while there is a large interest in model-based metrics [Men07],
the existing studies focus only on imperative process models. Therefore, in the
current state of the art, it is still hard to objectively decide when a declarative
model is easy to comprehend or rather needs some improvements. However,
despite the differences between imperative and declarative languages, they are
both based on graphical representations taking roots in the graph theory and
therefore, it is probable that, with some adjustments, a subset of existing metrics
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could become applicable to declarative process models as well. To investigate
this proposition, it is important to conduct further research in this direction.
The following sections (Sections 5.2 and 5.3) summarize the studies investigating
process modeling practices and complexity metrics.

5.2 Declarative Modeling Practices (Article 4)

This section summarizes the study investigating declarative modeling practices
(Article 4 [ADB+20] cf. Chapter 10). These practices originate from a set of
quality dimensions which represent the scales based on which experts evaluate
the quality of declarative process models in practice.

Eliciting experts’ quality dimensions enables to externalize their knowledge and
thus make the criteria by which declarative models are judged more tractable.
Based on that, it becomes possible to develop a catalog of modeling practices
to guide novices in declarative process modeling.

In this work, Personal Construct Theory (PCT) [Kel55] provided the theoret-
ical framework to elicit experts’ quality dimensions. The theory posits that
individuals develop a set of interrelated personal constructs (i.e., dimensions),
emerging from their past and ongoing experiences [Kel55]. Articulating these di-
mensions is usually guided by the Repertory Grid approach [Kel55,SSF81,TH02]
i.e., a knowledge elicitation procedure helping individuals to verbalize their own
personal constructs. PCT and Repertory Grid have been applied in clinical
psychology [Kel55], market research [ML00] and technology acceptance stud-
ies [DH07]. However, their potential has not been exploited in process modeling
studies. To unleash this potential, the theory and the underlying approach were
adjusted to fit the purpose of this study. Thereafter, a step-wise approach was
documented and used to infer experts’ quality dimensions and based on that,
build a catalog of modeling practices.

The study has been conducted in two phases. The first phase consisted of de-
signing a process modeling task where thirteen novices, intermediate and expert
modelers were given a set of process specifications describing a loan-application
process [ETvdHP16] and asked to translate it into a declarative process model
in the DCR language. The heterogeneity of the participants’ group aimed at
exploring a wide range of model complexities and providing models with dif-
ferent qualities. The collected models were, in turn, used in the second phase.
Therein, a series of consultations were organized with four experts in declarative
process modeling, who, following the adjusted Repertory Grid approach, were
able to articulate their quality dimensions and explain the underlying rationals
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for designing high-quality models. The consultations were recorded and then
analyzed following a qualitative approach based on grounded theory [CB07] to
formulate a set of modeling practices meant to guide novices when modeling
declaratively. Table 5.1 presents a set of categories, themes and quality dimen-
sions, while the next paragraphs provide examples about some of the underlying
modeling practices. All findings are presented in more detail in [ADB+20].

The analysis resulted in the identification of twenty-five personal constructs,
organized into seven themes and two categories. Experts associated these con-
structs with a set of modeling practices that can help to improve the quality
of declarative process models. Overall, the modeling practices addressed the
semantic and the pragmatic qualities of process models. Semantic quality refers
to the extent to which a model can make true statements about the process it
represents [RMR10]. This category included four themes: modeling behavior,
modeling patterns, modeling events1 and modeling data. The modeling behavior
theme comprised a set of recommendations about how to appropriately capture
and represent the model behavior. Therein, for instance, the experts advised
avoiding flow-based modeling, that usually underlies a restrictive behavior, and
rather raise concurrency in the model to support better flexibility. The ex-
perts also highlighted the importance of capturing the activities that represent
the goals of the process and model them as required activities that must be
eventually fulfilled during the process execution. Another example relates to
the modeling of start-events, where experts advised to evaluate whether non-
constrained activities are good candidates for being start-events in the model,
if not, then they should be constrained by other activities. The modeling pat-
terns theme introduced several mechanisms to represent specific behaviors in
more concise and precise manners. For instance, the experts explained the way
to treat exceptions and how to model the termination pattern. The modeling
of events theme focused on the way process activities should be captured and
represented in the model. Therein, for example, the experts recommended as-
signing roles to all activities in order to support better traceability and access
control. Moreover, the experts advised against using intermediate events i.e.,
activities that are not part of the process specifications but rather used to en-
force specific behaviors in the model. The modeling of data theme comprised
recommendations about the proper way to integrate contextual data in the pro-
cess control flow (cf. Section 2.1.2). For example, the experts highlighted the
necessity of choosing variable data types that can easily convey meaning about
the kind of data they represent. Moreover, the experts pointed out the effects
of local and global data variables (i.e., variables evaluated in data expressions
either immediately after being set by data activities or postponed to a later
stage of execution) and recommended using local data variables in the model.

1 The terms event and activity refer to the same concept in DCR. The former term is
defined in the formal notation, while the latter term is adopted by the DCR modeling tool.
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Categories Themes Quality Dimensions

Semantic
Quality

Modeling
Behavior

• Comprehensiveness of behavior
• Presence of behavioral errors
• Flow-based versus declarative modeling
• Modeling of required events1
• Modeling of end-events
• Modeling of start-events
• Multi-instance processing
• Modeling against IT silliness
• Purpose of the model

Modeling
Patterns

• Use of standard patterns
• Condition-response versus include-exclude
patterns
• Treatment of exception pattern
• Use of termination pattern

Modeling
Events

• Role assignment
• Use of intermediate events
• Implicitness of events

Modeling
Data

• Encoding decisions explicitly or using data
expressions
• Appropriate choice of data types for data
variables
• Local/global effect of data variables

Pragmatic
Quality

Model
Layout

• Alignment and positioning of elements
• grouping of events
• Visual conciseness

Event
Layout

• Meaningful naming of events
• Verb-object versus noun-based naming of
events
• Color coding

Data
Layout

• Correspondence between variable names and
data events’ names

Table 5.1: A summary of the elicited quality dimensions. A detailed descrip-
tion of these quality dimensions in presented in [ADB+20] (Article
4, cf. Chapter 10).
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The second category addressed the pragmatic quality of declarative process mod-
els, which denotes the correspondence between the model and the way it is
interpreted by the reader [RMR10]. This category comprised three themes:
model layout, event layout and data layout. The model layout theme empha-
sized a set of recommendations to improve the overall model appearance. This,
for instance, included the appropriate alignment and positioning of the model
elements and the grouping of the process activities sharing the same context
into nest activities. The event layout theme was rather focused on the internal
pragmatics of the activities including, for example, the importance of choosing
meaningful names to activities and formulating them in a verb-object or noun-
object format depending on their purpose. Lastly, the data layout theme ad-
dressed the naming of data activities and variables (cf. Section 2.1.2). Therein,
experts insisted on keeping a clear visual correspondence between the two data
elements.

The quality dimensions and the underlying modeling practices identified by ex-
pert share many similarities with imperative process modeling guidelines. This
is particularly the case for those related to the pragmatic qualities of process
models, whereas, for aspects addressing semantic qualities, some disparities were
identified (e.g., the modeling patterns shown in Table 5.1). While the common
guidelines could be directly applied to declarative process modeling, the dis-
parate ones raise new research questions, which, in turn, require further empir-
ical investigations to understand the impact of these guidelines on declarative
process modeling. A more detailed discussion of the similarities and disparities
between the quality dimensions in both paradigms is presented in [ADB+20]
(Article 4, cf. Chapter 10).

The outcome of this work has impacts on research, education and industry. In
research, the obtained insights contribute to a better understanding of quality
in declarative process models. In addition, the proposed adaptation of PCT
paves the way for further studies conducting similar interpretative analyses of
different process modeling approaches. With regards to education, the reported
modeling practices can be taught to modelers to guide them and help them to
improve the quality of their models. As for the industry, the quality aspects that
can be directly derived from the model might be implemented by tool vendors
to automate the assessment of model quality at design time and offer modelers
a customized tool-support.
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5.3 Complexity Metrics for Declarative Process
Models (Article 5)

This section summarizes the work investigating complexity metrics for declar-
ative process models (Article 5, cf. Chapter 11). The research carried-out in
this direction was twofold. On the one hand, it provided a set of complexity
metrics allowing to assess the understandability of declarative process models,
particularly in the DCR language. On the other hand, it comprised an empirical
study addressing the impact of the factors captured by the proposed metrics on
the difficulty of comprehending declarative process models.

The complexity metrics proposed in this work were derived from an existing set
of metrics used for imperative process models in the EPC (Event-driven Process
Chain) language [Men07]. At first, the EPC metrics were contrasted with the
quality dimensions identified in Article 4 [ADB+20] (cf. Section 10). The re-
sults allowed to rule out the (inapplicable) metrics capturing the complexity of
the sequence-flow in the model (e.g., concurrency metrics), and rather empha-
size those capturing structural features at the graph level (e.g., density) that can
serve to estimate the complexity of process models expressed in both imperative
and declarative languages. The candidate metrics were researched further in the
literature as an attempt to lay out the theoretical foundations allowing to define
them in the context of declarative process modeling. As a result, four metrics
(i.e., size, density, separability and relation variability) were defined in mathe-
matical terms. In addition, several hypotheses have been formulated to verify
the impacts of the factors captured by these metrics on the understandability
of process models, which was addressed from a human-cognitive perspective.

Overall, twelve hypotheses were tested in the empirical study. The hypotheses
address the effect of the four factors (i.e., size, density, separability and relation
variability) on three indicators of cognitive load (i.e., perceived difficulty, com-
prehension accuracy and response time [CZW+16]). The study was designed
as a controlled experiment which has covered 16 participants having different
levels of expertise in declarative process modeling. Following a within-subject
approach, the participants were given a series of comprehension tasks about four
sets of process models, each addressing a specific factor. The models within each
set were designed to support a pairwise comparison between a reduced (low) fac-
tor level, where the metric capturing the addressed factor returns a low value
(e.g., low density), and an increased (high) factor level where the same metric
provides a high value (e.g., high density). The models and the tasks were derived
following a systematic approach, where potential confounding factors were iden-
tified and mitigated during the design phase of the material. The collected data
was analyzed following a pairwise approach, where the two levels within each
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factor were compared within subjects. This approach was adopted to mitigate
personal factors associated with the background and expertise of participants.
The analysis covered both descriptive statistics and hypothesis-testing.

The results of the analysis showed the difference between the increased and re-
duced levels of the investigated factors in terms of the used cognitive load mea-
sures. Overall, 10 out of 12 hypotheses were confirmed, suggesting, in turn, that
the size, density, separability and relation variability factors influence users’ cog-
nitive load during model comprehension tasks. The two remaining hypotheses,
addressing the effects of the density and separability factors on comprehension
accuracy, could not be verified. However, the statistical tests showed that these
factors have, indeed, effects on other estimators of cognitive load (i.e., perceived
difficulty and response time). A possible explanation to this difference could be
attributed to the design of the experiment as the given tasks did not involve
any time constraints and therefore, participants might have had more time to
review their answers and check their correctness.

It is also worthwhile mentioning that the study is associated with a set of threats
to validity, which can be organized into internal, external, construct and conclu-
sion threats. These threats address the potential limitations of the study and
highlight the assumptions made when conducting the experiment. Identifying
these threats is important for the interpretability of the results and the planning
of any follow-up research in this direction. More insights about the identified
threats are provided in Article 5 (cf. Chapter 11).

All in all, the outcome of this work delivers quantifiable means to assess the
complexity of declarative process models. In addition, the results of the empir-
ical study show the impacts of the factors captured by these metrics on users’
cognitive load, which in turn, highlight the importance of considering them
when evaluating the understandability of declarative process models. The pro-
posed metrics can be easily implemented by existing tool vendors (e.g., DCR
Solutions) and subsequently used to estimate the complexity of the produced
models in the modeling platform. Moreover, these metrics can be used as objec-
tive design criteria for comparing existing models in terms of their complexity
and support for understandability. In addition, assuming that process models
can be designed using different combinations of constructs and modeling pat-
terns, the proposed metrics can serve as a basis for suggesting structural changes
that systematically optimize process models in terms of these metrics.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter summarizes this document and delineates the most pertinent di-
rections for future work.

This thesis proposed a framework to support the modeling and comprehension
of declarative process models. While declarative languages allow to capture
and represent flexible processes concisely, their constraint-based approach can
hinder their understandability and act as a barrier challenging their adoption
in practice. The research presented in the thesis was motivated by a set of is-
sues challenging the modeling and comprehension of declarative process models.
With regards to process modeling, the quality of the existing tool-support and
modeling practices were focal to this research. As for model comprehension,
pertinent issues covered the usage of declarative process models and the need
for metrics to assess their understandability.

The research focused on the DCR language that is a known declarative language
supported by a suite of industry-level process modeling tools. While a lot of
research and development has been conducted on formal aspects of the language
and the technicalities of the proposed tools [SHCV15,Nor18,Muk12], little has
been done to explore the use of the language and the support of the tools
from a user perspective. This facet was addressed in this thesis based on a
rigorous scientific framework grounded in the state of the art literature in process
modeling and cognitive psychology.
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The carried-out research emphasized three key artifacts of the DCR platform
(i.e., declarative process models, textual annotations and guided simulations).
These artifacts are, indeed, not unique to DCR, but rather serve as represen-
tatives for a broad range of similar artifacts proposed in different combinations
to support process modeling and comprehension. In the context of this thesis,
these conjoined artifacts formed a so-called “hybrid process artifact”.

The contributions of the thesis covered the conceptualization and investigation
of hybrid process artifacts. The conceptualization of hybrid process artifacts
(i.e., C1) was among the three key contributions in this thesis. Therein, a con-
ceptual framework and an SLR (Systematic Literature Review) were proposed.
As for the investigation of hybrid process artifacts, two contributions (i.e., C2
and C3) were made. While the former contribution examined the entire hybrid
artifact, the latter focused on the declarative model within the hybrid artifact.

In the first contribution (C1), hybrid process artifacts were conceived within
a general conceptual framework. In this framework, they were defined as a
subset of hybrid representations, which comprise both languages and artifacts
combined at different levels of abstraction. The outcome of the conceptual
framework allowed to demystify these different notions and provided a clear
and unified terminology, that can be used in the process modeling community
to discern the existing hybrid representations and better position the up-coming
studies.

The conceptual framework was followed by an SLR where existing hybrid repre-
sentations were scrutinized at different levels. The results of the SLR allowed to
identify the research lines where hybrid process artifacts have emerged, as well
as the underlying motivations, use and characteristics. Moreover, the findings
served to lay out a comprehensive research agenda about the issues requiring
further research in the future. The outcome of this work, in turn, delivered a
more profound characterization of hybrid process representations and a deep-
ened understanding of the state of the art literature.

In the second contribution (C2), two studies were conducted to investigate the
support of hybrid process artifacts during process modeling and model com-
prehension tasks. The former study examined the quality of the tool-support
granted by hybrid artifacts during process modeling tasks. Therein, the find-
ings suggested that hybrid process artifacts can provide convenient support to
process modelers and can help to produce models with enhanced quality. Nev-
ertheless, some shortcomings were identified in the tool-support. Overall, the
outcome of this work revealed the use of hybrid process artifacts during mod-
eling tasks, while the reported shortcomings served as a basis for an improved
modeling tool-support (particularly within the DCR platform [LMMS19]).
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The second study in contribution C2 addressed the usage of hybrid process
artifacts during model comprehension tasks. The analysis compared the way
domain experts and IT specialists engage with hybrid process artifacts to com-
plete tasks requiring the extractions of different types of information about the
process. The results delineated the behavior of both user groups and showed
how disparities in people’s background and task type change the way process ar-
tifacts are perceived and used in practice. The analysis also provided deepened
insights about the strategies underlying stakeholders’ behavior when conduct-
ing comprehension tasks. The outcome of this work can be used to improve the
support of existing process representations in order to better meet stakeholders’
individual preferences and improve their understanding of declarative process
models.

In the third contribution (C3), a catalog of modeling practices and a set of com-
plexity metrics were proposed in two studies. The modeling practices, in the
former study, originated from a set of quality dimensions inferring the implicit
criteria used by experts to evaluate the quality of declarative process models in
practice. These quality dimensions were elicited following a particular knowl-
edge elicitation approach supported by PCT (Personal Construct Theory). The
quality dimensions and the underlying modeling practices, identified as a result
of this approach, were organized into a set of themes and categories addressing
both the semantic and pragmatic qualities of declarative process models. Most
importantly, the outcome of this work demonstrated the potential of PCT in
conducting interpretive studies in the context of process modeling. In addition,
it provided better understanding of the aspects defining the quality of declar-
ative process models, which following the reported modeling practices can be
taught to modelers to help them focus on the important quality dimensions and
improve the modeling of business processes.

The second study in contribution C3 proposed four complexity metrics (i.e., size,
density, separability and relation variability). The factors captured by these
metrics were evaluated in an empirical study and have been shown to affect the
understandability of declarative process models. As a result, the outcome of
this study delivered quantifiable means to assess the complexity of declarative
process models and estimate the mental effort required to comprehend them.
This contribution is crucial to ensure that declarative models can be easily
communicated and interpreted by process stakeholders.

All in all, the framework presented in this thesis shall be seen as an important
milestone towards a better modeling and comprehension of declarative process
models. The studies conducted as part of this research explored many important
aspects and reported several insights which will contribute to the development
of more advanced modeling approaches and tool-support.
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Future Work. There are many pertinent directions for future work, which can
be followed into two main research streams: a stream delving into the compre-
hension of hybrid process artifacts, and another stream pursuing the research
on quality dimensions and metrics for declarative process models. With regards
to the former research stream, it is important to understand the way process
stakeholders integrate information from different artifacts in their mind and in-
vestigate the mental effort associated with this cognitive process. Herein, it
is possible that several factors (e.g., representation of information, the extent
of information overlap between artifacts) influence the effort required to cogni-
tively integrate the information incoming from different process artifacts, which
would, in turn, impact their understandability and support for different tasks.
While the carried-out research delineated the usage of hybrid process artifacts,
more research is required to study the effects of different factors on the mental
effort required to engage with hybrid process artifacts.

Regarding the second research stream, it is important to further investigate the
quality dimensions that are unique to declarative languages (e.g., declarative
modeling patterns shown in Table 5.1) and from there suggest new metrics cap-
turing models’ complexity with regards to these quality dimensions. Herein, it
is possible that different types and combinations of constraints (i.e., relations
in the DCR Graph) produce several effects and imply different kinds of de-
pendencies in the model. These factors can potentially raise the complexity of
declarative process models and thus induce increased levels of cognitive load.
Understanding the impacts of these factors and capturing them in complexity
metrics will complement the set of proposed metrics and therefore provide more
accurate estimations of the overall complexity of declarative process models.
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Abstract

Process modeling plays a central role in the development of today’s process-aware information systems both on the management
level (e.g., providing input for requirements elicitation and fostering communication) and on the enactment level (providing a blue-
print for process execution and enabling simulation). The literature comprises a variety of process modeling approaches proposing
different modeling languages (i.e., imperative and declarative languages) and different types of process artifact support (i.e., process
models, textual process descriptions, and guided simulations). However, the use of an individual modeling language or a single type
of process artifact is usually not enough to provide a clear and concise understanding of the process. To overcome this limitation, a
set of so-called “hybrid” approaches combining languages and artifacts have been proposed, but no common grounds have been set
to define and categorize them. This work aims at providing a fundamental understanding of these hybrid approaches by defining a
unified terminology, providing a conceptual framework and proposing an overarching overview to identify and analyze them. Since
no common terminology has been used in the literature, we combined existing concepts and ontologies to define a “Hybrid Business
Process Representation” (HBPR). Afterward, we conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to identify and investigate the
characteristics of HBPRs combining imperative and declarative languages or artifacts. The SLR resulted in 30 articles which were
analyzed. The results indicate the presence of two distinct research lines and show common motivations driving the emergence
of HBPRs, a limited maturity of existing approaches, and diverse application domains. Moreover, the results are synthesized into
a taxonomy classifying different types of representations. Finally, the outcome of the study is used to provide a research agenda
delineating the directions for future work.

Keywords:
Hybrid process model, Understandability of process models, Process flexibility, Declarative process modeling, Business process
modeling

1. Introduction

In the development of today’s Process-Aware Information
Systems (PAIS), process modeling has become an important in-
strument to cope with the complexity of both the management
and the enactment of business processes [1]. On the manage-
ment level, process modeling provides input for requirements
elicitation and allows concretizing business processes while en-
suring a common understanding for both domain experts and IT
specialists [2]. By deploying a variety of artifacts, process mod-
eling provides a means for communication and collaborative
design and enables benchmarking, optimization and process re-
engineering [3, 4]. The impact of process modeling goes be-
yond the management level to cover also the enactment level.
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Process modeling provides a blue-print for process execution,
which in turn, facilitates system support and enables process
enactment [5]. Furthermore, the outcome of process modeling
enables a wide range of model analysis and verification tech-
niques and allows simulating the model behavior under differ-
ent execution scenarios [4].

The literature proposes a variety of approaches to graphi-
cally represent business processes as a process model. These
approaches deploy different modeling languages (e.g., BPMN
[6], Petri nets [7] , Declare [8], DCR [9]) and different types
of process artifacts (e.g., process models, textual descriptions,
animations and guided simulations). Depending on the kind of
behavior implied in the process specifications, a business pro-
cess can be most concisely described using a language from the
imperative–declarative paradigm spectrum [10, 11]. Impera-
tive languages allow describing explicitly the exact course of
actions governing the execution of the business process which
often makes them understandable to both domain experts and
IT specialists. The use of imperative languages is suitable to
model business processes where the execution alternatives are
explicitly described in the process specifications. However,
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some process specifications tend to abstract from describing the
different execution alternatives and rather define a set of con-
straints guiding the overall process. These specifications can
be naturally modeled using declarative languages, which allow
using constraints to describe flexible business processes con-
cisely. This way, it becomes possible to overcome the rigidity
imposed by imperative languages and describe highly dynamic
environments [12].

Previous research has provided evidence for the existence of
business processes comprising both rigid and flexible parts [13].
Hence, restricting the modeling of business processes to declar-
ative or imperative languages would imply an unnecessary
complexity when modeling the rigid or the flexible parts of the
business process. Since declarative languages take a constraint-
based approach to describe the control-flow of business pro-
cesses, representing the rigid parts using a declarative language,
would require a high amount of constraints to impose a very
specific behavior. Likewise, using an imperative language to
model the flexible parts would require specifying all the possi-
ble execution alternatives, which would most likely result into
a “spaghetti-like” model. (cf. Section 2.4.1 for a concrete ex-
ample highlighting this inconvenience). In order to enable the
modeling of both rigid and flexible parts of business processes
concisely, a set of so-called “hybrid” approaches has emerged
in the literature. While some approaches address the limitations
of declarative notations and propose hybrid languages to com-
bine declarative and imperative languages, other approaches ad-
dress the separation of concerns between imperative processes
and business rules and propose hybrid languages and hybrid
process artifacts combining imperative process models with
declarative artifacts.

The proposed hybrid approaches have not only the poten-
tial for providing concise process representations, but they can
be also used to address the notorious limitations of declarative
notations associated with their understandability and maintain-
ability [14, 15, 16]. One of the key challenges in that regard
is the inability of users to cope with process models with too
many constraints [14]. Considering the rich and complex se-
mantics of declarative languages (e.g., Declare) and all the pos-
sible ways in which constraints can interact, the understandabil-
ity of declarative process models gets quickly hampered when
dealing with complex processes [14]. The cognitive dimensions
framework [17, 18] provides a reasonable explanation to that.
Indeed, the interpretation of declarative process models is as-
sociated with an increased mental effort as the user is required
to keep track of the states of all interrelated constraints while
striving to interpret a declarative model. This task gets more
complicated, when considering indirect constraints between ac-
tivities (or so-called “hidden dependencies” [16]). Therefore, it
is necessary to interpret the model as a whole rather than spe-
cific constraints in isolation. Given the limited capacity of hu-
mans’ working memory [19] and the small amount of items a
human memory can hold (i.e., 7 ± 2) [20], the interpretation of
such models becomes very difficult. Hidden dependencies are
also among the issues affecting the maintainability of declara-
tive process models. Due to the complex entanglement of con-
straints, it becomes hard to determine which constraints are af-

fected by a change of the specifications and to check the consis-
tency of new changes with existing constraints [15]. Hence, the
maintainability of declarative process models becomes easily
prone to misalignment between the process specifications and
the actual process model. To overcome the understandability
and maintainability limitations of declarative languages, and to
offer better support for the human cognitive processes associ-
ated with the modeling and the maintenance of declarative pro-
cess models, several hybrid process artifacts supporting declar-
ative artifacts with imperative ones have been proposed in the
literature. These approaches address several issues associated
with the understandability of declarative languages such as the
complex semantics of declarative languages and the implica-
tions of hidden dependencies on the comprehension of declara-
tive process models. Using hybrid process artifacts, extending
declarative process models with imperative artifacts, the liter-
ature proposes several approaches to clarify the semantics of
declarative process models and to track the implications of hid-
den dependencies on the interplay between the model activi-
ties [21, 22]. With regards to the maintainability of declarative
process models, hybrid process artifacts can be used to address
several challenges rising due to the continuous change of spec-
ifications. For instance, hybrid process artifacts (e.g., guided
simulations supporting declarative process models) can be used
to check the consistency of declarative processes after intro-
ducing new constraints in the model, and to keep track of the
hidden dependencies rising from altering the constraints in the
model [23].

In the following, we use the terminology “Hybrid Busi-
ness Process Representation” (HBPR) to refer to (1) hybrid
languages combining existing declarative and imperative lan-
guages and (2) hybrid process artifacts combining declarative
and imperative artifacts.

1.1. Problem Statement

Hybrid approaches cover a wide range of representations
addressing different aspects of process modeling. Although,
these approaches share similar characteristics, the authors in
the literature deploy a mix of terms to designate them, thus no
common terminology exists. In addition, the literature lacks
the basic foundations needed to define HBPRs. Besides a hand-
ful of publications (e.g., [24, 25]) describing HBPRs in an ad-
hoc context, no framework allowing to structure and discern
the characteristics of HBPRs has been proposed yet. As a re-
sult, the term “hybrid” becomes ambiguous and is sometimes
used inconsistently in the literature. Furthermore, while several
HBPRs have been surveyed in the context of supporting data
intensive processes through data-centric approaches [26], little
has been done to study the existing hybrid approaches taking a
control-flow perspective to look into the declarative paradigm in
hybrid representations. In the process of identifying the HBPRs
proposed in this context, the need for a unified terminology and
a conceptual framework providing a clear distinction of the dif-
ferent HBPRs proposed in the literature becomes a must.
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1.2. Contributions
In this paper, we propose a conceptual framework for pro-

cess artifacts, provide a unified terminology for HBPRs, per-
form a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to investigate the
existing HBPRs with a declarative language or artifact, and sug-
gest an agenda for future research. Our contributions can be
described as follows:

• C1: Propose a conceptual framework to discern the inter-
actions between the different concepts defining a process
artifact (cf. Section 2).

• C2: Instantiate the proposed conceptual framework to
provide a unified terminology allowing to conceive the
different types of HBPRs (cf. Section 3).

• C3: Perform an SLR to scrutinize HBPRs and organize
them into a comprehensive taxonomy (cf. Sections 4
and 5). The study will cover hybrid languages combin-
ing declarative and imperative languages and hybrid pro-
cess artifacts combining imperative process models with
declarative process artifacts to present business processes
concisely. Additionally, the study will focus on hybrid
process artifacts extending declarative process models
with imperative artifacts to overcome the challenges of
declarative modeling languages.

• C4: Delineate a research agenda for future research (cf.
Section 6).

Considering the lack of a unified terminology and a clear
conceptual framework allowing to define HBPRs (cf. Sec-
tion 1.1), Contributions C1 and C2 can be generalized to any
type of HBPRs, while C3 and C4 focus on hybrid approaches
taking a control-flow perspective to look into the declarative
paradigm in hybrid representations.

1.3. Overview and Paper Structure
This section provides an overview on the different concepts

discussed throughout this study. The aim is to familiarize the
reader with the important notions and outline the structure of
the paper. Section 2 discusses three important concepts i.e.,
business process, language and process artifact. A Business
process is concretized as a process artifact using a language.
A comprehensive definition of a business process and its un-
derlying core concepts and aspects is presented in Section 2.1,
while a set of relevant language characteristics (i.e., syntax, se-
mantics and language paradigm) is defined and discussed in
Section 2.2. These concepts provide the building blocks for a
framework defining the general scope of a process artifact (cf.
Section 2.3).

The proposed framework is instantiated in Section 3 to de-
nominate the two types of HBPRs i.e., hybrid languages and
hybrid process artifacts. As briefly outlined in the beginning
of this section, a hybrid language allows expressing a process
artifact using a combination of languages (usually from the
imperative-declarative paradigm spectrum, cf. Section 2.2.2),
whereas a hybrid process artifact allows concretizing a business
process using more than one process artifact. This distinction

provides a unified terminology (previously mixed in the liter-
ature) allowing to designate HBPRs consistently. Once estab-
lished, a literature search is conducted following the research
method presented in Section 4. The findings are scrutinized in
Section 5, where the existing HBPRs are analyzed and com-
pared on different levels. The results of the analysis come to
support but also to enrich the proposed conceptual framework
through a taxonomy discerning the characteristics of both hy-
brid languages and hybrid process artifacts. In Section 6, the
main findings of this work are discussed and a research agenda
is presented to guide the direction for the upcoming research.
Last but not least, the threats to validity are discussed in Sec-
tion 7, before concluding the paper in Section 8.

2. Conceptual Framework

This section introduces a conceptual framework defining
the general scope for a process artifact. Following the existing
terminology used within the BPM field, Sections 2.1 and 2.2
present the concepts associated with business processes and
languages respectively. The interactions between these con-
cepts are explained in Section 2.3, where the process artifact
framework is presented. Finally, the different types of process
artifacts are illustrated in Section 2.4.

2.1. Business Process

A business process is defined as “a set of activities that
are performed in coordination in an organizational and tech-
nical environment. These activities jointly realize a business
goal.” [27]. The way a business process operates in the real
world is captured by a process modeler as a set of abstractions,
each emphasizing a given portion of reality. These abstractions
are used to compose a subjective perception of the real world
in the form of a mental model [28]. A mental model incor-
porates all the abstractions captured by the modeler about the
way the business process operates in the real world. The shape
of the mental model is affected by the concepts acquired by
the modeler from the different ontologies proposed within the
BPM field [28]. These concepts help the modeler to aggregate
and structure the abstractions about the business process do-
main more efficiently [29]. Previous research [3] has classified
these concepts into (a) core concepts which refer to the set of
concepts defining the core elements of a business process i.e.,
process and tasks which instantiate into cases and activities [3]
and (b) aspects which provide different lenses to look at the
business process. The BPM literature discusses three main as-
pects: the control aspect, organization aspect and information
aspect. In addition, several other aspects can be captured from
a business process, for instance the assignment aspect, security
aspect and transaction aspect [3].

This study focuses on the control aspect (also called
control-flow), which is regarded as the most salient aspect in the
literature [3]. The control-flow represents information about the
order of the activities or the constraints for their execution [12].
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2.2. Language

This section presents the characteristics of a language in
terms of syntax and semantics (Section 2.2.1) and paradigm
(Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1. Language Syntax and Semantics
A language is used to represent the business process. It is

seen by Morris [30] as “a system of interconnected signs, has a
syntactical structure of such a sort that among its permissible
sign combinations some can function as statements, and sign
vehicles of such a sort that they can be common to a number of
interpreters”. A language can be a natural language (e.g., En-
glish) or an artificial language (e.g., programming language or
conceptual modeling language). Among the features categoriz-
ing a language, Morris introduced syntax and semantics. Syntax
is defined as “the formal relation of signs to one another” [30]
i.e., the relations between finite meaningful elements of the lan-
guage which allow deriving grammatically correct expressions.
Semantics is defined as “the relation of signs to real world enti-
ties they represent” [30] i.e., the mapping between the language
elements and the real world entities which allows conveying
meaning [31].

Languages differ in terms of their formality, both regard-
ing the syntax and the semantics. The syntax can be evaluated
in terms of its grammatical structure and the completeness of
its vocabulary, while the semantics can be evaluated in relation
to the extent to which the semantic domain of the language is
known [32]. Thereby, both syntax and semantics can be cate-
gorized as being informal, semi-formal, or formal.

2.2.2. Language Paradigm
The language paradigm can be seen as the style in which

the language is written. Languages can be differentiated ac-
cording to the imperative–declarative paradigm spectrum. This
paradigm takes origins from the field of computer program-
ming. As specified by Winograd [33], imperative programming
is based on the idea that the “the knowledge of a subject is inti-
mately bound with the procedures for its use”. In other words,
imperative programming aims at specifying explicitly the set of
commands leading to an output. Conversely, declarative pro-
gramming as defined by Lloyd [34] aims at “stating what is to
be computed, but not necessarily how it is to be computed”.
Simply put, declarative programming aims at specifying the re-
quirements to be achieved and letting the system determine the
way to achieve them.

Roy and Haridi [35] use the notion of state to discriminate
the two paradigms from a technical perspective. They defined
a state as “a sequence of values in time that contains the in-
termediate results of a desired computation”. According to the
authors a state can be either implicit or explicit. An implicit
state is a state which neither the computational model nor the
program are aware of, so it exists just in the mind of the pro-
grammer [35]. Conversely, an explicit state is a state which
can be explicitly traced in the computational model and by the
programmer. Following this distinction, declarative languages
encode states implicitly, whereas imperative languages encode

Listing (1) A program computing the factorial of n in Prolog

factorial(0,1).
factorial(Number, Factorial) :-

Number > 0,
Number1 is Number - 1,
factorial(Number1,Factorial1),
Factorial is Number * Factorial1.

Listing (2) A program computing the factorial of n in Java

public static int fact(int n) {
int value = 1;
for(int i=n; i>0; i--)

value *= i;
return value ;

}

Figure 1: Declarative and imperative implementations of the factorial function in Prolog
and Java.

states explicitly. For instance, consider the two implementa-
tions of the factorial function shown in Figure 1. In the Pro-
log code (read as “the factorial of Number is Factorial if Num-
ber>0 and Number1 is Number-1 and the factorial of Number1
is Factorial1 and Factorial is Number*Factorial1”), the notion
of state is implicit. Indeed, although it would be possible for
the programmer to trace down the sequence of states following
a certain input value during the execution, there is no explicit
predicate in the code keeping track of the computation result
(i.e., state) after each recursive call. Alternatively, in the imper-
ative Java implementation of the factorial function, the variable
value is used in the computation model to explicitly keep track
of the computation result after each iteration.

The explicitness and the implicitness of states is bound to
the representation layer of languages. This is because, at the
execution layer, all languages are executed as a set of determin-
istic procedures which can be represented as states and transi-
tions. This fact allows for a more fine-grained distinction be-
tween imperative and declarative languages. Hereby, we define
imperative languages as languages where states are explicit in
both representation and execution layers, and declarative lan-
guages as languages where states are implicit in the represen-
tation layer and explicit in the execution layer.

The same notion of state can be used when comparing im-
perative and declarative modeling languages. At the represen-
tation layer, imperative languages as defined by Pesic [14] al-
low modeling processes where “all execution alternatives are
explicitly specified”, which in turn, enable representing the dif-
ferent states of a process explicitly. When modeled graphically,
imperative languages provide a continuous trajectory (i.e., a se-
quence of states and transitions) allowing to reach any possi-
ble outcome allowed by the model [36]. The use of imperative
languages implies the modeling of all possible courses of ac-
tions, which is only possible with a complete and well-detailed
knowledge about all the alternative paths a business process ex-
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ecution might undergo. However, this is not always possible as
the execution path of some business processes might depend on
specifications that are only available at run-time and might also
be unique to each process instance [37]. Alternatively, declar-
ative languages as defined by Pesic [14] are language allowing
to express models where “constraints implicitly specify [the]
execution alternatives as all alternatives that satisfy the con-
straints”. In other words, declarative languages use constraints
to describe the overall interplay of actions without explicitly de-
scribing the sequence of states and transitions leading to each
particular outcome. Herein, states and transitions are implicit
at the representation layer of the language and are only con-
structed at the execution layer, where the predicates and the for-
mulas are interpreted [36]. This characteristic gives the capa-
bility to represent highly dynamic business processes concisely
without having to explicitly specify the path of each single pos-
sible process execution.

Imperative and declarative languages allow representing
different types of behaviors (i.e., forbidden, common and ex-
ceptional behaviors) [8], as shown in Figure 2, imperative lan-
guages are suitable to describe the common behavior, whereas
declarative languages extend to both common and exceptional
behaviors.

Forbidden behavior

Common behavior

Exceptional behavior

Behavior covered by imperative languages

Behaviors covered by declarative languages

Figure 2: The different behaviors of a business process and the suitability of imperative
and declarative languages to cover these behaviors. Adapted from [8].

Figure 3 depicts a three-dimensional framework describing
the common languages used to model the control-flow aspect
of business processes in terms of formality (both of syntax and
semantics) and language paradigm. All these languages de-
scribe the control-flow as the order between the different pro-
cess activities. In the figure, languages sharing more or less the
same level of formality and language paradigm are grouped to-
gether. For example, Declare, DCR (Dynamic Conditional Re-
sponse), CMMN (Case Management Model and Notation) [38]
and XTT2 (Extended Tabular Tree version 2) [39] have a for-
mal syntax, formal semantics and belong to the declarative lan-
guage paradigm. Another group of languages comprises Petri
nets, BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) and YAWL
(Yet Another Workflow Language) [40] which all share a for-
mal syntax, formal semantics and belong to the imperative lan-
guage paradigm. Other languages with distinct level of formal-

ity and language paradigm are depicted individually. For in-
stance, R2ML1 (REWERSE Rule Markup Language) is charac-
terized by a formal syntax, semi-formal semantics and belongs
to the declarative language paradigm. Conversely, the original
EPC (Event-driven Process Chains) language [41] has a formal
syntax, informal semantics and belongs to the imperative lan-
guage paradigm, whereas SBVR (Semantics of Business Vo-
cabulary and Business Rules) [42] has a semi-formal syntax,
semi-formal semantics and belongs to the declarative language
paradigm.

Natural language in turn has an informal syntax and infor-
mal semantics. However, depending on the used grammatical
structure and deployed language vocabulary, it can serve for ex-
pressing both declarative and imperative process specifications
(cf. Figures 5a and 5b – the first part describes the interplay
of actions using constraints, thus it is written in a declarative
style, whereas the second part describes the explicit courses of
actions, thus it is written in an imperative style). This is ex-
actly why natural language is divided into Imperative Natural
Language (I-NL) and Declarative Natural Language (D-NL).
Although natural language has been used for a long time to
describe business processes (e.g., paper-based documentations,
regulatory documents), it has not been deployed in the BPM
literature as a single artifact to represent a business process.
However, with the emergence of hybrid process artifacts, nat-
ural language has been often combined with other imperative
and declarative process representations. (e.g., [43, 44, 45, 46]).

2.3. Process Artifact

This section introduces the process artifact framework. Fig-
ure 4 combines the different pieces discussed in Sections 2.1
and 2.2 to illustrate our conceptual framework. The emergence
of this framework can be seen as the result of putting together
the existing concepts, which have been so far discussed in iso-
lation in the literature. The relationships between the business
process, the process artifact and the conceptualization entities
are derived from the work of Axenath et al. [3]. The interactions
between the process artifact, the mental model and the model-
ing concepts (represented within the conceptualization entity)
are extracted from work of Soffer et al. [28] and the PhD the-
sis of Zugal [29]. Finally, the role of the language in bridging
the gap between conceptualization and process artifacts is in-
spired by the ontological foundations proposed in Guizzardi’s
PhD thesis [32].

A process artifact is the concretization of a business process
using a language. It is an external representation describing
the way a business process operates in the real world in a for-
mal or informal way [3]. It reflects the modeler’s mental model
which is an internal representation of the business process [28].
The core concepts and the different aspects (cf. Section 2.1) in-
troduced within the BPM field constitute the conceptualization
entity, which, in turn, allows structuring both the mental model

1See http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/bisel/rewerse/I1/
oxygen.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/rewerse-i1%40q%
3dr2ml.html
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Figure 3: Categorization of some languages according to the formality of their syntax, the formality of their semantics and their language paradigm.

and the process artifact. The former is structured by provid-
ing a schema supporting the aggregation of knowledge about
the business process more efficiently [29, 28]. The latter is
structured through the concepts and ontologies governing the
modeling of business processes [3]. The language has a central
role within the process artifact framework. Indeed, by choos-
ing an appropriate syntax, semantics and language paradigm, a
language allows expressing a process artifact. In addition, the
language enables expressing the different notions of the con-
ceptualization entity [32], which offers a means to transfer the
BPM knowledge and make it attainable to the modeler.

Mental Model

Process Artifact

Real-world 
Business Process 

Conceptualization

Language

Represents Internaly 

Represents Externaly  

Allows to Express Allows to Express

Reflects

Provides Concepts to Structure 

 
  Aspects 

e.g., control, organization, information

 
Core

i.e., process, case, task, activity

Provides Concepts to Structure 

Figure 4: The process artifact framework.

The language provides the process artifact with a set of
inherent features (i.e., syntax, semantics, paradigm, cf. Sec-
tion 2.2). For instance, one can say that a process artifact is
described in an imperative language characterized by a formal
syntax and formal semantics (e.g., Petri nets). Besides the in-
herent features, a process artifact has a visual feature. Building
upon the process visual representations in [47], a process arti-
fact can be static, dynamic, or interactive (cf. Section 2.4 for
examples). A static process artifact is characterized by a visual
representation that remains static over time (i.e., textual pro-
cess description, process model). A dynamic process artifact

is characterized by an animated visual representation (i.e., dy-
namic over time) replaying previous executions of a business
process (e.g., replay of event log traces). An interactive process
artifact is characterized by an animated and interactive visual
representation that changes depending on the way the user in-
teracts with it (i.e., a guided simulation of a business process).

2.4. Examples of Process Artifacts

This section illustrates examples of the different process
artifacts introduced in Section 2.3. Section 2.4.1 illustrates
static artifacts. Section 2.4.2 illustrates dynamic artifacts. Sec-
tion 2.4.3 illustrates interactive artifacts.

2.4.1. Static Artifacts
Textual process descriptions and process models are both

examples of static artifacts, which means that their visual repre-
sentation does not change over over time (compared to dynamic
and interactive artifacts). Figure 5 shows two fragments de-
scribing the process of editing and handling a project proposal.
Although both fragments are written in natural language, the
interactions between the process activities are expressed differ-
ently. Indeed, while Fragment 1 describes the general interplay
of actions in a loosely-coupled manner (using a D-NL), Frag-
ment 2 specifies the exact course of actions with no room for
flexible behavior (using an I-NL, e.g., “Note that all decisions
are final and cannot be reversed”). This example illustrates a
practical scenario where process specifications comprise both
flexible and rigid requirements.

The two process models in Figure 6 describe the editing part
of the project proposal process (cf. Fragment 1) using impera-
tive (i.e, BPMN) and declarative (i.e, DCR2) languages respec-
tively. Although, both models accommodate the same behav-
ior, it is clear that the BPMN model in Figure 6a contains many
more elements than the DCR model in Figure 6b, which re-
sults in a spaghetti-like process model, making it more visually-
complex and thus, hard to understand and maintain. Hereby,

2 The semantics of the DCR relations are summarized in https://wiki.
dcrgraphs.net/connection/.
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Fragment 1:
The process of writing a project proposal starts when the au-
thor comes up with an initial idea. Afterwards, it is possible
to write a project proposal and to refine the idea at any time.
After having written the project proposal it becomes possible
to check for plagiarism. It is possible to cancel the proposal
if it turns out that the idea is infeasible. Otherwise, as soon as
the project proposal is described sufficiently well, it is possi-
ble for the author to submit the proposal. Note that a proposal
can be submitted only once.

(a) Declarative process description in D-NL, adapted from [12, 48].
Fragment 2:
When a project proposal is received, a funding officer per-
forms an initial screening of the proposal to check its com-
pliance with the funding requirements of the institute. In case
the proposal is not compliant, it is directly rejected. Other-
wise, if the proposal complies with the given requirements,
the funding officer provides an initial review of the proposal
and sends it together with the initial proposal to a competent
committee. The committee evaluates the proposal and based
on their decision, the project proposal is either approved for
funding or rejected. Note that all decisions are final and can-
not be reversed.

(b) Imperative process description in I-NL.

Figure 5: Two process fragments describing different parts of the project proposal process.
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Figure 6: Comparing the process in Fragment 1 when modeled imperatively using BPMN,
and declaratively using DCR. The semantics of the DCR relations are summarized online2.
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Figure 7: Comparing the process in Fragment 2 when modeled imperatively using BPMN,
and declaratively using DCR. The semantics of the DCR relations are summarized online2.

it becomes evident that imperative languages are not the ideal
candidates for modeling flexible processes. Similarly, the han-
dling part of the project proposal process (cf. Fragment 2) is
described using imperative and declarative languages in Fig-
ure 7. Since this part of the process is rather rigid, describing it
using a declarative language (cf. Figure 7b) would imply extra
constraints to restrict the process behavior, which in turn result
in a visually-complex process model, making its understand-
ability and maintainability difficult. Alternatively, the use of an
imperative language can provide a more concise process model
(cf. Figure 7a).

2.4.2. Dynamic Artifacts
Dynamic artifacts provide an animated visual representa-

tion allowing to perceive how an existing process instance
evolve overtime. Figure 8 illustrates the frames of a Petri nets
token animation replying a single execution trace. The trace
contains the execution of a process model implementing Frag-
ment 2. The Petri nets token animation allows replaying the
executed process instances, which in turn provides a visualiza-
tion of the actual executions of the business process [49]. The
choice of Petri nets to illustrate dynamic artifacts is motivated
by the concept of token replay [49]. Any other modeling lan-
guage with a similar concept can be used to express a dynamic
artifact.

2.4.3. Interactive Artifacts
Interactive process artifacts provide a dynamic visual rep-

resentation allowing the user to test the different courses of
actions allowed by the process model. The example depicted
in Figure 9 illustrates a guided simulation of a business pro-
cess. The process artifact depicted in the figure is an instance
of DCR Graphs, however, the same guided simulation could
be provided by instantiating any other language. This artifact
allows performing a guided simulation based on the user input,
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Frame t=1

Frame t=2

Frame t=3

Figure 8: The frames of a Petri nets animation replaying a single event log trace. The letters
in the transitions correspond to the initials of the activities extracted from Fragment 2 (e.g.,
NR N: Notify rejection for none-compliance).

Guided Simulation

Figure 9: Example of a guided simulation corresponding to Fragment 1.

which in turn allows to test the possible execution scenarios and
to perceive the allowed behavior at any stage of the simulation.

3. Hybrid Business Process Representations

This section provides a unified terminology allowing to
conceive the different types of HBPRs. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 1, the definitions presented in this section are general
enough to cover all HBPRs. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 instantiates
the conceptual framework presented in Section 2 in order to de-
fine the scope of hybrid languages and hybrid process artifacts
respectively and to highlight the properties allowing to denom-
inate both of them. Finally, Section 3.3 provides a generic defi-
nition of a HBPR.

3.1. Hybrid Languages
A hybrid language combines existing languages at the level

of their syntax, semantics and language paradigm. Consider-
ing the process artifact framework depicted in Figure 4, the lan-
guage entity can be instantiated into a hybrid language which
can be represented as any combination of languages from the
imperative and declarative paradigm spectrum. The composi-
tion of a hybrid language is restrained by the ability to support
the syntax, semantics and language paradigm allowed by all
its composing languages. In other words, a hybrid language
should remain consistent even when only the vocabulary of a
single language is used [50]. This feature allows active users of
a composing language to progressively adapt to the new hybrid
language without having to acquire it from scratch [24].
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Figure 10: The scope of a hybrid process artifact defined based on the process artifact
framework.

The use of hybrid languages brings a number of advan-
tages. Firstly, by combining languages from the imperative–
declarative paradigm, hybrid languages allow overcoming the
limitations of individual languages and maintaining the balance
between understandability and flexibility (e.g., [51]). Secondly,
hybrid languages allow delivering an adequate language capa-
ble of representing business processes more concisely and pre-
cisely (e.g., [52]). Finally, hybrid languages enable the model-
ing of both rigid and flexible parts of a business process using
the same language (e.g., [8]).

3.2. Hybrid Process Artifacts
A hybrid process artifact combines a set of interrelated pro-

cess artifacts describing the same business process. Figure 10
illustrates an instance of the process artifact framework cap-
turing the scope of a hybrid process artifact. Here, a set of lan-
guages (represented in the figure as separated entities) is used to
describe different but interrelated process artifacts. The over-
lap between artifacts is an important characteristic discerning
hybrid process artifacts from multi-perspective process mod-
els (e.g., [53]). While a multi-perspective process model de-
scribes each business process aspect in a detached artifact, a hy-
brid process artifact overlaps in describing the business process
aspects, which in turn provides parallel visual representations
where equivalent information can be extracted easily.

Hybrid process artifacts have been proposed in the litera-
ture to address the separation of concerns between imperative
business processes and business rules. Moreover, hybrid pro-
cess artifacts have been used to improve the understandability
of process models as they provide hybrid visual representations
allowing to clarify the semantics of the model and to extract
equivalent information easily (e.g., [45, 21, 2]). Furthermore,
hybrid process artifacts have the potential to improve the main-
tainability of declarative process models by providing concrete
means to track the hidden dependencies (between the activities)
introduced due to the entanglement of constraints in the model.
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For instance, by extending a declarative process model with
a guided simulation, it becomes possible to define the desired
and prohibited behaviors (through test cases) and to constantly
check them with the process model during a maintainability
task (e.g., [23]). In addition, hybrid process artifacts can of-
fer an alternative communication channels allowing to alternate
between different levels of abstraction and support the knowl-
edge transfer during the Process of Process Modeling (PPM)
by combining formal and informal artifacts, which in turn, en-
sure a seamless communication between domain experts and IT
specialists (e.g., [43, 54]).

3.3. Hybrid Business Process Representation

Following the characteristics of hybrid languages and hy-
brid process artifacts (cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively), a
HBPR is defined as a collection of interrelated languages or
process artifacts defining overlapping aspects and parts of the
same business process.

4. Literature Search Method

This SLR aims at identifying the existing HBPRs taking a
control-flow perspective to look into the declarative paradigm.
In addition, it focuses on providing a fundamental understand-
ing of the proposed techniques through a transparent and re-
producible approach. The research method deployed in this
SLR follows the methodology proposed by Kitchenham [55]
and lines up with the guidelines suggested by Budgen and Br-
ereton [56] and Webster and Watson [57].

This section describes the search protocol adopted to con-
duct this SLR (cf. Figure 11). As a first step, the research prob-
lem is investigated by the authors and then formulated as a set
of research questions (cf. Section 4.1). Then, following the rec-
ommendations of modeling experts (i.e., academics with sev-
eral years of experience within the BPM field), a pilot search
is conducted on the bibliography of notable authors within the
field. (cf. Section 4.2). The outcome of this step allowed gath-
ering the most common keywords and refining a comprehensive
search string that covers the relevant literature (cf. Section 4.3).
In addition, the most common publication venues are identified
(cf. Section 4.4) and a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria is
defined to filter the search results and select the most relevant
articles (cf. Section 4.5). In the following step, the main lit-
erature search is performed and then the resulting articles are
scrutinized (cf. Section 4.6). Afterwards a forward search and
a backward search are performed (cf. Section 4.7). Finally, all
the articles are read and relevant data are extracted according to
a predefined scheme (cf. Section 4.8).

4.1. Research Questions

The research questions addressed in this study are the result
of a series of meetings where the authors discussed the research
problem (cf. Section 1.1) and the objectives of this study (cf.
Section 1.2). In order to obtain a clear understanding about
the HBPRs taking a control-flow perspective to look into the
declarative paradigm, it is important to identify and investigate

their distribution over time, type (i.e., journal, conference, book
chapters) and venues. Therefore, the first research question is
formulated as follows:
RQ1: What publications about HBPRs taking a control-flow
perspective to look into the declarative paradigm exist?
This question is divided into the following sub questions:
RQ1.1: How are these publications distributed over time?
RQ1.2: How are these publications distributed over publica-
tion type (i.e., journal, conference)?
RQ1.3: How are these publications distributed over publica-
tion venues?

HBPRs have been deployed in several contexts. Therefore,
it is possible that the proposed approaches have emerged within
different research lines. The second research question investi-
gates this aspect by addressing the following question:
RQ2: What are the different research lines where the identified
HBPRs were proposed?

Once the research lines are identified, it is important to scru-
tinize the motivations behind the existing HBPRs in order to
have a clear understanding about the process modeling issues
which can be addressed using the proposed HBPRs. To this
end, the third research question is formulated as follows:
RQ3: What are the motivations driving the emergence of the
identified HBPRs?

The identification of the languages and the artifacts used
to compose the existing HBPRs allows discerning the ones
which were commonly deployed to model the imperative and
the declarative process specifications. Hereafter, the fourth re-
search question is formulated as follows:
RQ4: Which languages and artifacts are combined in the iden-
tified HBPRs?

Among the key contributions aimed by this work is a de-
scriptive taxonomy allowing to categorize the existing HBPRs
based on their common inherent and visual features. The fifth
research question addresses this contribution as follows:
RQ5: How can we categorize the identified HBPRs into a de-
scriptive taxonomy?

The maturity of the proposed hybrid approaches is another
important aspect to investigate in order to evaluate the robust-
ness of the proposed HBPRs. In that respect, it is necessary to
investigate the extent to which the existing HBPRs have been
formalized, and whether they have been implemented and eval-
uated empirically. These 3 aspects are addressed by the sixth
research question as follows:
RQ6: How mature are the identified HBPRs in terms of for-
malization, availability of implementation and empirical eval-
uations?

Last but not least, the identification of the different applica-
tion domains where HBPRs have been used allows illustrating
the different fields where the use of HBPRs could be beneficial
in practice. With this regard, the seventh research question is
formulated as follows:
RQ7: In what application domains can the deployment of the
identified HBPRs be beneficial?
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Figure 11: Summary of the protocol deployed to conduct this SLR (in BPMN language).

4.2. Pilot Search

Prior to the main literature search, a pilot search has been
conducted on the bibliography of notable authors following the
recommendations of modeling experts. As a result, the follow-
ing articles were considered as reference: [46, 58, 50, 24, 16,
59, 21, 60]. These articles use different terminologies. West-
ergaard and Slaats [50] and Slaats et al. [24] use the terms,
“hybrid model”, “hybrid process” and “mixing paradigms” to
describe HBPRs that combine languages from the imperative–
declarative paradigm spectrum. Lu et al. [58] use the term

“flexible workflow” in the context of an HBPR combining pre-
defined parts with loosely coupled parts of a business process.
Wang et al. [46] use the term “integrated modeling” referring
to a HBPR that combines business rules with business process
models. The authors in [16, 21, 59, 60] propose approaches
that combine multiple artifacts. Although no clear hybrid ter-
minology was mentioned, the proposed representations can be
seen as HBPRs in a way that they combine interrelated artifacts.
Therefore, it was necessary to extend the search to cover similar
publications (incorporating a combination of declarative repre-
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sentations with other types of representations) where no hybrid
terminology was mentioned.

4.3. Search String

Following the keywords extracted from the pilot search (cf.
Section 4.2), the search string can be composed from the prod-
uct of two sets of keywords: (1) keywords emphasizing the
mixed nature of the proposed representations i.e., hybrid, mix-
ing, flexible and integrated. (2) keywords emphasizing the con-
cept of a business process i.e., workflow, process, model and
paradigm. Additionally, as some articles do not use explicit
terminologies to designate HBPRs, the keywords declarative,
constraint and rule-based were added to Set 1. These key-
words allow covering all subsets of declarative representations
including those extending declarative languages and artifacts
with other types of representations (e.g., [16]). The use of these
keywords leads to more false positive matches, but it helps cov-
ering a wider spectrum of the literature. In addition, the false
positive matches are filtered-out using the inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria introduced in Section 4.5 and the manual inspec-
tion of articles.

As some keywords might be used in different forms (e.g.,
appending suffixes), all keywords were transformed to their
base form, then a wildcard character (i.e., asterisk *) was ap-
pended to each one of them to broaden the search by looking
for all words starting with the same letters (e.g. mix* → mix,
mixed, mixing, etc.). Consequently, the following keywords
were derived: hybrid*, mix*, flexib*, integrat*, declar*, con-
straint*, rule*, workflow*, model*, process* and paradigm*.
To interlink the search keywords, the “OR” logical operator
was used. Indeed, during the study retrieval process, some lit-
erature search engines were unable to provide accurate results
using complex search queries (i.e., search strings combining
“OR”, “AND”, “NOT” operators). Thus, we have opted for a
simple search string to provide a unified search string and max-
imize the hit rate across all search engines. The final search
string is formulated as follows:

hybrid* workflow* OR hybrid* model* OR hy-
brid* process* OR hybrid* paradigm* OR mix*
workflow* OR mix* model* OR mix* pro-
cess* OR mix* paradigm* OR flexib* work-
flow* OR flexib* model* OR flexib* process*
OR flexib* paradigm* OR integrat* workflow*
OR integrat* model* OR integrat* process* OR
integrat* paradigm* OR declar* workflow* OR
declar* model* OR declar* process* OR declar*
paradigm* OR constraint* workflow* OR con-
straint* model* OR constraint* process* OR con-
straint* paradigm* OR rule* workflow* OR rule*
model* OR rule* process* OR rule* paradigm*

4.4. Publication Venues

The notion of hybrid representations is widely deployed
in several engineering fields. Therefore, conducting a general
string look-up would lead to a huge amount of false positive

matches. Once again, the recommendations of modeling ex-
perts were used to select the most popular data sources as well
as the most prominent publication venues. Namely, the fol-
lowing data sources have been covered: Springer Link, IEE
Explore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library, Science Direct,
and Wiley Inter Science. As some data sources do not enable
automated search, the Crossref3 API was used. Within these
data sources, the following journals have been covered: Deci-
sion support Systems (DSS), Information Systems (IS), Busi-
ness & Information Systems Engineering (BISE), Software and
Systems Modeling (SoSyM). In addition, the following con-
ference venues have been considered: International Confer-
ence on Software and System Processes (ICSSP), Enterprise
Distributed Object Computing (EDOC), Business Information
Systems (BIS), Business Process Management (BPM), Busi-
ness Process Modeling, Development and Support (BPMDS),
Conference on Advanced information Systems Engineering
(CAiSE), Conference on Conceptual Modeling (ER), Funda-
mental Approaches to Software Engineering (FASE), Formal
Methods (FM), Integrated Formal Methods (IFM) and On the
Move to Meaningful Internet Systems (OTM). Note that the
proceedings of the forums and the workshops organized during
each conference were also covered by the search.

4.5. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

In order to frame the search and to filter-out false positive
matches, a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria has been de-
fined.

4.5.1. Inclusion Criteria
A study is relevant if the following criteria apply:

• IC1: The study emphasizes the modeling of a HBPR.

• IC2: The study proposes a HBPR that includes at least
one declarative language or artifact.

• IC3: The proposed HBPR focuses on the control-flow
aspect (as defined in Section 2.1).

4.5.2. Exclusion Criteria
A study is excluded in case one of the following criteria

apply:

• EC1: The study does not have the main focus on the
modeling of HBPRs. (e.g., This excludes studies mining
HBPRs i.e., [61, 62, 63].)

• EC2: The study is not published in English.

4.6. Main Literature Search and Selection Process

The main literature search yielded a considerable amount
of matching articles. The look-up in the search engines covered
the meta-data of the articles i.e., title, abstract and keywords.

3Crossref is Digital Object Identifier (DOI) registration agency indexing
publications identified with a DOI from different data sources. See http:
//crossref.org/
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In total 3713 articles were found. The high number of article
retrieved from the search engines is typical for systematic liter-
ature reviews (e.g., [64]). In addition, since no unified terminol-
ogy about HBPRs exists, the search string was formulated to be
over-fitting for the purpose to cover a wide range of literature.

The selection process was performed by the corresponding
author of this paper who followed a systematic approach to fil-
ter the literature articles based on a set of inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria (cf. Section 4.5), which has been formulated and
agreed by all the co-authors. Furthermore, in order to reduce
any potential bias while selecting articles, the selection process
has been constantly checked by the co-authors and borderline
papers were discussed before deciding on their inclusion. Prior
to the selection process, the meta-data of these articles were
organized in a spreadsheet. During the selection process, the
title of each retrieved article was scanned first in order to de-
termine its relevance to the literature review (according to the
inclusion and exclusion criteria). If the title is prominent, then,
the abstract and keywords are inspected to further determine
the article relevance. In case, the relevance remains doubtful,
the article is fully read before being discussed internally by
the co-authors. A spreadsheet with all the found studies and
the decision on inclusion and exclusion is available online at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3516661.

As result, 22 relevant articles were selected from the main
literature search. The selection also includes articles from the
pilot search (cf. Section 4.2). The articles selected in the main
literature search are the following: [46, 24, 52, 51, 45, 50, 59,
65, 58, 8, 37, 66, 25, 67, 68, 69, 70, 22, 16, 21, 60, 71] (the ar-
ticles meta-data are presented after adding the backward search
and forward search results, cf. Table 1). In the next step, a
backward and forward search are conducted on these articles to
gather additional relevant studies.

4.7. Backward and Forward Searches
To cover a wider range of the relevant literature, the initial

search process has been expanded with a backward search and
forward search. Section 4.7.1 shows the results of the backward
search, Section 4.7.2 shows the results of the forward search.

4.7.1. Backward Search
The backward search examines the references cited in the

literature to learn more about the foundation of the knowledge
in question. In the context of our SLR, the backward search
has covered the publications selected from the main literature
search. During this process, we came across 4 new publica-
tions addressing our research subject. The following publica-
tions were then appended to the results of the main literature
search: [72, 73, 74, 75].

4.7.2. Forward Search
The forward search examines new articles citing the litera-

ture and provides a follow-up on the development of the knowl-
edge in question. In the context of our SLR, Google Scholar4

4See https://scholar.google.com

was used to conduct the forward search on the publications se-
lected from the main literature search. As a result, 4 new pub-
lications were retrieved and appended to the results of the main
literature search: [76, 77, 78, 79].

4.8. Data Extraction

This section describes the data extraction process and lists
the attributes used to answer each of the research questions in-
troduced in Section 4.1. The data extraction process consists
of extracting information relevant to the SLR according to a
predefined data extraction scheme. The attributes depicted in
Figure 12 summarize the scheme used to organize the data.

The extended article meta-data, including the title, authors,
keywords, abstract, references, publication year, publication
type (i.e., journal or conference) and publication venue, are
used to answer RQ1 by first enabling the identification of exist-
ing literature and then describing their time distribution, types,
and venues. For this analysis, descriptive statistics (i.e., count
and distributions in percentage) are used (cf. Section 5.1). To
Answer RQ2, all the articles are read and labeled subjectively
according to their research line. At the analysis, the results from
the backward search are used to investigate the assigned labels
and validate the identified research lines. During this process,
a graph visualization depicting the cross-referencing between
the articles in the literature is generated (cf. Section 5.2.1). For
RQ3, the motivations behind each proposed approach are ex-
tracted, then used in the analysis phase to discern the different
motivations driving the emergence of new HBPRs and to or-
ganize them into different categories (cf. Section 5.3). RQ4 is
answered by looking at the combinations of languages and ar-
tifacts seen in the literature. In this regard, the artifacts used
to construct each HBPR (together with their languages) are ex-
tracted, then both their inherent and visual features are scru-
tinized in order to discern their hybrid properties. (cf. Sec-
tion 5.4). The data extracted in RQ4 is further investigated
to answer RQ5 (cf. Section 5.5). To answer RQ6, data about
formalization, availability of implementation and availability of
evaluation are inferred. On that matter, the articles are classified
as having a mathematical formalization, a meta-model formal-
ization or not being formalized at all. Concerning the imple-
mentation, in case an article provides an implementation, in-
formation about tool name, type (i.e., prototype, plugin or com-
mercial product), parent framework and reference are extracted.
Then, for the evaluation, information about the number (#) of
participants, evaluation reference, evaluation type (i.e., quanti-
tative, qualitative or both), research aspects, instruments, mea-
surements, and outcome are extracted. The data about formal-
ization, implementation and evaluation are investigated during
the analysis to denote the maturity of the proposed approaches
(cf. Section 5.6). Finally, to answer RQ7, information about the
different application domains used to exemplify the approaches
proposed in the literature are extracted, grouped and presented
at the analysis (cf. Section 5.7).
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Figure 12: Data extraction scheme.

5. Analysis of Findings

This section provides an overarching analysis of the liter-
ature. Section 5.1 identifies the existing HBPRs and provides
descriptive statistics (i.e., time distribution of publications, pub-
lication venues, and publication types) emphasizing the general
findings obtained from the SLR search. Section 5.2 identifies
the existing research lines that propose HBPRs. Section 5.3
highlights the motivations supporting the proposed representa-
tions. Section 5.4 distinguishes the different combinations of
languages and artifacts proposed in the literature, Section 5.5
introduces a new taxonomy to categorize existing HBPRs, Sec-
tion 5.6 investigates their maturity in terms of formalization,
availability of implementation and empirical evaluation, and
finally Section 5.7 reports the different application domains
where the proposed HBPRs can be deployed.

5.1. Literature Search Findings
This section reports the results for RQ1. Table 1 shows the

final study retrieval list including the title, the venue, the year
and the authors of the selected articles. Overall, 30 articles were
identified following the search method introduced in Section 4.

As depicted in Figure 13a, the articles addressing HBPRs
have emerged since 2001 (answering RQ1.1). The time distri-
bution of publications shows that 2011 and 2016 were the years
with the highest number of publications addressing the topic

(4 articles each year). By comparing the time distribution be-
tween the last two decades (cf. Figure 13b), one can notice
that 77% of the articles were published between 2009 and 2018
compared to only 23% between 2001 and 2008. This shows an
increasing tendency of articles proposing HBPRs over the last
two decades. This tendency is also visible from the trend line
depicted in Figure 13a.

Figure 13c shows the distribution of publications over pub-
lication type (answering RQ1.2). The search results show that
73% of articles appeared in conference proceedings, 23% ap-
peared in journal proceedings, whereas only 4% where pub-
lished as book chapters.

Finally, the selected articles were published in different
venues (answering RQ1.3). As shown in Figure 13d, besides
the initial publication venues considered for the main search,
new venues have been covered during the backward and for-
ward search. The distribution of the publication venues shows
that EDOC, BPM and CAiSE take the lead with the largest pro-
portions (i.e., 20%, 17%, and 10% respectively) and gather 47%
of publications.

5.2. Research Lines

This section discusses the different research lines where
HBPRs were introduced (answering RQ2). In the process of
examining the articles retained in the final study retrieval list
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Titles Venues Years Authors

The Process Highlighter: From Texts to Declarative Processes and Back [21] BPM 2018 Hugo A. Lopez et al.
Formal Model of Business Processes Integrated with Business Rules [79] ISF 2018 Kluza, Krzysztof and Nalepa, Grzegorz J.
Discovering hidden dependencies in constraint-based declarative process models for improving understandability [45] IS 2018 De Smedt, Johannes et al.
Effect of Linked Rules on Business Process Model Understanding [46] BPM 2017 Wang, Wei et al.
The Semantics of Hybrid Process Models [24] OTM 2016 Slaats, Tijs et al.
Improving Understandability of Declarative Process Models by Revealing Hidden Dependencies [67] CAiSE 2016 De Smedt, Johannes et al.
Web-Based Modelling and Collaborative Simulation of Declarative Processes [70] BPM 2016 Marquard, Morten et al.
Business Process Flexibility and Decision-Aware Modeling—The Knowledge Work Designer [60] Book 2016 Hinkelmann, Knut
Mixed-paradigm process modeling with intertwined state spaces [52] BISE 2015 De Smedt, Johannes et al.
Declarative Process Modeling in BPMN [51] CAiSE 2015 De Giacomo, Giuseppe et al.
Hybrid Process Technologies in the Financial Sector [22] BPM 2015 Debois, Søren et al.
Mixing Paradigms for More Comprehensible Models [50] BPM 2013 Westergaard, Michael and Slaats, Tijs
Towards the Combination of BPMN Process Models with SBVR Business Vocabularies and Rules [78] ICIST 2013 Mickevičiūtė, Eglė and Butleris, Rimantas
Creating Declarative Process Models Using Test Driven Modeling Suite [16] CAiSE 2012 Zugal, Stefan et al.
Enriching Business Processes with Rules Using the Oryx BPMN Editor [73] ICAISC 2012 Kluza, Krzysztof et al.
Patterns for Flexible BPMN Workflows [59] EuroPLoP 2011 Zimmermann, Brigit and Doehring, Markus
Modeling Flexible Business Processes with Business Rule Patterns [65] EDOC 2011 Milanovic, Milan et al.
Framework for Business Process and Rule Integration: A Case of BPMN and SBVR [68] BIS 2011 Cheng, Ran et al.
Toward enhanced life-cycle support for declarative processes [69] SEP 2011 Zugal, Stefan et al.
Exploiting Rules and Processes for Increasing Flexibility in Service Composition [72] EDOC 2010 Sapkota, Brahmananda and van Sinderen, Marten
Flexibility as a Service [75] DASFAA 2009 van der Aalst, W. M. P. et al.
On managing business processes variants [58] DKE 2009 Lu, Ruopeng et al.
Towards a Language for Rule-Enhanced Business Process Modeling [74] EDOC 2009 Milanovic, Milan and Gasevic, Dragan
Achieving Business Process Flexibility with Business Rules [66] EDOC 2008 van Eijndhoven, Tim et al.
DECLARE: Full Support for Loosely-Structured Processes [8] EDOC 2007 Pesic, Maja et al.
Patterns of Business Rules to Enable Agile Business Processes [71] EDOC 2007 Graml, Tobias et al.
Specification and validation of process constraints for flexible workflows [25] IS 2005 Sadiq, Shazia W. et al.
A constraint specification approach to building flexible workflows [77] RPIT 2003 Mangan, Peter and Sadiq, Shazia
On Building Workflow Models for Flexible Processes [76] ADC 2002 Mangan, Peter and Sadiq, Shazia
Pockets of Flexibility in Workflow Specification [37] ER 2001 Sadiq, Shazia et al.

Table 1: Final study retrieval list. The publication venues are abbreviated as mentioned in Section 4.4. The new venues are the following: DASFAA (International Conference on Database
Systems for Advanced Applications), DKE (Data and Knowledge Engineering), IS (Information Systems), SEP (Software: Evolution and Process), ICAISC (International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing), ISF (Information Systems Frontiers), Australasian Database Conference (ADC), EuroPLoP (European Conference on Pattern Languages of
Programs) and RPIT (Research and Practice in Information Technology).

(cf. Table 1), a label was subjectively assigned to each ar-
ticle depending on its corresponding research line (cf. Sec-
tion 4.8). The results of the labeling indicate that HBPRs have
evolved in different contexts. More specifically, we have iden-
tified two main research lines within the BPM field. In the first
research line (RL1), the authors proposed extending and sup-
porting declarative languages, whereas in the second research
line (RL2), the authors proposed integrating business rules with
business processes. Section 5.2.1 validates the subjective label-
ing used to identify the research lines, and then Sections 5.2.2
and 5.2.3 present respectively the articles identified within these
research lines.

5.2.1. Labeling Validation
To substantiate our subjective labeling, a backward search

was performed on the articles of the final study retrieval list (cf.
Table 1). During this process, an automated tool5, was used to
extract and filter the the references cited by each article in order
to retain only citations referring to articles from the final study
retrieval list. Afterwards using a graph visualization, articles
were represented as nodes, and references were represented as
directed edges between referring and referred articles. The size
of each node has been defined based on the number of incom-
ing edges (i.e., the number of cites by the other articles in the
graph). As we suspected that the articles belong to different
research lines, a color was assigned to each node based on the
label of its research line . The resulting graph is depicted in
Figure 14.

5CERMINE is the tool used to extract references from the articles. Source
code available at https://github.com/CeON/CERMINE

Accordingly, two nearly independent clusters of articles can
be discerned. Namely, the cluster of articles in RL1 (colored in
red) and the cluster of articles in RL2 (colored in green). Ex-
cept a unique edge (cross-reference) between van Eijndhoven
et al. [66] and Sadiq et al. [37], none of the other articles in
one cluster has cited articles from the other cluster. By closely
inspecting the context where [66] cited [37], we have found a
single citation that came up in the context of sharing the same
concerns as Sadiq et alẇith regards to process flexibility. How-
ever the two approaches use different concepts and techniques
to define HBPRs.

Additionally, one article (i.e., Hinkelmann [60]) remained
independent from both research lines. Although, the ap-
proach proposes a hybrid representation addressing the separa-
tion of concerns between process and business logic, no cross-
referencing has been identified in relation with the articles of
RL2. By scrutinizing the article, we have noticed that the au-
thor did not explicitly describe the related work about the simi-
lar hybrid representations, which could in turn explain the lack
of connections with other similar articles.

The size of the nodes provides insights about the approaches
which offer the most widespread traction and were used as a
basis to develop other approaches. In the context of the HBPRs
covered in this study, [8], [37] and [50] were the most cited
approaches in RL1, while [71] was the most cited approache in
RL2. The impact of these approaches is discussed in Section 6.

In the next sub-sections (cf. Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3), the
articles proposed within each research line are introduced.
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Figure 13: Different distributions of the articles in Table 1.

5.2.2. Extending and Supporting Declarative Languages
The use of HBPRs extending declarative languages occu-

pies a large part of the literature. Sadiq et al. [37] propose a
hybrid approach to construct process models. Herein, an im-
perative process model is extended with several “pockets of
flexibility” where the relations between the activities in each
pocket are modeled in a declarative – constraint-based style.
Pockets of flexibility are defined at design-time and explicit

workflow executions are constructed at run-time according to
the pockets’ constraints. Using the same concept, Mangan
and Sadiq [76, 77] extend this work and propose a HBPR
combining basic imperative modeling constructs with dynamic
constraints (cf. Section 5.4). The later is further elaborated
in [25]. Similarly, Lu et al. [58] present a HBPR combining
pre-defined model parts with loosely coupled model parts us-
ing a constraint-based approach.
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Figure 14: Cross-referencing graph of the articles in Table 1. The colors of the nodes refer to their corresponding research lines. The direction of the arrows indicates the citing between
articles.

Pesic et al. [8] introduce Declare as a new constraint-based
process modeling language for loosely coupled process models.
Since Declare is not appropriate for modeling highly structured
processes due to its constraint-based nature and the inability
of users to make sense of process models with too many con-
straints [14], the authors suggested to combine it with YAWL
(i.e., an imperative language). This in turn, would enable mod-
eling both highly structured parts and loosely structured parts
of process models efficiently. An extension for this approach
was later proposed by Van der Aalst et al. [75].

Westergaard and Slaats [50] proposed a hybrid language al-
lowing for the use of both the imperative and declarative for-
malisms within the same process model. This in turn, enables a
concise representation for unstructured processes and detailed
specifications for structured processes. Similarly, De Giacomo
et al. [51] propose a new extension of BPMN entitled BPMN-
D. With the same concept in mind, Slaats et al. [24] propose a
hybrid framework, allowing to model processes in a hierarchi-
cal structure such that each sub-process of the hierarchy can be
modeled using either an imperative or declarative language.

De Smedt et al. [52] address the trade-off between un-
derstandability and flexibility when using an imperative or a
declarative modeling language, and analyze the implications of
combining languages from different paradigms (particularly in
terms of their syntax, execution semantics, and understandabil-
ity). On these grounds, the authors introduce a step-wise ap-
proach to derive a hybrid language.

Zugal et al. [69, 16] propose a Test Driven Modeling (TDM)
approach addressing the understandability and maintainability
of declarative process models. The authors base their approach
on the concept of computational offloading from CLT [80],
which refers to the extent to which a user can extract cer-
tain information from a business process model quickly. As
declarative process modeling languages have lower computa-
tional offloading (compared to imperative languages), enrich-
ing them with test cases would increase their computational

offloading by providing means to easily locate hidden depen-
dencies and validating specific scenarios against forbidden be-
haviors. Similarly, Marquad et al. [70] and Debois et al. [22]
propose HBPRs to support declarative process models using
guided simulations.

Lopez et al. [21] introduce the process highlighter as a
means to clarify the semantics of declarative process mod-
els. The proposed hybrid representation interlinks the mod-
eling constructs (i.e., roles, activities and constraints) of the
model with the corresponding fragments in the textual descrip-
tion. This hybrid approach, in turn, provides a better alignment
between the two artifacts and improves the comprehension of
the model [48].

In another quest to support declarative process models, De
Smedt et al. [67, 45] address the issue of hidden dependencies
and its negative impact on the understandability of declare pro-
cess models (cf. Section 1). In this vein, a hybrid representation
revealing hidden dependencies is proposed to avoid all sort of
ambiguities while conjoining Declare constraints.

5.2.3. Integrating Business Rules with Business Processes
The second research line evoking HBPRs in the literature

is associated with approaches addressing the separation of con-
cerns between imperative processes and business rules. These
approaches aim at integrating business rules with process mod-
els. In this context, business rules are extracted from the control
flow and represented in natural language or following specific
rule-based languages (usually using an intuitive syntax). This
way, the complexity of the process model is reduced and higher
flexibility and adaptability are ensured at run-time. What makes
the difference between the approaches proposed in this research
line compared to the previous one is that, here, constraints are
represented in a more human readable way (i.e., annotations),
which in turn, improve the understandability of the business
process. Business rules can be appended to a process model
as model annotations [68] or as linked rules connected to spe-
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cific parts of the process model [72]. In both cases, business
rules provide a HBPR combining two different artifacts (i.e.,
business rules with a process model).

The literature proposes a variety of approaches aiming
at combining business rules with process models. Cheng et
al. [68] address four important aspects to consider while com-
bining both artifacts: (1) Business rules and imperative process
models have different representations. In other words, business
rules tend to be represented textually while imperative process
models tend to be represented graphically. Thus, the combina-
tion should map the textual annotations to the business process
constructs with a minimal information loss. (2) The seman-
tics of both artifacts are fundamentally different. (3) Each of
the artifacts targets different levels of abstraction. While im-
perative process models elicit the way activities should happen,
business rules emphasizes what should happen. (4) Neverthe-
less, an overlap between the specifications provided by both ar-
tifacts is possible which should be also taken into consideration
when using such combinations. The authors propose an over-
arching framework to support the combination of imperative
models and business rules by introducing two mapping meth-
ods allowing to identify the inconsistencies between business
rules and imperative business processes. Similarly, Mickevi-
ciute and Butleris [78] investigate the combination capabilities
of imperative and declarative languages and address a possible
mapping of elements of both languages to infer inconsistencies
and overlaps.

Kluza et al. [73] claim that imperative languages are not
suitable to model low-level logic of tasks in business processes.
Alternatively, the authors propose to use business rules to in-
tegrate the low-level logic in business processes. In this work,
the authors address two important integration aspects: (1) The
visual modeling aspect of business rules by introducing an ap-
proach to manage them visually. (2) The execution aspect of the
integrated model by providing an execution environment imple-
menting a rule engine. Kluza and Nalepa [79] extend this work
by introducing a formal semantics for integrating business rules
in a process model.

Graml et al. [71] argue that existing business processes
(modeled in an imperative style) lack adaptability and are un-
able to cope with changes in real-time. To ensure a high flexi-
bility and better adaptability, the authors propose a set of mod-
eling patterns allowing to extract derivation rules (used for de-
cisions), constraints (used to enforce decisions), and process
rules (used to define the dependencies between the process ac-
tivities) from process models. These rules can be defined sepa-
rately from the control flow and then integrated as linked rules.
Following this approach, the resulting HBPR combines a pro-
cess model and business rules modeled as linked rules. Simi-
larly van Eijndhoven et al. [66], propose a rule-based approach
to separate business rules from process models. The approach
consists of of first discerning the static and the changing parts
in the process model, then representing the latter as business
rules. This way, all modifications on the changing part of the
process will involve only editing the business rules.

Milanovic and Gasevic [74] introduce a HBPR allowing to
model the different modeling patterns proposed in [71] to inte-

grate business rules in business processes. This work was fur-
ther elaborated in [65] by Milanovic et al., where the authors
review the modeling patterns proposed in [71] and address the
lack of a systematic modeling approach that abstracts from the
implementation details and rather focus on the modeling itself.
Consequently, the authors refined the approach proposed in [71]
and abstracted it from any technology dependency.

Similarly, Zimmermann and Doehring [59] introduce a
HBPR aiming at extracting the contextual facets from the pro-
cess model and representing them as business rules. Hence,
reducing the complexity of the process model. This way also,
dynamic changes are supported and process instances are able
to adapt to events and changes of context variables at run-time.

Sapkota and van Sindern [72] address the continuous
change in business demands and the inability of existing service
composition techniques to cope with flexibility and adaptabil-
ity of business processes. Consequently, the authors consoli-
date between declarative and imperative designs by deploying
business rules to define constraints and handle service orches-
tration in a dynamic manner. Similarly to Graml et al. [71],
the authors emphasize the importance of extracting rules from
process models, then integrating them in a way that business
processes can adapt to changing requirements and ensure rules
consistency without altering the composition logic.

The understandability of HBPRs combining a process
model with business rules was investigated by Wang et al. [46].
In the design of their experiment the authors deploy a layout
where a process model and linked rules are displayed side by
side. This layout illustrates a hybrid representation that com-
bines a process model with business rules expressed in natural
language.

Hinkelmann [60] proposes a hybrid representation allow-
ing to represent process logic imperatively and business logic
declaratively in an integrated manner. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.2.1, although no direct connections can be established
(in term of cross-referencing) with the article of RL2, the pro-
posed approach is clearly addressing the separation of concerns
between process logic and business logic, and thus sharing sim-
ilar characteristics with the other approaches in RL2.

5.3. Motivations

This section presents the motivations driving the emergence
of the proposed HBPRs (answering RQ3). In the context of this
study, the motivations are derived based on the functional as-
pects of the proposed approaches. This information is directly
extracted from each of the selected articles after being fully
read.

The articles published within the different research lines
share several motivations. Most of the authors in the literature
motivate their approaches and explicitly describe the motiva-
tions behind the proposed HBPRs. Through the literature, the
following motivations were identified:

(a) Enhancing process flexibility and allowing adaptability
at run-time by combining loosely structured model parts
with highly structured parts.
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(b) Reducing the complexity of process models by separat-
ing business rules from the control flow, then integrating
them in a hybrid representation.

(c) Introducing hybrid languages to deliver the most ade-
quate language allowing to represent business processes
more concisely and precisely.

(d) Improving the understandability of process models and
fostering the communication between the different pro-
cess stakeholders (i.e., domain experts and IT special-
ists).

(e) Improving the maintainability of process models and en-
suring better process re-usability.

(f) Supporting the modelers in the PPM.

Table 2 summarizes the motivations driving the emergence
of the approaches proposed within RL1 and RL2. The table
shows that several articles intersect with more than one mo-
tivation despite their context or research line. By looking at
the distribution of the motivations over the two research lines,
one can notice that both research lines share motivations about
process flexibility, understandability and maintainability. How-
ever, only approaches in RL1 aim at improving the PPM and
enhancing the conciseness and preciseness of hybrid languages,
whereas only approaches in RL2 aim at separating and integrat-
ing business rules.

5.4. Combined Languages and Artifacts
This section identifies the languages and artifacts combined

in the proposed HBPRs (answering RQ4). As shown in Table 3,
some languages were commonly deployed in several hybrid ap-
proaches to model either imperative or declarative process spec-
ifications. With respect to RL1, Declare was the most common
language to be combined with other languages (i.e., [75, 8, 50,
24, 52, 51, 67, 45, 69, 16]). Besides Declare, DCR was com-
bined with textual annotations (i.e., [21]) and language indepen-
dent representations (i.e., flow-based representation [22] and
guided simulation tool [70]) in order to model declarative spec-
ifications. The proposed HBPRs were represented using differ-
ent types of artifacts. On that matter, two distinct types of ar-
tifacts can be discerned, namely, static artifacts and interactive
artifacts. Static artifacts were represented as a process model
(i.e., [75, 8, 50, 24, 52, 51, 67, 45, 69, 16, 70, 22]) and a textual
description (i.e., [67, 45, 21] ). Whereas interactive artifacts
were represented as a guided simulation (i.e., [69, 16, 70, 22]).

Regarding RL2, BPMN was the only language used to rep-
resent the structured parts of business processes, while several
other declarative languages were used to represent the unstruc-
tured parts (i.e., [68], [78], [73], [79], [65], [59], [60], [46]).
The proposed HBPRs in this case were represented using the
combination of two static artifacts (i.e., a process model and a
textual description).

In addition, several approaches in both RL1 and RL2 ab-
stracted from particular language specifications and rather pro-
posed generic approaches that can be adapted to a wide range
of declarative and imperative languages. In RL1, some ar-
ticles (i.e., [37, 25, 58, 76, 77]) propose hybrid approaches

combining generic imperative constructs with declarative con-
straints. The proposed HBPRs were all represented as static ar-
tifacts i.e., process models. Alternatively, in RL2, some articles
(i.e., [71, 66, 72]) restricted the modeling of imperative speci-
fications to BPMN , while they still abstracted from choosing
a particular language to model declarative specifications. Nev-
ertheless, all the resulting HBPRs assume the combination of
two static artifacts i.e., a process model to represent imperative
specifications and textual descriptions to represent declarative
specifications. Therefore, the use of these approaches is limited
to only declarative languages which are conventionally repre-
sented in a textual format.

By looking at the different combinations of artifacts shown
in Table 3, one can notice that none of the proposed HBPRs
comprises a dynamic artifact. On that matter, one can argue that
none of the covered approaches has deployed input from event
logs to support HBPRs. This limitation is further discussed in
Section 6.

5.5. Taxonomy

This section presents a descriptive taxonomy (answering
RQ5) based on the outcome of the combinations of the arti-
facts and the languages presented in Section 5.4. Process ar-
tifacts can be categorized according to their inherent and vi-
sual features (cf. Section 2.3). The inherent features can be
used to discern the formality and the language paradigm char-
acteristics of the languages combined in a HBPR. In terms of
formality, some HBPRs in the literature (1) combine two lan-
guages having a formal syntax and formal semantics, whereas
other HBPRs (2) combine a language having a formal syntax
and semantics with a language having a semi-formal syntax or
semantics. Another set of HBPRs (3) uses a language having
a formal syntax and semantics together with a language having
an informal syntax and semantics. Table 4, categorizes the lit-
erature articles according to their language formality6. In terms
of the language paradigm, HBPRs can be grouped as previously
shown in Table 3.

The visual feature can be used to discern the types of the
artifacts combined in the proposed HBPRs. As mentioned in
Section 2, HBPRs can be divided into (a) hybrid languages
and (b) hybrid process artifacts. In the literature, hybrid lan-
guages are composed in a single static artifact, whereas hybrid
process artifacts are composed using multiple static and inter-
active artifacts. By looking closely at the articles describing
hybrid languages, two different types of structures emerge: hi-
erarchical structures and mixed structures. With hierarchical
structures, process models are fragmented into sub-processes
or so so called “Pockets of Flexibility” [37] where each sub-
process or pocket can be modeled using a declarative or an
imperative language. Such a decomposition reduces the com-
plexity of the hybrid representation and allows for s better re-
usability of the existing model fragments [24]. Alternatively,
mixed structures allow combining declarative and imperative

6Approaches abstracting from combining particular language specifications
are not covered by the formality grouping.
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Motivations Articles in RL1 Articles in RL2

(a) Process flexibility [37], [25], [76], [77],[58], [50], [75], [51], [24], [52], [71], [66], [74], [65], [59], [72]
(b) Separating and integrating business rules [71], [66], [74], [65], [59], [72], [60]
(c) Conciseness and preciseness of hybrid languages [50], [51], [24], [52]
(d) Understandability [52], [69], [16], [67], [45], [70], [22] [68], [78], [73], [79], [74], [65], [59], [46], [21], [60]
(e) Maintainability [69], [16], [37], [25], [70], [22] [66], [59], [72], [21], [60]
(f) Improving the PPM [69], [16], [67], [70], [22], [21]

Table 2: Summary of the motivations behind the HBPRs proposed in the literature.

Languages Artifacts

Imperative Declarative Static Interactive
Work BPMN YAWL Petri net C.Petri net I-NL Lang. Indep/Unspecified Declare DCR CMMN C-NL R2ML SBVR XTT2 Lang. Indep./Unspecified Text.Des. P.Model Guided Sim.

R
L

1

[75] x x x
[8] x x x
[50] x x x x
[24] x x x
[52] x x x
[51] x x x
[67] x x x x
[45] x x x x
[69] x x x x
[16] x x x x
[70] x x x x
[22] x x x x
[21] x x x x x
[37] x x x
[25] x x x
[58] x x x
[76] x x x
[77] x x x

R
L

2

[68] x x x x
[78] x x x x
[73] x x x x
[79] x x x x
[74] x x x x
[65] x x x x
[59] x x x x
[60] x x xx
[46] x x x x
[71] x x x x
[66] x x x x
[72] x x x x

Table 3: List of the languages and artifacts combined in the HBPRs proposed within RL1 and RL2.

Formal and Formal Formal and Semi-formal Formal and Informal Generic Language

RL1 RL2 RL2 RL1 RL2 RL1 RL2

Hybrid Language Hierarchical Structure [8], [75], [24] [37], [76], [77], [25], [58]
Mixed Structure [50], [51], [52], [60]

Hybrid Artifacts P. Model and T. Descriptions [73], [79] [68], [78],[74], [65], [59] [67], [45], [21] [46] [71], [66], [72]
P. Model and Guided Sim. [69], [16], [70], [22]

Table 4: Categorization of the literature articles based on their language formality and visual features. “Formal and Formal” refers to the combination of two languages having a formal
syntax and formal semantics. “Formal and Semi-formal” refers to the combination of a language having a formal syntax and semantics with a language having a semi-formal syntax or
semantics. “Formal and Informal” refers to the combination of a language having a formal syntax and semantics with a language having an informal syntax and semantics.

languages within the same process or sub-process. This way,
languages from different ends of the imperative–declarative
paradigm spectrum can be fully mixed to represent both imper-
ative and declarative specifications in a compact manner. Al-
though this approach is not very common in the literature some
articles (i.e., [50, 51, 52, 60]) have used mixed structures in
the design of their hybrid languages. The structures of hybrid
languages identified in the literature complement the character-
istics of hybrid languages introduced in Section 3.1.

Hybrid process artifacts have been represented differently
in the literature. Some articles combine two static process ar-
tifacts, which are represented as a combination of a process
model with textual descriptions. Other approaches combine a
static artifact with an interactive one, namely, a process model
with a guide simulation. Table 4 categorizes the literature arti-
cles based on their visual features, and Figure 15 summarizes
the proposed taxonomy graphically.

5.6. Maturity

This section evaluates the maturity of the proposed ap-
proaches (answering RQ6). To this end, a set of maturity crite-
ria has been defined according to the recommendations of mod-
eling experts. First, the degree of formalization evaluates the
extent to which the proposed approaches can be used to design
a HBPR consistently. Secondly, the availability of implementa-
tion provides indications about how swiftly they can be applied
in realistic settings. Finally, empirical evaluations provide an
assessments of the proposed approaches under different condi-
tions. Section 5.6.1 compares the articles based on their degree
of formalization. Section 5.6.2 provides details about the im-
plementations proposed in the literature and compares them.
Section 5.6.3 describes the results of the empirical evaluations
conducted in the literature and provides a comparison for them.
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Figure 15: Summary of the descriptive taxonomy. Black edges with arrow head (adapted from BPMN) are used to illustrate the control flow expressed by imperative languages, whereas
black edges with bullet head (adapted from Declare) are used to illustrate declarative constraints. Process Models and guided simulations have a formal syntax and formal semantics,
whereas business rules can have a formal, semi-formal or informal syntax or semantics.

Deg. of Formalization Publications Refs.

Meta-model [74], [65], [59], [69],
[16], [60]

Mathematical [77], [75], [51],
[24], [52], [71],
[67], [45], [25], [58]

No Formalization [37], [76], [8], [50],
[68], [78], [73], [79],
[66], [72], [46], [22],
[70], [21]

Table 5: Degrees of formalization of each of the HBPRs proposed in the literature.

5.6.1. Formalization
The approaches introduced in the literature are described

with varying levels of formalization. Indeed, part of the pro-
posed approaches use meta-models to describe the components
of their HBPRs. Although meta-models might not be enough
to formally describe the proposed approaches, their abstraction

allows conveying the overall idea and provides a moderate un-
derstanding to the reader. However, as a mathematical formal-
ization is missing for these approaches, side issues and mis-
interpretations might be encountered during their deployment.
Besides, several authors in the literature have provided a mathe-
matical formalization to describe their approaches. With this re-
gards, the proposed formalizations provide an overarching un-
derstanding of the approaches and mark their readiness for de-
ployment in realistic settings. Another portion of the literature
did not provide any formalization to their approaches. By in-
specting the articles with none formalized approaches, one can
notice that most of them were either part of new initiatives, in-
termediate work, evaluations or approaches proposed in ad-hoc
contexts (i.e., for specific case studies). Table 5 summarizes the
degrees of formalization of each of the approaches proposed in
the literature.

Figure 16 compares the formalization of the approaches
based on the research lines categorization and the taxonomy
introduced in Sections 5.2 and 5.5 respectively. By comparing
the two research lines, one can notice that nearly half of the ap-
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(a) Distribution of articles of RL1 (cf. Section 5.2.2) according to their
formalization.
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(b) Distribution of articles of RL2 (cf. Section 5.2.3) according to their
formalization.
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(c) Distribution of articles proposing a hybrid language (cf. Sec-
tion 5.5) according to their formalization.
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(d) Distribution of articles proposing a hybrid process artifact (cf. Sec-
tion 5.5) according to their formalization.

Figure 16: Distribution of the articles according to their formalization based on different categorizations.

proaches proposed within RL1 and RL2 are formalized. Look-
ing at the different types of formalization, one can see a ten-
dency to formalize approaches in RL1 mathematically, whereas
more approaches in RL2 are formalized using a meta-model.
By comparing the approaches based on the proposed taxon-
omy (i.e., hybrid languages, hybrid artifacts), one can notice
a balanced distribution between none-formalized and formal-
ized approaches in both research lines. However, none of the
approaches in RL1 has been formalized using a meta-model,
whereas, nearly two-thirds of approaches in RL2 have been
formalized using a meta-model. These insights suggest that
the approaches in RL1 and the approaches proposing a hybrid
language are the candidates to represent HBPRs consistently,
which in turn raise the need to provide mathematical formaliza-
tions for the approaches in RL2 and for the approaches propos-
ing a hybrid artifact.

5.6.2. Availability of Implementation
The availability of implementation is another important as-

pect allowing to assess the maturity of the proposed HBPRs.
Information about the implemented approaches including the

tool name, type, parent framework and a reference to the tool
are shown in Table 6. This information provides clear insight
into the maturity of the proposed approaches in terms of their
implementation characteristics. For instance, the implementa-
tion type allows discerning whether the tool is a prototype, a
plugin or a commercial product. Furthermore, the implementa-
tion type can also provide indications about the tool integration
in industry, as commercial products are more likely to be used
in industry compared to prototypes or plugins.

Among the 30 articles found in the literature, 18 comprise
an implementation. As shown in Table 6, most of the imple-
mented approaches were either prototypes or plugins, whereas
only 3 approaches are available as part of a commercial prod-
uct. Furthermore, as prototypes were mostly used as a proof
of concept, some articles have not shared their implementation
source code in their publications while other implementations
have been discontinued.

By comparing the approaches proposed within the two re-
search lines identified in Section 5.2 (cf. Figures 17a and 17b),
it is visible that more approaches have been implemented in
RL1 compared to RL2. In addition, by considering the devel-
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(a) Distribution of articles of RL1 (cf. Section 5.2.2) according to their
implementation type.
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(b) Distribution of articles of RL2 (cf. Section 5.2.3) according to their
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(c) Distribution of articles proposing a hybrid language (cf. Sec-
tion 5.5) according to their implementation type.
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(d) Distribution of articles proposing a hybrid process artifact (cf. Sec-
tion 5.5) according to their implementation type.

Figure 17: Distribution of the articles according to their implementation type based on different categorizations.

Publications Tools Name Implementation Type Parent Frameworks References

[22] DCR swimlanes Commercial Product DCR Solutions http://dcrgraphs.net
[67, 45] Declare Execution Environment Prototype http://processmining.be/declareexecutionenvironment
[59] vBPMN Prototype jBoss Drools 5.1 N/A
[66] Unamed Prototype Aqualogic BPM Studio and ILOG business rules engines N/A
[71] Unamed Prototype IBM WebSphere Integration Developer/ Process Server N/A
[73, 79] Oryx-HQEd Plugin Oryx Editor https://ai.ia.agh.edu.pl/wiki/hekate:start
[70] DCR Simulation Tool Commercial Product DCR Solutions http://dcrgraphs.net
[21] Process Highlighter Commercial Product DCR Solutions http://dcrgraphs.net
[60] The knowledge work designer Prototype ADOxx http://adoxx.org
[37, 25] Chameleon Prototype FlowMake Discontinued
[75, 8] Declare service Plugin YAWL environment cf. [81]
[50] Unamed Plugin CPN Tools http://cpntools.org cf. [82]
[69, 16] TDMS Prototype Cheetah, Declare Framework http://www.zugal.info/tdms

Table 6: Information about the implementations proposed in the literature.

opment of commercial products, one can claim that RL1 com-
prises mature implementations which can be adopted in indus-
trial settings. When comparing the proposed approaches based
on the taxonomy in Section 5.5 (cf. Figures 17c and 17d), one
can notice that the largest portion of hybrid languages has not
yet been implemented and the rest were implemented either
as prototypes or plugins. Regarding hybrid artifacts, a large
portion has already been implemented as commercial products,
prototypes and plugins. This insight denotes the maturity of ap-

proaches implementing hybrid artifacts and raises the need for
providing a tool-support for the existing hybrid languages since
some of them have been already formalized (cf.Section 5.6.1).

5.6.3. Empirical Evaluation
The availability of empirical evaluations is considered as

an important factor to evaluate the maturity of the approaches
presented in the literature. Among the 30 articles in the liter-
ature, only 5 HBPRs developed in 8 articles i.e., [46, 69, 16,
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67, 45, 70, 22, 21] were evaluated in the literature. As shown
in Table 4, these articles correspond to approaches proposing a
hybrid artifact, in particular, approaches combining a process
model with textual descriptions and approaches combining a
process model with a guided simulation. Table 7 provides an
overview about the approaches evaluated in the literature.

The TDM approach [69, 16] was evaluated in [23] and [83],
the evaluation has covered two empirical studies. The first study
covered 8 participants and investigated the extent to which the
proposed HBPR helps to foster the communication with domain
experts and IT specialists during the PPM. In this experiment,
the communication between the process stakeholders during the
PPM was recorded. Then following, the CoPrA approach [84],
the verbal data was transcribed and coded according to a spe-
cific coding scheme. Additionally, video recordings of the mod-
eling sessions were also collected to perceive the context of the
verbal data. A qualitative analysis of the coded data shows that
test cases were accepted by the participants as communication
channel and the HBPR contributes to a better understandability
of declarative process models. The second study has covered
12 participants and investigated the maintainability of the pro-
posed representation. In this study, the TDM framework and
the Cheetah experimental platform [85] were used to track the
PPM and to assess the quality of the obtained process models.
In addition, questionnaires were deployed to measure the cog-
nitive load and the quality of the process models as perceived by
the participants by the end of the modeling session. The results
of a quantitative analysis demonstrate that the proposed rep-
resentation improves the maintainability of declarative process
models, lowers the cognitive load, and increases the perceived
model quality.

The approach extending a declarative process model with
textual descriptions of the hidden dependencies between the
Declare relations [67, 45] was evaluated in two studies. A first
study was reported in [67] with 95 participants then extended in
a second study to cover 146 participants in [45]. In this work,
the authors investigate the impact of the proposed HBPR on
model understandability by scrutinizing the effect of adding an
extra layer of textual descriptions to declarative process mod-
els. To this end, the authors used Declare Execution Environ-
ment (cf. Table 6) to record important interactions (i.e., opening
a dependency graph visualization) and response time. Further-
more, the authors use questionnaires to evaluate the participants
comprehension and self-assessment of cognitive load. The re-
sults of quantitative and qualitative analyses demonstrate that
the use of textual descriptions contributes to an enhanced un-
derstandability, reduced mental effort and response time when
dealing with a HBPR compared to a declarative process model
representation.

The understandability of HBPRs where linked rules are
combined with imperative process models was evaluated
in [46]. This representation illustrates the common represen-
tation of HBPRs proposed in RL2 (cf. Section 5.2.3). The
study has covered 58 participants. In order to investigate the im-
pact of integrating business rules in process models, an Eclipse

RCP application7 illustrating a HBPR was developed. Further-
more an eye tracking device was deployed to record the par-
ticipants gaze data during the experiment, which in turn, were
used to derive the total fixation duration (i.e., sum of the du-
ration of all fixations on a specific area of the stimulus [86]).
As a performance measure, the response times of participants
were used. In addition, cognitive load was measured objec-
tively using eye fixation data [87] and subjectively using the
participants’ self-assessments of the perceived mental effort.
The results of a quantitative analysis show that participants
had a higher comprehension accuracy and lower mental effort
dealing with a HBPR compared to an ordinary representation
where rules are separated from the process model. These in-
sights demonstrate that the combination of an imperative pro-
cess model with linked rules is associated with an enhanced
understandability.

The combination of DCR graphs, a flow-based representa-
tion of the control-flow and a simulation tool [22, 70] was eval-
uated by A. Andaloussi et al. [44]. The authors deploy a HBPR
combining a DCR process model with a guided simulation and
a swimlane illustrating the flow-based representation. The ini-
tial study has covered 10 participants (university students and
municipal employees). In order to investigate the understand-
ability of the proposed HBPR, the authors examined the distri-
bution of attention on the different artifacts using a set of eye
tracking fixation-based measures [88] including fixation count
(i.e., number of fixations on specific area of the stimulus [86])
and total fixation duration. Furthermore, the authors identified
the common reading patterns of participants following a pro-
cess mining based approach proposed in [89]. With this regard,
fixation data were converted to event logs, then a process dis-
covery technique [49] was used to infer the implied attention
maps. The results of a qualitative analysis demonstrate an un-
balanced distribution of attention over the different artifacts and
denote the presence of different user profiles exhibiting differ-
ent reading patterns of the proposed representation. A follow
up study was conducted in [43]. In this work, the authors trian-
gulated the subjective insights obtained from the retrospective
think-aloud sessions with the objective data recorded by the eye
tracking device. The follow up study, which has covered 15
participants with different backgrounds, highlighted the bene-
fits and the challenges associated with using each of the HBPR
artifacts individually, and investigated the way users with dif-
ferent backgrounds engage with each of the deployed artifacts.
In addition, the study explored the different reading patterns as-
sociated with different types of tasks. The results show that
the deployment of a single artifact is not enough to provide an
overarching understanding for domain experts and IT special-
ists when dealing with different tasks, which in turn motivate
the use of HBPRs.

The process highlighter proposed by Lopez et al. [21] was
evaluated by A. Andaloussi et al. [48]. The study has covered
17 participants including employees at a Danish municipality
and university students. In this work, the authors investigated
the potential support offered by a HBPR during the PPM. The

7See https://wiki.eclipse.org/Rich_Client_Platform
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Articles Ev. Ref. # Par. Ev. type Instruments Measurements Research Aspects

[46] [46] 58 Quan. RCP app, eye tracking, questionnaires Comprehension accuray, response time, total fixation duration Effect of integrating BR with BP

[69, 16] [83] 8 Qual. Audio and video recordings, questionnaires Coding of transcribed verbal data Communication during the PPM
12 Quan. TDM framework, Cheethah experimental platform Cognitive load, perceived quality, quality of model Maintainability and model quality

[67, 45] [45] 146 Both Declare Execution Environment, questionnaires User interactions, response time, self-rating of cognitive load Impact on comprehension difficulty
[70, 22] [44, 43] 15 Quan. Eye tracking, user Interactions Fixation-based measures, coding of transcribed verbal data Attention, reading patterns, use of a HBPR artifacts
[21] [48] 17 Quan. User Interactions User Interactions, coding of transcribed verbal data Benefits of using a HBPR during the PPM

Table 7: Summary of the evaluation findings. The outcomes of the studies are described in Section 5.6.3. New acronyms: Par. (Participants), Ev. (Evaluation), Quan. (Quantitative), Qual.
(Qualitative), BR (Business Rules) and BP (Business Processes).

triangulation of the subjective insights obtained from the think-
aloud data and the objective insights obtained from the user
interactions highlights the support provided by the proposed
HBPR during the PPM and hints toward an enhanced quality
of process models w.r.t to alignment, traceability and documen-
tation of the process specifications.

5.7. Application Domains
This section reports the different application domains of

HBPRs referred in the literature (answering RQ7). The ap-
proaches proposed in the literature target dynamic business en-
vironments characterized by continuous changes in customer’s
attitudes and regulations. The authors in the literature illustrate
the applicability of their approaches in several domains either
by investigating specific case studies or by providing realistic
examples illustrating the challenges faced in industrial settings.

The literature shares the same requirements for flexible, un-
derstandable and maintainable systems able to adjust for chang-
ing customers needs in different domains. As shown in Ta-
ble 8, the literature covers a variety of application domains such
as Health Care, Education, Customer Relation Management
(CRM), Web Content Management (WCM), Human Resources
Management (HRM), Consultancy, Logistics, Insurance, Bank-
ing, and Citizens Services. Moreover, the application of some
approaches in the literature is not only limited to specific do-
mains but could also be adapted in designing any HBPR shar-
ing similar needs and motivations as the ones discussed in the
literature.

Application Domains References

Auctioning Service [78]
Book Store Management [65]
Consultancy Service [54]
Funding Applications [24]
Governement Citizens Service [66], [22], [21]

Health Care [50], [74], [72] [51], [37],
[25], [58], [76], [77]

Education [37], [25], [58], [76], [77], [60]

CRM [51], [37], [25], [58], [76],
[77]

WCM [76], [77]
Human Ressource Mangement [75]
Liability Insurrance Processes [73], [79]
Loan Application [2]
Order Delivery/Cash Processes [52], [71]
Ship Engine Maintainance [59]

Generic HBPR [8], [68], [46], [69], [16],
[67], [45], [70]

Table 8: Application Domains of the approaches proposed in the literature.

6. Discussion

The analysis presented in Section 5 enabled answering the
different research questions of this work. This section discusses
the results of the analysis with a twofold purpose. On the one
hand, it highlights the important findings in the literature (cf.
Section 6.1). On the other hand, it provides a research agenda
based on the key findings to guide the emergence of HBPRs (cf.
Section 6.2).

6.1. Key Findings

The research lines identified in Section 5.2 discern the con-
texts where hybrid representations have been proposed. Al-
though both research lines combine languages and artifacts and
share similar motivations (e.g., flexibility, understandability
and maintainability) the underlying approaches have evolved
within their own cluster. In the context of the HBPRs cov-
ered in this study, the work of Pesic et al. [8] seems to have
the most widespread traction. However this traction is mostly
due to the specification of the Declare language, which was
cited by all the approaches proposing a hybrid representation
including Declare. Besides that, the approaches proposed by
Sadiq et al. [37] and Westergaard and Slaats [50] are the ones
with the most widespread traction within RL1. Indeed, the
two structures characterizing hybrid languages (cf. Section 5.5)
have been initiated in these two publications. Namely, Sadiq et
al. [37] proposed the hierarchical structure to combine hybrid
languages, whereas Westergaard and Slaats [50] proposed the
mixed structure. Most of the upcoming publications about hy-
brid languages have taken inspiration from either of the two ap-
proaches. In RL2, the cross-referencing between the different
articles is lower compared to RL1. Nevertheless, the modeling
patterns used to extract business rules from business processes
proposed by Graml et al. [71] were the primary source of inspi-
ration for other similar approaches.

Looking at the combined languages and artifacts in Sec-
tion 5.4, it is clear that most of the existing hybrid languages
combine Declare language with imperative languages, whereas,
most of the hybrid process artifacts combine declarative arti-
facts with process models in BPMN. The descriptive taxonomy
introduced in Section 5.5 extends the conceptual framework in-
stantiated in Section 3 by discerning the characteristics of the
existing HBPRs. The taxonomy shows that none of the pro-
posed HBPRs comprises a dynamic artifact. Indeed none of
the covered approaches has deployed traces from event logs to
provide a dynamic visualization as part of a HBPR. This is due
to the descriptive nature of the proposed taxonomy which em-
phasizes only the characteristics of the HBPRs covered by the
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SLR search. In addition, as mentioned in Section 4.5, this study
emphasizes only the modeling of HBPRs, thus the approaches
mining HBPRs were excluded, which might explain the lack of
approaches incorporating a dynamic artifact. Nevertheless, as
explained in Section 2.3, the distinction between dynamic and
interactive artifacts is rather clear, which, in turn, motivates its
placement into the proposed conceptual framework.

The maturity aspects scrutinized in Section 5.6 provide in-
dications about the ability of the proposed HBPRs to be inte-
grated in industrial settings. In terms of formalization, more ap-
proaches proposing hybrid languages are formalized compared
to those proposing hybrid artifacts. Regarding the availability
of implementation, an inverse pattern can be observed: imple-
mentations are more common for hybrid artifacts than hybrid
languages. We conjecture that this may be the case because re-
search on hybrid languages tends to be of a more theoretical
nature and therefore a formal treatment of the language is ex-
pected, whereas research on hybrid artifacts tends to focus more
on questions of understandability, which are best demonstrated
empirically through the implementation of tools. In terms of
the maturity of implementation, except for a few commercial
tools, most of the proposed approaches within both research
lines present prototypes or plugins mainly as a proof of concept.
However, in order to reach the industrial market and to ensure
a positive impact on the development of HBPRs, more robust
implementations are required. In terms of empirical evaluation,
few approaches have been evaluated so far and these cover only
hybrid process artifacts.

6.2. Research Agenda

This section discusses a research agenda to delineate the di-
rections for the up-coming research. In order to promote the
use of HBPRs, it is necessary to consider the entire HBPR
development-cycle, which includes the following phases: (a)
design, (b) modeling and (c) evaluation.

Design: In the past two decades, a set of approaches and
methodologies has been proposed to design HBPRs. Still, lit-
tle is known about the synergies and overlaps between the
languages composing these hybrid representations. Besides a
handful of articles looking into the representation capabilities of
hybrid process artifacts integrating business rules with business
processes (e.g., [90]), most of the other combinations remain
unexplored. On that matter, it is necessary to conduct more on-
tological analyses questioning the overlap between the existing
modeling languages and investigating how different languages
can semantically complement each other to derive concise rep-
resentations of business processes.

It is also crucial to consider the human factor during the de-
sign of HBPRs as Lindland et al. [91] said “not even the most
brilliant solution to a problem would be of any use if no one
could understand it”. In the field of process modeling, cogni-
tive psychology has been deployed to compare the visual sup-
port offered by different process modeling languages [92]. For
instance, Figl et al. [92] compared the control-flow constructs
of several languages (e.g., YAWL, BPMN, EPC) according to a
subset of the visual design principles introduced by Moody [93]

as part of the physics of notations framework. Namely, the cov-
ered languages have been compared based on their represen-
tational clarity (i.e., the fit between the graphical symbol rep-
resenting a construct and the semantic concepts referring to it),
perceptual discriminability (i.e., the ease to distinguish between
the graphical symbols of a language), perceptual immediacy
(i.e., the extent to which a graphical symbol can provide a cue to
its meaning), visual expressiveness (i.e., the use of visual vari-
ables such as shape, size and color in a language) and graphic
parsimony (i.e., the graphical complexity of a language). The
physics of notations framework provides a comprehensive set of
visual design principles allowing to investigate the cognitive ef-
fectiveness of single languages – but also hybrid languages and
hybrid process artifacts. This in turn could be used to derive
hybrid representations with an increased cognitive support.

Modeling: The quality of process models has been exten-
sively investigated in the field of process modeling. Accord-
ingly, several guidelines aiming at enhancing the quality of
process models have emerged. The Seven Process Modeling
Guidelines (7PMG) [94] and the SEQUAL framework [95]
comprise a set of quality aspects defining the criteria for un-
derstandable process models. These criteria have emerged as
a result of several empirical studies investigating the reading
and the modeling of imperative process models, thus, their ap-
plicability remain questionable for declarative process mod-
els. Since hybrid representations combine languages from both
paradigms, more research is required to (1) differentiate the
guidelines which can be applicable to languages from both
paradigms (e.g., verb-object naming of activities, number of
elements in the model) and (2) derive new guidelines covering
the aspects specific to declarative languages (e.g., the placement
of entry-point and exit-point activities in a declarative process
model). Afterwards, it is necessary to evaluate the applicability
of these guidelines on hybrid representations and refine them
accordingly to fit the intended purpose. Considering the variety
of combinations of languages and artifacts proposed in the lit-
erature, the new guidelines should cover the different classes of
HBPRs presented in the descriptive taxonomy (cf. Section 5.5).

The modeling of HBPRs is also constrained by the quality
of the tools supporting process modeling. In this context, it is
important to guide users toward using what is best in a context
specific manner. By learning from users’ behavior and the con-
textual information available at run-time, an adaptive system
can be developed to provide a set of recommendations allow-
ing to enhance the interactions with the HBPR. In this direc-
tion, initiatives have been made in the field of process model-
ing to discern the different phases associated with the modeling
of BPMN process models (i.e., problem understanding, method
finding, modeling and reconciliation) based on eye tracking and
user interaction data [96]. Hence, similar approaches could be
developed to identify the features defining the different model-
ing phases of a hybrid representation, which in turn could be
used to provide a phase-specific modeling support at run-time.

Evaluation: Process modeling languages have been widely
evaluated with regards to their understandability (e.g., [97, 98,
99]), maintainability (e.g., [100]) and modeling (e.g., [101]).
However, when it comes to hybrid approaches, there is not
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much empirical work yet. Indeed most of the existing empir-
ical studies are limited to the understandability of hybrid pro-
cess artifacts, mainly those combining a process model with a
textual annotation or a guided simulation, therefore, it is nec-
essary to extend the evaluations to cover all the other classes
of hybrid representations. Empirical evaluations should not be
limited to the understandability of hybrid representations but
should also cover other perspectives such as the modeling, the
maintainability and the communication support offered by hy-
brid representations. The evaluation of the process highlighter
presented in [48] is one among the few studies investigating the
modeling using a HBPR and reporting some modeling patterns,
even though, the provided insights remain of exploratory na-
ture. To understand the way users engage with modeling tasks
using HBPRs, more confirmatory studies are required. In this
vein, HBPRs could be compared in terms of the perceived qual-
ity of process models and their alignment with the process spec-
ifications. In addition, physio-psychological measures can be
used to estimate the cognitive load associated with the use of
the different representations.

The support for better maintainability is another aspect to
be investigated. The empirical evaluation of the maintainability
of the TDM [83] is a starting point in this direction. However,
due to the limited number of participants and the subjectivity
of the used measures, the results cannot be generalized. Be-
sides that, the maintainability of other classes of hybrid repre-
sentations has to be evaluated as well. Part of the literature (cf.
Section 5.3) claims the maintainability support offered by hy-
brid representations, however, little is known about the proper
approach to maintain overlapping artifacts where certain infor-
mation might be redundant.

The communication support offered by hybrid representa-
tions is another aspect to be investigated in the literature espe-
cially when dealing with hybrid process artifacts. In that re-
spect, it is important to investigate the ability of hybrid process
artifacts to bridge the communication gap between domain ex-
perts and IT specialists. An existing study hints towards this
kind of support [23]. However, due to the lack of participants,
no strong inferential statistics could be made. An in-depth un-
derstanding of this aspect would have a strong impact on the
development of PAIS systems.

A large portion of existing empirical evaluations use stu-
dents as subjects to evaluate their approaches, which, in turn,
limits the validity of the results to academia. However, in order
to be able to generalize the obtained results, it is crucial to go
beyond academia and explore the use of HBPRs in industrial
and administrative settings. Among the empirical studies to be
cited in this direction is the study by [43], where the authors
explored the understandability of HBPRs in both academic and
administrative settings. In this work, the authors were able to
spot considerable differences w.r.t the interactions of students
and municipal employees with HBPRs. The results provide pre-
liminary insights which can serve as a basis for future research
in this direction.

A great variety of measurements are deployed to assess
the interaction of humans with software artifacts. From ba-
sic questionnaires to advanced technologies (e.g., eye tracking,

electroencephalography) these techniques have proven their ef-
ficacy in several user experience studies (e,g., [102]. When
considering HBPRs, the deployment of such measurements
remains limited, except for a few studies which report eye-
tracking related insights (e.g., [46, 44]), the use of physio-
psychological measurements to evaluate HBPRs remains very
limited. Understanding the human cognitive processes and dis-
cerning the different strategies and patterns when reading, mod-
eling and maintaining HBPRs is therefore vital to develop ro-
bust hybrid representations.

7. Threats to Validity

The validity of this SLR is subject to some threats partic-
ularly related to completeness, selection bias and the reliabil-
ity of the automated tools used through the data collection and
analysis. To ensure the search completeness, generic keywords
were appended to the search string after a series of string re-
finements and search iterations. Moreover, the results of the
backward search and forward search allowed identifying the
extra articles that were not identified during the main literature
search. To avoid any selection bias the articles were selected
systematically according to a set of clear inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria. Nevertheless, slight selection bias might be sub-
jectivity introduced during the initial selection process as some
articles did not clearly describe and motivate the aim of their
approaches. Furthermore, articles published after September,
2018 were not covered by the search as the literature search was
completed by that time. The search engines deployed to retrieve
relevant literature constitute another potential threat to validity.
With this regard, a simple and comprehensive search string was
formulated using a single logical operator as some search en-
gines do not support complex queries. In addition, the search
process was fragmented to cover each publication venue indi-
vidually in order to ensure a consistent search through all the
relevant venues. Finally, the backward search was performed
automatically by extracting and parsing the references cited in
each of the selected articles, which in turn, were used to gener-
ate the graph visualization depicting the different research lines.
A potential risk of this approach is associated with the inability
to parse some references which can impact of the validity of the
presented visualization.

8. Conclusion

This work proposes a conceptual framework and summa-
rizes the outcome of a SLR about HBPRs. At a first stage
a unified terminology is defined and the characteristics dis-
cerning hybrid languages and hybrid process artifacts are pre-
sented. Afterward a SLR is conducted to explore the existing
literature. The analysis of the SLR findings allowed identify-
ing the characteristics of existing HBPRs and the motivations
driving their emergence. The data extracted from the literature
allowed the identification of two research lines i.e., one aim-
ing at extending and supporting declarative languages and an-
other aiming at integrating business rules in business processes.
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For both research lines, the underlying publications were scru-
tinized closely. To this end, the combined representations were
analyzed and grouped to derive a descriptive taxonomy. In ad-
dition, the maturity of the proposed approaches was profoundly
examined. In addition, the common application domains where
the use of these approaches is beneficial were identified and
presented at the analysis.

The discussion of the findings reveled important insights
about the results of the literature research, and provided a com-
prehensive research agenda tracing out the directions for future
work while considering each phase of the HBPR development-
cycle.

Finally, The overall contributions of this study allowed de-
veloping a deepened understanding of HBPRs. The outcome
of this study will contribute to the development of new HBPRs
and will serve as a basis to be systematically updated with up-
coming research.
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Abstract. Process modeling aims at providing an external representa-
tion of a business process in the shape of a process model. The com-
plexity of the modeling language, the usability of the modeling tool, and
the expertise of the modeler are among the key factors defining the diffi-
culty of a modeling task. Following a qualitative analysis approach, this
work explores a hybrid modeling technique enhanced with a tool (i.e.,
the Highlighter) to guide the transition from informal text-based pro-
cess descriptions to formal declarative process models. The exploratory
results suggest that this technique provides cognitive support to model-
ers and hint towards an enhanced quality of process models in terms of
alignment, traceability of process requirements and availability of doc-
umentation. The outcome of this work shows a clear opportunity for
future work and provides a framework for further empirical studies.

1 Introduction

A process model is a visual/graphical representation of the different compo-
nents of a business process, as well as their interrelations. The full understanding
of a process tends to be a joint construction between different process design ar-
tifacts (process artifacts for short), including the business process model. In this
paper, we examine an approach used to relate textual process artifacts and busi-
ness process models during the Process of Process Modeling (PPM for short).
This process is regarded as a “design activity” where a modeler develops an
internal representation of the business process and externalizes it through one
or many process artifacts [3]. Throughout this process, three levels of cognitive
load are induced. (1) Intrinsic load is associated with the complexity of the ma-
terial being processed, while (2) extraneous load is rising from the unnecessary

?
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representational complexity of the task. (3) Germane load, in turn, is associated
with the effort invested in building an appropriate scheme to organize new in-
formation efficiently [5]. During a modeling session, intrinsic load emerges from
the complexity of inferring a mental model from a set of process specifications.
Extraneous load raises from the formulation of the textual process description
and the complexity of the modeling tool. While intrinsic load is inherent to the
task and thus unavoidable, efforts can be made to reduce the extraneous load by
improving the quality of the tool-support and enhancing the PPM experience.

When considering the declarative modeling paradigm, the requirement for
lowering extraneous load in favor of extra intrinsic processing becomes more
stringent. This is due to the understandability of declarative languages, which is
shown to be controversial especially for novice end-users [8]. A hybrid modeling
approach can, in turn, be used to facilitate the modeling of declarative business
processes and provide additional channels to support the PPM through a set of
interrelated process artifacts. In this vein, the Highlighter [11] was introduced.

The Highlighter (cf. Fig. 1b) is integrated with the default Dynamic Con-
dition Response (DCR [10]) graphical modeling tool (shortly, the Modeler, cf.
Fig. 1a) and a guided simulation (cf. Fig. 1c). The tool displays a process model
and an annotatable textual description side-by-side allowing to map the specifi-
cations in the textual process description with the corresponding model elements
(i.e., activities, roles and relations). During a typical modeling session, end-users
can design process models by highlighting activities, roles and relations in the
process description, then intertwine with the Modeler and the guided simulation
to reconcile and validate the process model. Following a qualitative research
approach, this work aims at exploring the understandability of such a hybrid
process artifact. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2
provides an overview of the existing hybrid process artifacts. Sect. 3 explains
the research method. Sect. 4 reports the obtained findings. Sect. 5 provides a
discussion, while Sect. 6 wraps up the key findings and presents future work.

(a) DCR Modeler (b) Highlighter (c) Simulator

Fig. 1: A hybrid process artifact combining the Modeler, the Highlighter and the simu-
lation tools. Available online as part of the DCR platform at https://dcrgraphs.net/
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2 Background and Related Work

Hybrid process representations are introduced in the literature in two con-
texts: (a) to designate hybrid languages (e.g., [14]) or (b) to describe hybrid
process artifacts. While hybrid languages combine existing languages to enable
a concise and precise representation of business processes, hybrid process arti-
facts combine two or more process artifacts overlapping in the description of
some aspects of the business process [1]. The emergence of hybrid process arti-
facts is driven by three main motivations: (1) supporting the understandability
of process models (cf., [1,2]), (2) enhancing the maintainability of process models
(cf., [16]), and (3) improving the modeling of business processes.

Similar to this work, Dengler and Denny, in [7], propose a hybrid process
artifact that combines process models and textual descriptions, embedded in a
wiki-based platform. The proposed representation aims at improving the PPM
experience by enabling different stakeholders to extract process knowledge and to
express business processes using both formal and informal constructs. The find-
ings of a qualitative analysis show that the proposed approach supports better
knowledge elicitation. With the same idea in mind, Pinggera et al. in [12] pro-
pose the Literate Process Modeling (LiProMo) approach aiming at interweaving
annotations and graphical process models to enhance the communication when
modeling business processes.

3 Research Method

This section introduces the research questions, presents the subjects who
took part in this study, describes the material and the procedure followed to run
the study and explains the approach used to analyze the collected data.

Research Questions: The Highlighter aims at enhancing the PPM experience
by providing a tool-support allowing to facilitate the transition from a textual
process description to a graphical process model. In order to investigate this
support, it is necessary to understand the way the Highlighter is used in practice.
To this end, the first research question is formulated as follows: RQ1: How do
users engage with a modeling task using the Process Highlighter?

By enhancing the PPM experience, the Highlighter is expected to positively
affect the perceived quality of the produced models. To explore this angle, the
second research question is formulated as follows: RQ2: In what aspects can
the Highlighter help to improve the quality of process models?

Participants The participants who took part in this study included novice
subjects from industrial and education environments. In the former, 7 employees
from the Syddjurs municipality in Denmark, and from the latter, 10 students
from the Technical University of Denmark (DTU).

Material The material used to conduct this study originates from a process
introduced by Reichert and Weber in [13][p. 349]. This process describes the
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writing of a project proposal. The material was presented in Danish at Syddjurs
municipality and in English at DTU. A copy of the material is available online
at http://andaloussi.org/papers/ER2019/material.pdf

Procedure The study was conducted in both Syddjurs municipality and DTU.
Participants were introduced to the modeling notation and the use of the High-
lighter in both locations. Then, participants were given a familiarization task
on PPM using the tool and the notation. Next, the participants were given the
description of the project proposal process and were asked to use the Highlighter
to derive the corresponding process model. We collected participant’s insights
about their experience with the tool from retrospective think-aloud sessions.

Analysis Approach In order to address our research questions, two different
analyses have been performed. At the first stage, we have extracted the interac-
tions of the users with the DCR modeling platform. This data were filtered to
keep only the interactions associated with adding activities, roles and relations.
Next, these interactions were split between those using the Highlighter, and those
using the Modeler. During the analysis, the interactions were aggregated over
all the modeling sessions and projected according to their time-occurrence into
a rhythm eye chart [9]. An example of such a visualization is shown in Fig. 2.
The ring structure represents a time-line, the different percentages refer to the
progress in relative time. Events (i.e., interactions) are projected as thin lines
onto the ring and events of similar type (e.g., interaction with the Highlighter)
are depicted with the same color. Besides the user interactions, the collected ver-
bal data were transcribed and analyzed following a qualitative coding approach
based on concepts from grounded theory [6].

4 Findings

This section reports the findings. Sect. 4.1 scrutinizes the way users engage
with a modeling task using the Highlighter. Sect. 4.2 explores whether the pro-
posed hybrid modeling approach can improve the quality of process models.

4.1 How do Users Engage With a Modeling Task Using the Process
Highlighter? (RQ1)

The users’ interactions collected throughout the modeling sessions provide
deepened insights into the way end-users engaged with the Highlighter. As shown
in Fig. 2, most of the interactions with the Highlighter occurred during the first
quarter of the modeling session, which in turn, suggests that most end-users
initiated the modeling using the Highlighter and then progressively moved to the
Modeler. To further substantiate this modeling pattern, the users’ interactions
were scrutinized to identify the common interactions within each of the process
artifacts. As shown in Fig. 3a, a larger portion of activities were appended
to the model using the Highlighter. Similarly, Fig. 3b shows that most roles
were added using the Highlighter. Unlike activities and roles, Fig. 3c shows that
relations were mostly added using the Modeler, which in turn suggests that the
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Fig. 3: Interactions associated with adding activities, roles and relations.

Highlighter was not extensively used to add relations. These users’ interactions
come in line with the subjective insights provided by the participants during the
think-aloud. Indeed, most participants affirmed using the Highlighter to identify
activities and roles from the process description and resort to the Modeler to add
relations. These insights raise the following questions: (1) Why is the Highlighter
perceived more efficient to identify and add activities and roles? (2) What makes
the use of the Modeler tool more attractive for adding relations to the model?

To answer both questions, we turn to the qualitative coding of the verbal
data. In respect to (1), the participants mentioned that the tool provides a kick-
start to process modeling and helps in developing an overview of the business
process (e.g., “Definitely, I think it is way easier to use the Highlighter to create
the activities and it gives a better overview”). Moreover, some participants have
associated the use of the Highlighter with its ability to provide structure and
to decompose the complexity of the process description (e.g., “it is [referring to
the Highlighter] a nice way to structure the text”). Other participants mentioned
that the Highlighter can help to memorize the process specifications and to draw
attention to specific fragments of the process description (e.g., “It was faster that
was the main focus. at least I feel that [it] helps speed things up. I did not really
notice that text was highlighted because I already knew what I had highlighted
myself, so I mainly focused on the relations that could be between them”).
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In respect to (2), while the identification of activities and roles was straight-
forward for most participants, many of them faced difficulty when trying to add
relations in the Highlighter. Some participants justified their abstention with the
argument that the Modeler tool provides a two-dimensional visualization allow-
ing to perceive the interplay between the different activities (e.g., “It just seemed
easier once the visual aspect of the activities were done, then you could just con-
nect them directly”). In addition, some participants struggled to locate the exact
textual fragment referring explicitly to a specific constraint in the process de-
scription. This struggle might be due to the phrasing of the process description
(e.g., “For the relations, I’m not sure it’s the problem of the Highlighter or on
the formulation of the text”). Unlike activities and roles which are often explicit
in the process description, relations may not be always explicit in the text.

4.2 In What Aspects Can the Highlighter Help to Improve the
Quality of Process Models? (RQ2)

From the think-aloud, it has emerged that the mapping between the process
model and the process description supports better traceability of the process
specification (e.g., “Using the Highlighter makes sense in the sense that it adds
traceability . . . it helped me map the relations to the requirements”) and enables
a wider coverage of the requirements in the process description (e.g., “It would be
useful after and it is also useful during because I can see whether I already cov-
ered some piece of text”). In addition, the participants’ quotes indicate that the
Highlighter was used to check the alignment between the process description and
the process model (e.g., “It [referring to the Highlighter] becomes indispensable
as a method to verify whether the process fits with what has been described”6).
Last but not least, some participants emphasized the importance of using the
Highlighter as a mans to document their process models (e.g., “I think it is very
useful as a documentation tool and documentation can also be very useful during
the process”). Indeed, the explicit links between the process model and the tex-
tual process description can serve for documenting the semantics of the model
and enabling modelers to justify their modeling choices [12].

5 Discussion

The findings of this exploratory study provide several indications about the
perceived benefits of the Highlighter. Both the subjective insights obtained from
the participants and the user interactions extracted from the modeling platform
show that the Highlighter was perceived more efficient to identify and append
activities and roles to the model. These insights fall in line with the conclusions
drawn from cognitive psychology. Indeed the use of the Highlighter to mark-
up specific fragments of the process description (e.g., activities, roles) can be
associated with a well-known phenomenon referred in cognitive psychology as
the isolation effect [15]. This effect is shown to increase the reader attention on

6
Quote translated from Danish
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specific parts of the text and help memorizing them [4] [15]. This, in turn, can
potentially explain the participants’ insights related to the increased memory
and attention when using the Highlighter and to some extent support the other
insights about the ability of the Highlighter to provide overview and structure as
well as to reduce the complexity of the process description (cf. Section 4.1). In
addition to that, the quotes of several participants indicate that the Highlighter
can support increased traceability, enhanced coverage and better alignment be-
tween the process model and the corresponding process description. However,
when it gets to identify relations in the model, the Highlighter was challenging.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, This challenge is associated with the difficulty in
identifying the right text reflecting a certain constraint in the process model,
which can be due to the phrasing of the process description.

All these insights provide indications about the extraneous load arising from
using the tool. Indeed, the cognitive support provided by the Highlighter can
reduce the complexity of the modeling task and contribute to an enhanced PPM
experience. However, the implicitness of some constraints in the process descrip-
tion can add an extra layer of complexity when trying to map them to DCR
relations, which in turn can induce a higher extraneous load. Hence, the use
of the Highlighter can be presumably more effective with process descriptions
comprising explicit constraints.

Finally, it has to be noted that the outcome of this exploratory work can
be subject to limitations mainly with regards to the number of participants
who participated in the study. Therefore, it is hard to generalize the reported
findings and draw strong conclusions about the use of hybrid process artifacts
in general and the Highlighter in particular. Nevertheless, the outcome of this
work provides interesting insights emerging from the users’ experience and sheds
light on the direction of subsequent empirical investigations.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This work summarizes the findings of an exploratory study investigating the
modeling of DCR graphs with the support of the Highlighter. The results suggest
that the use of the Highlighter is associated with increased support in PPM and
hints toward an enhanced quality of process models. The outcome of this study
provides strong indications for the direction of future work. Based on the conclu-
sions drawn from cognitive psychology, we hypothesize that (a) the Highlighter
reduces the cognitive load induced during a modeling task. Moreover, follow-
ing the insights about the explicit mapping between the process specifications
and the corresponding model elements we hypothesize that (b) the Highlighter
improves model comprehension and clarifies the semantics of the model. Con-
cerning the quality of process models, we hypothesize that (c) the Highlighter
provides better alignment between the process description and the process model
and enables covering the majority of the requirements mentioned in the text.

These hypotheses define our direction for future work. Following a quanti-
tative analysis approach, we are planning a series of experiments to test and

7



validate each of these hypotheses in controlled experimental settings. Moreover,
it would be worth to investigate in the up-coming studies the support offered
by the Highlighter when integrated with other process modeling languages from
both the declarative and the imperative paradigms. The findings will serve as
a basis to validate the usability of the Highlighter and will help to improve the
design of similar hybrid process artifacts.
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Abstract Context: Process design artifacts have been
increasingly used to guide the modeling of business pro-

cesses. To support users in designing and understand-
ing process models, different process artifacts have been
combined in several ways leading to the emergence of

the so-called “hybrid process artifacts”. While many
hybrid artifacts have been proposed in the literature,
little is known about how they can actually support
users in practice.

Objective: To address this gap, this work investigates
the way users engage with hybrid process artifacts dur-
ing comprehension tasks. In particular, we focus on a

hybrid representation of DCR graphs (DCR-HR) com-
bining a process model, textual annotations and an in-
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teractive simulation.
Method: Following a qualitative approach, we conduct a

multi-granular analysis exploiting process mining, eye-
tracking techniques, and verbal data analysis to scru-
tinize the reading patterns and the strategies adopted

by users when being confronted with DCR-HR.
Results: The findings of the coarse-grained analysis pro-
vide important insights about the behavior of domain

experts and IT specialists and show how user’s back-
ground and task type change the use of hybrid process
artifacts. As for the fine-grained analysis, user’s behav-
ior was classified into goal-directed and exploratory and

different strategies of using the interactive simulation
were identified. In addition, a progressive switch from
an exploratory behavior to a goal-directed behavior was

observed. These insights pave the way for an improved
development of hybrid process artifacts and delineate
several directions for future work.

Keywords Process Models · Hybrid Process Arti-
facts · DCR graphs · Eye-Tracking · Think-aloud ·
Behavioral Analysis

1 Introduction

The design and development of Process-Aware In-
formation Systems (PAIS) encompasses the creation

of several process design artifacts (process artifacts,
for short) aimed to support users in modeling, enact-
ing and managing business processes. Such artifacts
may include constructs, models, methods and instanti-

ations [1], which are created to support users in solving
a specific problem throughout the different phases of
the business process life-cycle.

Over the years, process artifacts have been more and
more integrated in the development of PAIS, leading to
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hybrid solutions that loosely combine different artifacts
with the aim to support the design and comprehension
of process models [2,3], especially those lying under the
umbrella of the declarative paradigm [4–9]. Such hy-

brid solutions combine (graphical) process models with
textual process specifications [6,8] and interactive sim-
ulations [4, 10].

In this work, we refer to hybrid process artifacts as
representations combining two or more design artifacts
(e.g., process models, textual annotations or interac-

tive simulations) overlapping in the description of some
business process aspects [11] and we specifically con-
sider declarative process models [12].

In literature, there have been several hybrid process

artifacts proposed to tackle the notorious limitations of
declarative process models, particularly with regard to
their understandability and maintainability [4,5,13,14].

Indeed, to support flexibility in process design, declara-
tive process models capture constraints on the allowed
activity flows. Hence, their interpretation requires a
constant awareness of the states of all the constraints

in the model throughout process execution, which can
cause a high burden when being confronted with com-
plex models [15]. This challenge also affects the main-

tainability of declarative process models. Herein, the
support of a hybrid process artifact can ease the inter-
pretation of the process model and enhance its main-

tainability.
While previous research has focused on proposing

hybrid process artifacts to support users in designing
and understanding process models [5,7,16], at this time,

there is a lack of empirical research about how these
hybrid representations are used. In particular, an in-
depth understanding of how users engage with hybrid

process artifacts is needed. Besides, an understanding
of the benefits and challenges associated with the use
of the different artifacts is required to contextualize
the observed behaviors. Moreover, it is unclear whether

users follow certain strategies when engaging with hy-
brid process artifacts.

To address this gap, the goal of this paper is to pro-

vide insights on how people engage with hybrid process
artifacts. More specifically, this paper investigates how
people use a specific hybrid artifact during comprehen-

sion tasks. In particular, we focus on the hybrid repre-
sentation of DCR Graphs (DCR-HR, for short). This
hybrid process artifact combines a declarative process
model represented as a Dynamic Condition Response

(DCR) graph [17], its textual specification and an in-
teractive simulation. DCR Graphs are a well-known
declarative process modeling language based on di-

rected graphs whose nodes represent events and whose
edges capture the relationship between them [17]. DCR

Graphs benefit from the support of the DCR Graphs

Portal [18], a research-based commercial tool support-
ing the design, enactment and analysis of DCR Graphs.
The DCR Graphs Portal features a graphical web-based
editor, a textual process specification that can be visu-

ally linked to parts of the process model and an inter-
active simulator that can be directly enabled from the
editor and visualizes the process execution directly on

the DCR Graph. Being widely adopted by industrial
and governmental institutions in Denmark, the DCR
Graphs Portal and, more in general, DCR Graphs are

a valuable candidate for user behavior studies compared
to solutions based on other declarative process model-
ing languages such as DECLARE [15] that have not
been commercialized so far.

To gain understanding of how people engage with
DCR-HR, we designed an exploratory study asking peo-
ple to perform a set of comprehension tasks using DCR-

HR. The goals of the study are to (i) observe the distri-
bution of attention among the different artifacts con-
sidering different groups of stakeholders and different

kinds of comprehension tasks, (ii) gather insights on the
perceived benefits and challenges associated to each ar-
tifact, and (iii) identify common strategies describing
how people approach comprehension tasks and use dif-

ferent artifacts over time.
For collecting data we rely on two different well-

known approaches, namely eye-tracking [19] and retro-

spective think-aloud. Then, we favor a qualitative data
analysis approach to explore user’s behavior.

Eye-tracking has been applied to numerous fields
in order to understand the complete user experience

during the execution of different tasks [20], as it pro-
vides insights on the natural interaction of a user with
a system [21]. In this paper, we collect eye-tracking

data of users engaging with DCR-HR and analyze them
qualitatively following two distinct approaches. A first
coarse-grained analysis exploits process mining tech-

niques [22] and attention maps [19] to investigate how
the three different artifacts of DCR-HR are used, specif-
ically focusing on how groups of stakeholders with dif-
ferent backgrounds relate to DCR-HR while performing

different kinds of tasks. As our focus is on attention dis-
tribution, during this analysis phase we are interested
in gaining insights into how much each artifact is used

individually and in combination with others. Then, we
conduct a more fine-grained analysis considering the
different elements of the DCR Graph individually and
exploring how artifacts are used over time. During this

analysis, we look deeper into temporal patterns and
observe common strategies describing how people en-
gage with DCR-HR during the comprehension task. In

this analysis, we rely on scarf-plot visualizations [23]
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and, then, build on the well-known dichotomy of goal-
directed and exploratory search behaviors [24, 25] to
categorize the identified strategies.

Retrospective think-aloud is a research method used

to verbalize users’ thoughts after the execution of a cer-
tain task [19]. In this paper, we use retrospective think-
aloud to extract the subjective insights of the partici-

pants who took part in the exploratory study, focusing
on perceived benefits and challenges associated with the
artifacts of DCR-HR. This allows us to obtain explicit

user feedback, which is needed for having a complete
picture of why users behaved in a certain way and for
enhancing the interpretation of eye-tracking data dur-
ing the described analyses.

In general, using behavioral data and think-aloud
can inform us on the use of hybrid process artifacts
(through implicit and explicit feedback [26]). Overall,

the results of the exploratory study suggest that dif-
ferent groups of stakeholders tend to use different ar-
tifacts of DCR-HR and that usage changes based on
the type of task being executed. Indeed, the users’

background seems to affect perceived benefits and chal-
lenges, thus influencing the way different artifacts are
used for achieving a specific purpose. When examining

the use of artifacts over time, we found that users fol-
low different strategies to interact with the artifacts of
DCR-HR and observed different ways in which the in-

teractive simulation was used. In addition, we noticed
that people tend to switch from an exploratory behavior
to goal-directed behavior progressively. The outcomes
of this study confirm that the use of different process

artifacts enhances the experience of users with differ-
ent backgrounds, also based on the kind of task being
executed. Besides, our findings pave the path for fu-

ture research in the direction of improving the design
of hybrid process artifacts, for example by considering
explicit user preferences and implicit feedback to add
or eliminate certain artifact features.

This paper extends original work initially presented
in [10] by providing a broader and more complete
overview of how users engage with DCR-HR. In partic-

ular, we introduce a novel fine-grained analysis which
considers DCR Graphs and centers around the tempo-
ral dimension of the eye-tracking data. By observing

how the users’ behavior unfolds over time, we are able
to identify interesting strategies describing how users
engage with DCR-HR.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 provides the reader with useful background
concepts. Section 3 introduces related work. Section 4
presents the research method followed to design the ex-

ploratory study. Section 5 reports the results of the
analysis. Section 6 discusses the main findings and high-

lights the interesting outcomes of this research, as well

as its limitations. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper
and delineates the directions for future work.

2 Background

This section presents the main notions employed
throughout this paper. We start with a general in-
troduction to hybrid process artifacts (Section 2.1),

followed by a description of DCR-HR, (Section 2.2).
Finally, we introduce eye-tracking as one of the core
methodologies behind our study (Section 2.3).

2.1 Hybrid Process Artifacts

Hybrid process artifacts combine two or more pro-

cess artifacts (e.g., process models, textual annotations
or interactive simulations) overlapping in the descrip-
tion of some business process aspects [11]. Hybrid pro-
cess artifacts have been proposed in the literature to

address several challenges within the areas of process
modeling (for a systematic literature review see [11]),
in particular to address open challenges in the use of

declarative languages [27,28] caused by their limited un-
derstandability [29] and maintainability [30]. The lim-
ited capacity of humans when dealing with constraints
is among the key challenges in that respect. Indeed, a

full understanding of a declarative process model re-
quires being aware of the states of all the constraints in
the model throughout the whole process execution [28].

This requirement gets more complicated when consid-
ering the implicit constraints (also called “hidden de-
pendencies [5]) between the model activities and all the

possible ways in which they could interact. As the ca-
pacity of the human working memory is usually limited
to 7 ± 2 items [31], interpreting declarative process
models with too many constraints, without the sup-

port of others process artifacts (e.g., interactive simu-
lations or textual annotations), becomes a challenging
task. The limitations of declarative languages go be-

yond their understandability, as their maintainability
is also quickly hampered by hidden dependencies. Con-
sidering the entanglement of hidden dependencies and
the abundance of ways in which they could interact,

it becomes challenging to infer the set of constraints
affected by a change of the process specifications and
to ensure the consistency of the model after altering

some of its constraints. Hence, without the support of
additional artifacts, the maintainability of a declara-
tive process model is prone to misalignment and non-

compliance with the process specification.
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2.2 DCR-HR: A Hybrid Representation of DCR
Graphs

DCR-HR is a hybrid process artifact combining (i) a

DCR Graph [17], with (ii) textual process specifications
and (iii) a simulation allowing to evaluate the behavior
of the process model. DCR Graphs and DCR-HR have
been developed through a close collaboration between

academia and industry [32,33], combining research into
formal methods and declarative notations with the de-
velopment of a commercial modelling tool1 and its ap-

plication to real-world cases [34].
The inclusion of textual process specifications in the

presentation was driven by the ongoing EcoKnow re-

search project2, where the DCR technology is being
applied to support the effective digitization of citizen
processes. The use of DCR-HR, combining textual le-
gal paragraphs with the graphical DCR notation and

guided simulation, is used to empower knowledge work-
ers in Danish municipalities by enabling them to make
sense of digitized models of the law.

The version of DCR-HR considered within this pa-
per is based on this application within the EcoKnow
project and specifically refers to a process derived from
section §45 of the Danish “Consolidation Act on Social

Services” 3. Its layout is depicted in Fig. 1. Here, we
have on the left a DCR Graph modelling the aforemen-
tioned process and consisting of: (i) boxes denoting the

activities of the process, e.g. offer 15 hours of assis-
tance and designate a person, and (ii) arrows between
the boxes denoting the constraint on the process, e.g

the yellow arrow with a dot on the end between the
former two activities. The activities can be assigned a
role, placed in the bar above the box, e.g. Receiver for
designate a person. They can also be nested inside each

other, indicating a form of hierarchy, e.g. all activities
are a part of paragraph 45. When constraints are drawn
between such nestings they apply to all child activities.

As is the norm for declarative notations, unconstrained
activities can be executed freely, i.e., at any time and
any number of times. DCR Graphs include five types of
constraints: (i) the condition, drawn as a yellow arrow

with a dot on the end, denotes that before one activ-
ity can be executed, another needs to have been done
at least once in the past; (ii) the response, drawn as a

blue arrow with a dot at the start, denotes that after
one activity is executed, some other activity becomes
required and needs to be done before the process can

be finalized; (iii) the exclusion, drawn as a red arrow

1 http://www.dcrgraphs.net
2 https://ecoknow.org
3 http://english.sm.dk/media/14900/

consolidation-act-on-social-services.pdf

with a percentage sign at the end, denotes that when
one activity is executed another activity is removed of
the process; (iv) the inclusion, drawn as a green ar-
row with a plus sign at the end, denotes that when one

activity is executed another activity is added back into
the process; finally (v) the milestone, drawn as a purple
arrow with a diamond at the end, denotes that while

one activity is required to be done another activity is
blocked from executing.

At the bottom of Fig. 1 we have the law text, taken

directly from the relevant laws that govern the process.
Each fragment of the law text is linked to the currently
selected activity: by selecting paragraph 45 users will
be able to visualize the entire law text for the current

process, while by selecting designate a person they will
see only the part of the law that is relevant for this
activity.

Finally, at the right side of Fig. 1, we have the inter-
active simulation. This consists of (i) a clickable list of
currently executable tasks, (ii) a textual log of what has
already been simulated, (iii) a swim-lane representation

of this log. Each time an activity is executed for simula-
tion, it will be added to the textual log and swim-lane,
and the list of currently executable tasks will update.

The combination of these different artifacts is meant
to allow users to form their own strategies when reading
the model, based on their personal background and the

type of comprehension tasks that they are trying to
solve. For example, when asked a question about the
law some users may use the graphical process model to
find the answers, while others may focus on the text. For

highly operational questions, some users may prefer to
use the guided simulation, as it allows them to quickly
try out different execution scenarios without having to

memorize all the possible execution traces.

2.3 Eye-tracking

Eye-tracking is a widely adopted methodology al-
lowing researchers to track humans’ gaze interactions
with external stimuli [20]. Eye movements are recorded

by eye-tracking devices as gaze data, which in turn are
used to derive a set of oculomotor events such as fix-
ations and saccades. The detection of these events is
associated with a set of properties such as duration,

amplitude, and velocity [19]. A fixation refers to the
time span when the eye remains still at a specific posi-
tion of the stimulus [19]. An example of fixation is the

time the eye stops at a word while reading a sentence.
A saccade refers to the rapid eye movement occurring
between fixations [19]. When reading a sentence, sac-
cades occur when the reader moves from one word to

another.
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When	the	municipal	council	offers	15	hours	part-time	assistance,	then	it	is	mandatory	for	the	receiver	to	designate	a	person.
True	or	False?

DCR Graph

Interactive Simulation

Law Text

Fig. 1 A view showing the DCR-HR layout. The hybrid process artifact comprises a DCR Graph, law text and an interactive
simulation.

The availability of fixations and saccades allows for
a wide range of statistical and visual analyses of hu-

man behavior. While statistical analyses (i.e., descrip-
tive statistics, inferential statistics, and statistical mod-
eling) provide the basis for hypothesis testing, their use

requires aggregating data to a level where the appli-
cation of statistical methods is possible. However, this
comes at the cost of providing rather coarse and lim-
ited insights about the human visual behavior [35]. In

addition, the interpretation of the metrics inferred from
the aggregated data is tightly coupled with the context
and the application where these metrics have evolved.

As a result, the mapping between the numerical data
and the real perceptual and cognitive features of the
participants remains uncertain.

Alternatively, visual analyses follow an exploratory
approach to investigate the way people approach a
stimulus. Graphical plots allow visualizing the spatial,
temporal and spatio-temporal features of eye-tracking

data [35]. Many of these representations are based on
the notion of scan-path, i.e., the path of oculomotor
events in space recorded during a certain period of

time [19].
However, with the increasing complexity of the stim-

ulus and the high number of fixations recorded through-

out several eye-tracking trials, typical visualizations be-
come cluttered and hard to understand. To overcome

this issue, the stimulus can be segmented into Area(s)
of Interest (AOI), which define the regions of the stim-
ulus that are susceptible to provide meaningful insights
to researchers. These regions are usually used to inves-

tigate the focus on specific parts of the stimulus [19].
Eye-tracking data can be grouped by areas of interest
and represented as dwells. A dwell refers to one visit

in an AOI from entry to exits points [19]. A common
metric associated to AOIs is the dwell time, i.e., the
time gazed at a certain AOI, from entry to exit [36],

including all fixations and saccades landing within the
AOI. The total dwell time is the sum of all dwell times
to a specific AOI over a trial, including revisits on the
same AOI. Representing eye-tracking data as dwells al-

lows describing the visual behavior in a more concise
way, based on the visited AOIs.

The eye-tracking literature proposes different tech-

niques to visualize the way people engage with visual
stimuli [23]. These visualizations provide insights about
common strategies and patterns followed by the hu-
mans when interacting with the stimulus. In the context

of this study, we deploy two visualizations: attention
maps and scarf-plots. Attention maps [37] are aggrega-
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tion of fixations over time and/or over participants [23]
and are often used as an alternative for transitions ma-
trices to capture transitions between AOIs. Unlike tran-
sition matrices that emphasize only the spatial feature

of AOIs [38], attention maps consider also the ordering
dependencies between AOIs. To obtain these maps, fix-
ations are grouped by dwells, then direct relationships

between dwells are identified and used to construct a
dependency graph illustrating reading patterns. Atten-
tions maps provide important insights about the dwell

time and the transitions between AOIs. However, the
generated dependency graphs are unable to describe the
evolution of the reading patterns over time. Instead,
scarf-plots [19] provide a timeline representation allow-

ing to observe the changes in the visited AOIs over time,
which in turn could provide pertinent insights about the
users’ visual search behavior.

The literature discerns two types of search be-
haviors, namely goal-directed search (also referred to
as “task-oriented processing” in [39]) and exploratory
search [20, 24]. Goal-directed search occurs when users

follow a certain search routine to gather general or spe-
cific information to solve a task. Oppositely, exploratory
search occurs when users lack the experience to search

efficiently and rather screen the environment without
having a clear search plan in mind [20]. According to a
recent study about consumers’ attention processes [25],

the total number of different products that are fixated
by a user and the average time that the user spends fix-
ating detailed product information can be used to dis-
tinguish between goal-directed and exploratory search.

The comprehension of process models comprises an ac-
tive search for relevant information [40], which would
be interesting to scrutinize in the light of the search

behaviors reported in the literature.

3 Related Work

This section presents the works related to this pa-
per. Section 3.1 introduces existing research on hybrid
process artifacts, Section 3.2 describes the eye-tracking
studies in the context of process modeling, and Section

3.3 summarizes behavioral analyses conducted in the
field process modeling. Finally, Section 3.4 highlights
the novelty of our work compared to previous research.

3.1 Related Studies on Hybrid Process Artifacts

The literature comprises a wide range of studies

evaluating the understandability (e.g., [41]), maintain-
ability (e.g., [42]) and modeling (e.g., [43]) of business

processes. However, with regards to hybrid process ar-

tifacts, only a handful of empirical studies exist (for a
systematic literature review see [11]). In [4, 5], Zugal
et al. introduce the Test Driven Modeling (TDM) ap-

proach. This hybrid approach combines a declarative
process model (modeled in Declare [28]) with test cases
to support users when interpreting declarative models.
The hybrid process artifact proposed by the authors

was evaluated in two empirical studies [44]. The re-
sults show that the use of test cases as a hybrid process
artifact provides an additional communication channel

and supports the maintainability of declarative process
models by lowering the participants’ cognitive load and
increasing the perceived model quality.

De Smedt et al. [6,7] propose a hybrid process arti-

fact combining a declarative process model with textual
annotations describing the hidden dependencies in the
model. In this work, the authors address the issue of

hidden dependencies and propose a methodology allow-
ing to infer them and make them explicit for the users.
Following a quantitative approach, the authors evaluate

the understandability of the proposed hybrid process
artifact. The results support the hypothesis that the
proposed hybrid representation contributes to better
comprehension accuracy and reduced response time and

cognitive load when compared to conventional (i,.e.,
non-hybrid) declarative representations.

Along the same lines, Lopez et al. [8] propose the

process highlighter as a means to interlink the con-
straints in the process specifications with the constructs
of the process model. The tool is embedded in a pro-

cess artifact to support modelers during process mod-
eling. The hybrid process artifact is evaluated by An-
daloussi et al. [9]. Following a qualitative approach, the
authors investigate the way users engage in a modeling

task with the support of the process highlighter. The
results suggest evident support during process model-
ing and highlight several benefits resulting from the ex-

plicit mapping between textual process specifications
and modeling constructs, which in turn could improve
the quality of designed process models.

3.2 Eye-Tracking in Process Modeling Research

Eye-tracking is used in different fields to study hu-

mans’ behavior and cognition [19, 45]. In the field of
process modeling, eye-tracking is used to study the un-
derstandability of process models and to predict users’
performance in solving comprehension tasks. In partic-

ular, Petrusel and Mendling [46] investigate the impact
of focusing on relevant regions on the comprehension
of BPMN [47] process models. The authors formalize

the notion of relevant regions, derive new metrics based
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on the notions of precision, recall, and their harmonic
mean, and propose a statistical model allowing to pre-
dict the answer accuracy of participants based on such
relevant regions.

Similarly, Bera et al. [48] study how attention on rel-
evant parts of the process models influences users’ per-
formance, and scrutinize the visual association of mod-

eling constructs during a comprehension task. Following
a set of quantitative and qualitative studies supported
by eye-tracking and concurrent think-aloud, these two

research aspects are investigated considering different
notations: BPMN [47], EPC [49] (Event-driven Pro-
cess Chains) language, and EPC-H (i.e., a variant of
EPC where roles are highlighted in different colors).

The quantitative analysis shows that both pools and
lanes in BPMN [47] and the highlighted roles in EPC-
H help participants to focus on the relevant parts of the

model, whereas EPC without role-highlighting fails to
support that. As for the qualitative analysis, the results
allow the authors to link the visual associations between
different parts of the model (seen with the support of

eye-tracking) and the underlying cognitive integration
processes (articulated through concurrent think-aloud).

Empirical evaluations of process models using eye-

tracking also cover models integrating business rules.
Driven by the principle of separation of concerns and
the need to integrate business rules in process models in

an understandable manner, Wang et al. [50] investigate
the effect of linked rules (i.e., a specific class of business
rules) [51] on the understandability of process models
following a quantitative approach. The outcome of the

statistical analysis demonstrates that the integration of
linked rules with process models is associated with de-
creased response time and reduced cognitive load, while

a positive impact on the comprehension of the model
remains partially supported.

The experience with the use of eye-tracking in pro-
cess modeling is investigated by Zimoch et al. [52]. In

this work, the authors report the lessons learned from a
study investigating the comprehension of process mod-
els in different imperative notations. The findings are

summarized into a set of recommendations meant to
improve the design of eye-tracking experiments. Over-
all, these recommendations address the familiarity of

participants with the process scenario and their prior
expertise with the modeling language, which could po-
tentially bias the validity of the results. In addition,
the authors encourage combining eye-tracking measures

with other cognitive biosensor-based measures and sug-
gest that the results should be interpreted in light of the
existing theories in cognitive psychology.

3.3 Behavior Analysis of Humans Engaging with

Process Models

While several empirical studies investigate the com-
prehension of process models, only a few of them ana-

lyze the behavior of participants when interacting with
these models. Haisjackl et al. [53] investigate the read-
ing of declarative process models (in Declare [15]) fol-
lowing a qualitative approach supported by concurrent

think-aloud. The analysis of the verbal protocols re-
veals important insights about the way the participants
engage with the provided process models. In particu-

lar, the results show that the participants read Declare
models in a sequential way, usually refer to the left cor-
ner activity to identify the entry-point of the model, fol-

low a top-down strategy to read hierarchical processes,
and ignore hidden dependencies when describing the
model.

In another context, Haisjackl et al. [54] investi-

gate the way imperative process models (expressed as
BPMN) are inspected for quality checks following a
qualitative approach supported by concurrent think-

aloud. The analysis of the verbal data allows the iden-
tification of different strategies used for inspecting pro-
cess models and sheds light on the order in which qual-
ity checks are generally performed.

Regarding the modeling of business processes, the
PhD work of Pinggera [55] provides important insights
about the behavioral patterns of modelers during pro-

cess modeling. Following a qualitative approach sup-
ported by concurrent think-aloud and user interactions,
the author identifies the order in which different model-

ing phases occur (e.g., problem understanding, method
finding, modeling, reconciliation, validation) and pro-
poses a catalog of modeling patterns. In a follow-up
study, the author uses a quantitative approach to de-

rive a statistical model supporting the identification of
different modeling styles [56].

3.4 Novelty Compared to Previous Research

This paper differs from earlier studies in several as-
pects. As opposed to [6,7,44] our work takes a different

approach to look at the comprehension of hybrid pro-
cess artifacts by analyzing the participants’ behavior
when being confronted with hybrid process artifacts,
which in turn allows perceiving the usability of hybrid

process artifacts from a different perspective. With re-
gards to [46], our interest does not lie in the definition
or discovery of quantitative metrics for evaluating com-

prehension performance, but we rather focus on iden-
tifying general strategies that are descriptive of users’
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behavior in the context of process model comprehen-
sion. Moreover, while [46] focuses on quantitative find-
ings, we base our analysis solely on qualitative data,
complementing the findings derived from eye-tracking

analysis with think-aloud data. Compared to [53,54], we
consider eye-tracking data collection and analysis, thus
adding a novel dimension to describe users’ behavior.

Last but not least, to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first paper providing insights on how people read
and interact with DCR Graphs alone and with DCR-

HR.

4 Research Method

This section describes the steps followed to design
the exploratory study and to analyze the collected data.

In Section 4.1, we provide an overview about the design
and the analysis of our study. Afterwards, in Section 4.2
we highlight the key aspects of the study design and

execution, while in Section 4.3 we focus on the different
approaches used for data analysis.

4.1 Overview

Our research aims at exploring how domain ex-
perts and IT specialists engage with hybrid process
representations, in particular DCR-HR. To this end,

we designed an exploratory study supported by eye-
tracking and think-aloud and recruited municipal em-
ployees (serving as proxies for domain experts) and aca-

demics (serving as proxies for IT specialists). After the
data collection, we conducted a multi-granular qualita-
tive analysis to gain insights about the users’ behavior
when interacting with the different DCR-HR artifacts

(i.e., DCR graph, law text, simulation).
Table 1 presents the goal of our study following the

Goal, Question, Metric (GQM) template [57]. To ad-

dress this goal we formulated three different research
questions and used several eye-tracking measures and
qualitative codes as indicators to understand the behav-

ior of participants. Overall, we looked into the way par-
ticipants with different background engage with DCR-
HR when solving different tasks, assessed the benefits
and challenges associated with each of the DCR-HR ar-

tifacts and explored the different search strategies used
by the participants when interacting with DCR-HR. In
the following (Sections 4.2 and 4.3), we describe the

design and execution of our study and explain the dif-
ferent analysis approaches pursued to infer and use the
measures and indicators presented in Table 1.

4.2 Exploratory Study Design and Execution

To gain insights into the use of hybrid process ar-
tifacts (specifically DCR-HR) during comprehension
tasks, we design an exploratory study that collects

and analyzes eye-tracking and retrospective think-aloud
data.

Exploratory study design. As previously introduced,
DCR-HR encompasses three different process artifacts,
namely a DCR Graph [17], a textual process specifi-

cation based on excerpts of the law and an interactive
simulation (cf. Section 2.2). Such artifacts are meant to
support stakeholders with different backgrounds when
performing different types of tasks. Indeed, while do-

main experts are typically knowledgeable with the law,
IT specialists are rather familiar with process models.
Since little is known about how people engage with hy-

brid process artifacts, analyzing user behavior would
provide important insights about the way the different
DCR-HR artifacts are conjoined and used during a com-

prehension task. This, in turn, could help developers to
improve the current tool based on personal user prefer-
ences. Moreover, literature [2,3,44] suggests that hybrid
process artifacts have the advantage to provide different

perspectives on the process which might be purposeful
to a different extent depending on the specific task to be
addressed. Thus, it is important to scrutinize whether

they are used in the same way when performing dif-
ferent tasks. Such input is expected to further improve
tool-support based on the characteristics of the running
task and to provide ad-hoc recommendations to sup-

port each user based on his or her background. Based
on these considerations we formulate the first research
question as follows: RQ1 - How do users engage

with the different DCR-HR artifacts?
In addition, to gain a deeper understanding of why

users interact with DCR-HR in a certain way, we ex-

amine the perceived benefits and challenges associated
with their use, keeping in mind that each artifact con-
veys information that can be used independently or
combined with the one carried by other artifacts to

pursue a certain goal. By collecting the subjective in-
sights of the participants, we are also able to support
the interpretation of the results related to RQ1. Hence,

the second research question can be stated as follows:
RQ2 - What are the benefits and challenges as-
sociated with each one of the artifacts of DCR-

HR?
Finally, we are interested in exploring how the use

of different artifacts evolves over to time. The tempo-
ral sequencing of eye movements allows us to identify

common strategies followed to approach comprehen-
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Goal

Purpose Explore
Issue the way users engage
Object with DCR-HR
Viewpoint from the domain experts and IT specialists viewpoints

Question
RQ1

How do users engage with the different DCR-HR artifacts?
Metrics Mean fixation duration and mean transition frequency

Question
RQ2

What are the benefits and challenges associated with each one of the artifacts of DCR-HR?
Indicators Qualitative codes emerging from the verbal utterances of participants

Question
RQ3

What strategies are followed when engaging with the different DCR-HR artifacts?
Metrics Durations of fixations on relevant AOIs and total number of fixated AOIs

Table 1 GQM Model describing our goal, research questions and used metrics and indicators.

sion tasks. Accordingly, we formulate the third research
question as follows: RQ3 - What strategies are fol-

lowed when engaging with the different DCR-
HR artifacts?

To explore the previously introduced research ques-

tions, we begun with collecting the gaze data of partic-
ipants interacting with DCR-HR during process model
comprehension tasks and then collected their subjective

insights during a retrospective think-aloud session.
The context of this study is the digitalization of the

law and, in particular, we focus on a process derived
from paragraph §45 of the Danish “Consolidation Act

on Social Services” (cf. Section 2.2).
Participants were 5 municipal employees from Syd-

djurs Municipality in Denmark and 10 academics

studying or working at the Technical University of Den-
mark or at the IT University of Copenhagen. The mu-
nicipal employees (who serve as proxies for domain ex-
perts) had proficiency in reading legal documents, but

had (with one exception) no prior knowledge in process
modeling or IT development. Academics (who reflect
the common profiles of IT specialists) had background

in process modeling and IT development, but lacked
experience in reading and interpreting legal texts. Al-
though, all academics have worked with process models

in the past, not all of them were familiar with the DCR
notation.

The data collection phase was organized into six
comprehension tasks presented in the form of questions

that participants had to answer using the different ar-
tifacts of DCR-HR. Following the input of experts in
the field of process modeling, the comprehension tasks

were designed to be easily grouped into three categories
reflecting typical situations that a user may face when
dealing with a process model.

The first group of constraint tasks comprises ques-

tions about the relationships between pairs of activities
represented in the process model. These questions re-
flect a typical process comprehension task as a user is

expected to have a clear understanding of which are the

activities and the constraints that are relevant to the
question to provide an answer. The second group of de-

cision tasks comprises questions prompting the user to
decide among multiple options. In this regard, a user
is expected to identify the contextual information re-
quired to guide his or her decision-making process to

achieve the desired outcome. Such contextual informa-
tion is often not included in the process model and,
thus, a user is expected to make a decision by relying

on the process specification, i.e., the law text (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2). Finally, scenario tasks concern the execution
of partial process instances and comprise questions ask-

ing a user to determine whether or not a certain behav-
ior is admissible based on a given case history. Scenario
tasks are typical of process model testing and valida-
tion. Indeed, to validate a process based on positive and

negative test scenarios, it is necessary to keep all execu-
tion traces in mind in order to check whether a certain
behavior is admissible or not.

The comprehension tasks were designed and dis-
played on the DCR Graphs Portal [18] either in English
or in Danish depending on the individual preference of
the participants. Visually, the content of the web-based

user interface was organized into the four main areas
outlined in Fig. 1 (cf. Section 2.2).

The complete material designed for this study can

be found online4.

Executing the exploratory study. The execution of the

exploratory study was organized into a PREPARATION
PHASE and a DATA COLLECTION PHASE, which were
carried out individually for each participant and whose

details are captured by the BPMN [47] process of Fig. 2.
At the beginning of the study, each participant went

through a PREPARATION PHASE consisting of the fol-
lowing four steps (cf. the first four tasks of the process

of Fig. 2) a physical assessment questionnaire, a back-
ground data questionnaire, an introduction to DCR-HR

4 http://andaloussi.org/sosym2019/design/
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and to the DCR Graphs Portal, and a final calibration
step.

The Physical assessment questionnaire was carried
out to check the physical ability of a user to partici-

pate in a video-based eye-tracking experiment. Indeed,
people wearing glasses or contact lenses, or having re-
duced vision may compromise the acquisition of high-

quality eye-tracking data [36]. Overall, seven of the par-
ticipants claimed to wear glasses or contact lenses and
only one person (not among those wearing glasses) re-

ported having some troubles seeing things located far
away. However, since no-one reported any major vision
issue, we decided not exclude anyone from the study at
this point [36]. The physical assessment questionnaire

and data are available in our online appendix.5

Afterwards, we administered a Background and ex-
pertise questionnaire asking each participant some ques-

tions about (i) his or her ability to read and create DCR
Graphs and to use the interactive simulation, (ii) his or
her familiarity with the process used in the comprehen-
sion tasks. With regards to (i) the collected data show

that academics were indeed more familiar with reading,
creating and simulating DCR Graphs than municipal
employees (averages on a scale of 5: 3.9 and 1.8 famil-

iarity with reading DCR Graphs respectively, 2.3 and
1.2 familiarity with creating DCR Graphs respectively,
3.6 and 1.2 familiarity with simulating DCR Graphs

respectively). Concerning the familiarity with the con-
sidered process (ii) only one participant claimed to be
already familiar with the considered process. The back-
ground and expertise questionnaire and data are avail-

able in our online appendix6.
Then, we provided a 30-minute introduction to

DCR-HR, going in detail through the semantics of the

different DCR Graph relations [17], and presented the
layout and the main features of the DCR Graphs Portal
(cf. task Introduction to DCR-HR and portal in Fig. 2).

As a last preparation step, we conducted a hardware

calibration procedure to ensure good data quality (cf.
task Calibration and testing in Fig. 2). In detail, we used
a 9-points calibration and tested its accuracy with all

participants prior to starting with data collection.
The first comprehension task (i.e., Familiarization

task in Fig. 2) was designed to allow participants get

acquainted with the DCR Graphs Portal. Then, the
remaining six comprehension tasks were displayed se-
quentially and the user could proceed in a self-paced
way (participants took an average of 15 minutes to exe-

cute all the comprehension tasks). During the execution

5 See http://andaloussi.org/sosym2019/design/

Physical_assessment_questionnaire.xlsx
6 See http://andaloussi.org/sosym2019/design/

Background_expertise_questionnaire.xlsx

of the COMPREHENSION TASKS, we recorded eye gaze
data using the Tobii Pro X3–120 eye-tracker7, which
was placed in front of the monitor that presented the
comprehension tasks.

At the end, we conducted a Retrospective think-aloud
session [19] to collect insights about the use of DCR-
HR. During this phase, we recorded all the subjective

insights provided verbally by the participants about
their experience with DCR-HR. The session was or-
ganized as a guided interview structured as a set of

open-ended questions meant to help the participants to
articulate the adopted problem-solving strategies and
identify the encountered challenges. The following two
questions provide a good summary of what was asked

to the participant during this last step of the data col-
lection phase: (i) How and for what purpose did you use
the following artifacts: model, law text, simulator? and

(ii) Thinking about the overall experiment, was there
anything challenging? The goal of the think-aloud was
to encourage participants to elaborate on specific as-

pects that were deemed important for the exploratory
study. Particularly, with (i) we tried to investigate the
perceived benefits associated with each DCR-HR arti-
facts and to understand how the artifacts have been

used and combined to perform different tasks. Simi-
larly, with (ii) we invited participants to reflect on the
challenges which could potentially hinder the use of the

different DCR-HR artifacts. Both questions gave rise to
important insights, which were coded and organized fol-
lowing the principles of grounded theory [58] to serve as
a reference for the analysis introduced in the following

section.

4.3 Analysis Approach

To answer research questions RQ1–RQ3, we fol-
lowed different approaches to analyze the eye-tracking
and think-aloud data collected during the exploratory

study.

Eye-tracking data analysis. Eye-tracking is a widely

used method to reveal patterns of visual behavior of
humans [20] and provides insights into several informa-
tion processing tasks [59].

Fig. 3 depicts the general ideas behind the eye-
tracking data analysis followed in this paper.

Usually, the raw gaze data recorded by eye-tracking
devices are aggregated into fixations and saccades, i.e.,

the two major categories of oculomotor events used in
the analysis of eye movements [19]. In this study, we

7 See https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/

tobii-pro-x3-120/
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Comprehension tasks
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Fig. 2 BPMN process summarizing the PREPARATION and DATA COLLECTION phases of the conducted exploratory study.
Collected data are captured by BPMN data objects.

derived fixation data from gaze points [19] using the I-
VT Algorithm [60] implemented in the Tobii Pro Studio
3.4.8 software (cf. step 1 in Fig. 3).

Then, prior to diving into the analysis, we looked
into factors potentially affecting the quality of the col-
lected data [36]. To this end, we replayed the eye gaze

recordings to qualitatively assess the accuracy of the
collected eye-tracking data for each individual. We also
relied on the data quality measures provided by the eye-

tracking software, e.g., the proportion of time spent on
fixations compared to the total time spent executing the
task. As a result of this data quality assessment step, we
excluded two participants from the analysis. One par-

ticipant, whom we labeled P04 was removed because
of missing data: indeed, the average fixation time per
comprehension task amounts to 02.53 seconds, which

is much shorter than the 69.06 seconds spent by the
other participants on average. This participant was the
one claiming to have prior knowledge with the process,
which may explain the reduced amount of fixations. An-

other participant, whom we labeled P10, reported hav-
ing issues with peripheral view forcing him to rotate his
head to read. Indeed, by replaying the gaze recordings,

it is clear that the data collected for P10 are not accu-
rate. Although the calibration was successful for both
P04 and P10, it is likely that the mapping between their

gazes and the corresponding coordinates on the stimu-
lus failed at some point during the data collection.

Then, since our research questions consider differ-
ent DCR-HR artifacts, which are located in a specific

position of the screen, we labeled fixation data based
on the targeted Area Of Interest (AOI). In this way,
we were able to analyze the amount of time that each

participant spent fixating a particular artifact of DCR-
HR.

When defining areas of interest, we considered two
levels of granularity. First, to answer RQ1 at a coarse-

grained level, we considered 3 areas of interest, each one

referring to a distinct DCR-HR artifact, i.e., the DCR
Graph, the law text and the simulation (cf. Fig. 1 and
step 2a in Fig. 3). Then, to enable a more fine-grained

data analysis and look into users’ behavior (cf. RQ3),

we divided the AOI framing the DCR Graph into 22
smaller AOIs, each one referring to a distinct model el-
ement (i.e., activity or relation of the graph). We also

defined a novel AOI including the question title, ob-
taining 25 AOIs overall as shown in Fig. 4 (cf. step 2b

in Fig. 3).

After having defined the AOIs, we exported from
the eye-tracking software time-stamped data sets of fix-
ations including an identifier for each participant, the

considered comprehension question, the duration of the
fixation and the AOI hit, which defines whether a fixa-
tion falls within a certain AOI or not [23] (cf. steps 3a

and 3b in Fig. 3).
To analyze the obtained fixation data and explore

research questions RQ1 and RQ3, we followed two dis-

tinct approaches, based on the granularity used in the
definition of the AOIs and on the analysis goal.

For the first analysis, we used the three coarser
AOIs, exploited process mining [22] and AOI-based at-

tention maps [19] to explore the relationships between
different AOIs. This approach was followed to investi-
gate RQ1.

As a first step, we transformed fixation data into an

XES event log [61] by merging contiguous fixations re-
ferring to the same AOI (cf. step 4a in Fig. 3). Then,
after identifying the directly-follow relationships in the

log [62], we generated a descriptive process model (re-
ferred to as “attention map” in the context of this
work) illustrating how the attention of participants was

distributed among the three artifacts of DCR-HR (cf.
step 5a in Fig. 3).

An example of such attention maps is depicted in

Fig. 5. In the proposed graphical representation of at-
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Fig. 3 Overview of the two eye-tracking data analysis approaches followed in this paper.
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Fig. 4 Overview of the 25 areas of interest used for fine-grained eye-tracking data analysis. A higher resolution of this figure
is available at http://andaloussi.org/sosym2019/figures/DCR-HR-FineGrainedAOIs.pdf

tention maps, the considered AOIs, corresponding to
the three artifacts of DCR-HR, are represented as ac-

tivities, whereas the transitions between them are rep-
resented as edges. Activities are labeled with the name
of the artifact they represent, the mean dwell time (D),

and the proportion of the overall time spent focusing
on that artifact, which is represented as a percentage
value and visualized through the intensity of the back-
ground color used for the activity. Relationships are la-

beled with the mean transition frequency (F ) and with
a percentage value quantifying the number of times that
transition occurs compared to the total number of tran-

sitions. Graphically, this is rendered by the thickness of
the arrows sketching the relationships. Finally, we rep-
resent the starting and ending points of the task and

draw a dashed arrow connecting them to the first, re-
spectively, last fixated artifacts.

In order to analyze the reading patterns of partici-
pants, we extracted the total fixation duration on each

AOI (i.e., the dwell time [19]) and the frequency of
transition between each pair of AOIs. Afterward, the
mean fixation duration (D) and mean transition fre-

quency (F ) were derived by dividing each measure by

the number of traces (i.e., sequences of dwells) used to
discover the attention map. These two measures were

projected respectively on activities and edges in the at-
tention map to compare the reading patterns in differ-
ent attention maps.

The second, more fine-grained analysis, followed
to investigate RQ3, explores all the 25 defined AOIs

and also considers the temporal dimension of fixation
data, grounding on timeline AOI-based visualization
approaches [23].

Specifically, after exporting the sequence of fixations
(cf. step 3b in Fig. 3) we examined how the obtained
sequences of visits unfolded along a timeline skipping

the aggregation into dwells done in the previous anal-
ysis (cf. step 4a in Fig. 3). Indeed, this time we are
interested in keeping a fine-grained resolution of fixa-

tions to know when and for how long a user fixated a
certain AOI. This approach is beneficial to know when
AOIs are visited during task execution and to detect
consecutive revisits on the same AOI, keeping track of

the saccades occurring between them.
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AOI_1

AOI_2

AOI_3

Fig. 5 Example of attention map showing three AOIs and the transitions among them. D represents the mean fixation
duration while F is the mean transition frequency between two AOIs.

During this phase, we also labeled the AOIs of the
DCR Graph based on whether they were deemed “rel-

evant” for answering a particular question (cf. step 4b

in Fig. 3). Indeed, some comprehension tasks require
the user to look for information that is explicitly repre-

sented in the DCR Graph and to combine it with con-
textual (law text) or execution (simulation) information
to provide an answer. The AOIs related to the law text

and the simulation have not been explicitly labeled as
“relevant” or “non-relevant”, but their relevance has
been considered based on the kind of executed task.

Then, to visualize the visits on different AOIs over

time we relied on scarf-plots [19, 59] (cf. step 5b in

Fig. 3), which show a timeline for each participant (i.e.,

a “scarf”) divided into colored time spans. Each dif-
ferent color is used to encode a specific AOI, and the
width of the time span is proportional to the duration
of the fixation on that AOI. This visualization tech-

nique is particularly efficient for exploring and com-
paring scan-paths and sequences of dwells, as it shows
which AOIs have been fixated often and when during

task execution [23]. When creating the scarf-plots, we
took inspiration from the qualitative alphabet palette
of Polychrome, which includes 26 colors that are well

separated in the CIE L*u*v* color space [63] and used
all the colors in the palette apart from those in the
range of greens. Indeed, a range of greens was created
on purpose to be assigned to all the relevant AOIs in the

graph to ease their identification during the analysis.
To create and visualize the scarf-plots used for the

analysis, we adapted the piano-roll view of the Rythm-

Eye tool [64]. Fig. 6 shows an example of scarf-plot de-
picting the sequences of fixations for three participants
A, B and C. Each timeline captures the visual behavior
of each participant over time. Colored time spans corre-

spond to the visited AOIs: relevant AOIs are assigned a
color belonging to the range of greens and are labeled in

italic. It is worth noticing that the scarf-plot of Fig. 6 is
normalized, that is, all the scarves have the same width
regardless of the total time spent by each participant
to execute the task. In this study, we relied on normal-

ized scarf-plots as they facilitate the comparison of the
visual behavior of different participants.

The analysis of scarf-plots was aimed to explore

the users’ visual behavior and to identify common
strategies followed to engage with DCR-HR. To this
end, we followed a qualitative coding approach. First,
the scarf representing the behavior of each participant

was inspected individually by appending qualitative
memos [65] describing the observed behavior. During
this process we relied on the distinction between goal-

directed search and exploratory search introduced in
the literature (cf. Section 2.3) to classify the partici-
pants’ behaviors. We used two eye tracking measures

(i) the time spent fixating AOIs that are “relevant”
for executing the task (i.e., relevant areas of the DCR
Graph and, possibly, the law text and the simulation
based on the kind of executed task) and (ii) the total

number of AOIs fixated during task execution. We as-
signed the label goal-directed search to the participants
who focused on task-relevant information and visited

only a small number of AOIs, while, we assigned the la-
bel exploratory search to the participants who switched
their attention between a large number of AOIs, with-

out showing particular interest for a specific AOI. We
supported our labeling by triangulating the insights re-
ported in the memos with the verbal data extracted
from the think-aloud sessions, the eye gaze recordings,

and some of the descriptive statistics inferred from the
eye-tracking data. During this phase, co-authors dis-
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Fig. 6 Example of scarf-plot showing the fixations of three participants over time. Grey areas indicate that no AOI has been
fixated at that particular moment.

cussed borderline cases to reach a consensus on how to

classify participants exhibiting a potentially “mixed”
behavior. Indeed, by going through gaze recordings, we
noticed that even within the same task, some partic-
ipants used more than one strategy when reading the

law text or the DCR Graph.

Think-aloud data analysis. To answer RQ2 we relied

on think-aloud data. Prior to beginning with the anal-
ysis, we transcribed the verbal data collected during the
retrospective think-aloud. Afterwards, we extracted the
subjective insights from the transcripts with the sup-

port of Atlas.ti8, a qualitative data analysis software
tailored to deal with large bodies of textual, graph-
ical, audio and video data [66]. During this process,

we applied coding concepts from grounded theory [58],
a methodology for developing theory by analyzing a
text corpus, iteratively identifying recurring aspects
and grouping them into categories. In particular, we

used initial-coding to fragment the textual data and
identify the emerging topics raised by the participants.
Afterwards, we applied focus coding to identify recur-

ring codes representing significant aspects into cate-
gories. Finally, we followed the principles of axial coding
to find relationships among the inferred categories. The

emerged codes serve as indicators of the use of the dif-
ferent DCR-HR artifacts and provide deeper insights
about the patterns found in the eye-tracking data.

The complete analysis material can be found online9

5 Findings

This section reports the main findings of the ex-
ploratory study, presented according to the research

question they concern. Section 5.1 presents the results
related to the coarse-grained eye-tracking analysis. Sec-
tion 5.2 reports the benefits and challenges associated

8 Atlas.ti, a qualitative data analysis tool. See https://

atlasti.com
9 see http://andaloussi.org/sosym2019/analysis/

with each of the DCR-HR artifacts. Finally, Section 5.3

describes the results of the fine-grained eye-tracking
analysis.

5.1 How Do Users Engage with the Different DCR-HR

Artifacts? (RQ1)

This section describes the results of analysis con-
ducted to explore how people use DCR-HR. In partic-

ular, we explore whether the use of the different DCR-
HR artifacts is influenced by (i) the participants’ back-
ground or (ii) the kind of performed tasks.

(i) First of all, we begin with differentiating between
municipal employees and academics based on their dif-
ferent backgrounds. Indeed, municipal employees are
accustomed to reading legal texts but lack knowledge in

process modeling, whereas academics have experience
in process modeling but lack proficiency in legal read-
ing. Based on their different backgrounds, we expect

municipal employees and academics to prefer different
artifacts (in line with their background) while perform-
ing the comprehension tasks.

To explore this assumption, we used both attention
maps generated from the eye-tracking data and aggre-
gated over all participants and the insights derived from
the think-aloud data. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b show the at-

tention maps comparing the reading patterns of mu-
nicipal employees and academics when answering the
given tasks.

By taking a closer look at them, we can see that both
groups started by observing the DCR Graph, which is
reasonable since the DCR Graph is placed in the cen-
ter of the screen and occupies a large portion of it (cf.

Fig. 1). Furthermore, we can observe that academics
spent substantially more time looking at the different
artifacts compared to municipal employees (cf. mean

fixation duration D in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b). This ob-
servation is also supported by the subjective insights
retrieved from the think-aloud transcripts. Indeed, mu-

nicipal employees reported to have relied on common
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sense or on their working experience when answering to
some tasks (e.g., “If the recipient is unsatisfied, then,
of course, you can change the decision [while the DCR
Graph shows clearly that such a decision cannot be re-

versed]”10). Instead, academics claimed to have never
relied on common sense when performing the tasks.

The attention map depicted in Fig. 7a reveals that

most municipal employees split their attention mainly
between the DCR Graph and the law text. From the
think-aloud, we found evidence that the majority of mu-

nicipal employees did not use the simulator, but relied
only on the graph and the law text (e.g., “I have either
read through the law text or the model but I have not
used the simulation.” 10). However, some municipal em-

ployees used all the three artifacts. In particular, a mu-
nicipal employee affirmed to have used the law text but
having relied on the simulation to validate his answers,

while another municipal employee mentioned using the
simulation twice during the whole experiment. These
insights line up also with the proportions of transitions
between the artifacts. Indeed, Fig. 7a shows that the

number of transitions between the graph and the simu-
lation and between the graph and the law text is simi-
lar, suggesting that municipal employees have generally

interacted with all the different artifacts.
When looking at the attention map of Fig. 7b, out-

lining the use of artifacts carried out by academics, we

can observe that artifacts have been used differently.
Academics focused mostly on the DCR Graph and split
the rest of their attention between the law text and the
simulation. Accordingly, the proportion of transitions

between the different artifacts shows that academics
did almost twice more transitions between the graph
and the simulation than between the graph and the law

text. Indeed, academics not only spent a limited time
on the law text compared to municipal employees but
have switched less often between the DCR Graph and
the law text. By looking into think-aloud data we had

confirmation that many of the academics struggled to
understand the legal terms and the linguistic patterns
used in the law text (e.g., “I think understanding this

law jargon was kind of difficult”, “I tried to read the law
text to understand the law but it actually didn’t help at
all because the language that is used is pretty formal”)

and, therefore, may not have found it useful.
Overall, the attention maps shown in Fig. 7 suggest

that users with different backgrounds would use dif-
ferent artifacts to understand the process. Hereby, the

hybrid nature of DCR-HR can provide a unified repre-
sentation that can make process models accessible for
users with different backgrounds.

(ii) Besides looking into how the users’ background
affects the use of different artifacts, we investigated

whether the choice of which artifacts are used changes

when dealing with different tasks. To explore whether
constraint, decision, and scenario tasks (cf. Section 4.2)
are executed with the help of different artifacts, we rely
again on attention maps.

Fig. 8 depicts the attention maps summarizing how
all participants used the artifacts of DCR-HR when
executing constraint, decision and scenario tasks re-

spectively. These visualizations reveal a different use
of artifacts for each type of task. Fig. 8a shows that
in constraint tasks (i.e., questions asking to focus on

the relationships between pairs of activities of the DCR
Graph), the participants focused mostly on the DCR
Graph, and split the rest of their attention between
the simulation and the law text. This use of the graph

can be explained by the nature of constraint tasks and
it is confirmed by some subjective insights obtained
from think-aloud data. However, some other partici-

pants seemed to be challenged with the semantics of
DCR relations and were often resorting to the simula-
tion to clarify the implications that the different rela-

tions have on the model behavior (e.g., “The simula-
tor, I used it when I was in doubt because, the different
arrows I wasn’t always sure what they did, so then I
rendered simulator . . . then you could actually know for

sure if you could do this after this or not”). These sub-
jective insights find confirmation in the high number
of transitions between the DCR Graph and the simula-

tion. Indeed, the participants did twice as many tran-
sitions between these two artifacts than between the
graph and the law text.

When examining the attention map related to deci-

sion questions, shown in Fig. 8b, we can observe that
participants split their attention mainly between the
DCR Graph and the law text. This evidence suggests

that, when asked to choose among multiple options,
participants relied on the law text to retrieve con-
textual information useful to support their decision-

making process. This explains also the high number of
transitions between the graph and the law text occur-
ring in decision tasks.

Finally, Fig. 8c shows how the different artifacts

have been employed in scenario tasks. By looking at the
attention map, we can clearly see that the participants
spent relatively less time on the law text while switch-

ing their attention mainly between the DCR Graph and
the simulation. Hereby, one can argue that the partic-
ipants have mainly combined the DCR Graph and the
simulation to answer scenario tasks. This assumption is

supported by the think-aloud data where participants
affirmed using both the DCR Graph and the simulation
when asked to determine the behavior of the process

model (e.g., “When the question is in a scenario then I
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(a) Municipal employees (b) Academics

Fig. 7 Attention maps comparing the attention focus on different artifacts for municipal employees and academics. D is the
mean fixation duration and F is the mean transition frequency between two AOIs.

(a) Constraint tasks (b) Decision tasks (c) Scenario tasks

Fig. 8 Attention maps showing the use of different artifacts for all participants executing different types of tasks. D is the
mean fixation duration and F refers is the mean transition frequency between two AOIs.

use the simulator, because it’s easy to see what happens
after”).

The attention maps for constraint, decision and sce-
nario tasks share one common trait that is the limited
number of transitions between the law text and the sim-

ulation. The collected think-aloud data support this ev-
idence, as participants could not find any circumstance
where the combination of law text and simulation was
beneficial (e.g., “Simulation and law text doesn’t go well

together because that if you can actually solve it with the
simulator, you don’t need the law text”).

Overall, the insights outlined in Fig. 8 show that the

participants combined different artifacts when execut-
ing different tasks. On this ground, we argue that the
deployment of hybrid process artifacts such as DCR-

HR can support users dealing with different tasks in a
situation-specific manner.

5.2 What Are the Benefits and Challenges Associated
with Each One of the Artifacts of DCR-HR? (RQ2)

In this section, we rely on think-aloud data to gather
insights into the perceived benefits and challenges of
DCR-HR artifacts and to improve our understanding

of the use behaviors discussed in Section 5.1.
The results of the think-aloud data analysis show

that the DCR Graphs helped several participants to get

a good overview about the business process (e.g., “The
model [...] I mainly used it to identify how the overall
process works”). The DCR Graph was also used by par-
ticipants to identify and navigate through the law text

(e.g., “You can highlight different sections of [the] law
through [the] model”). Some academics reported that
the DCR Graph helped them to understand the inter-

play between the different process activities (e.g., “I use
the model to see [the] interaction between the four dif-
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Artifact Benefit Challenge

DCR Graph
• Provides a good overview of the process
• Helps navigating the law text

• The semantics is hard to understand (ME)
• The model does not capture enough details

Law Text
• Provides more information than the graph
• Supports decision-making (ME)

• Hard to read (AC)

Simulation

• Clarifies the DCR semantics
• Allows testing different executions
• Can be used to validate assumptions made

on the graph

• Inefficient for evaluating all the possible pro-
cess executions (AC)

• Time-consuming (ME)

Table 2 Challenges and benefits resulting from the analysis of the think-aloud data. The labels AC and ME highlight whether
a certain benefit/challenge was perceived only by academics (i.e., AC) or municipal employees (i.e., ME). All the other benefits
and challenges are perceived by participants belonging to both groups.

ferent activities”), whereas some of the municipal em-
ployees seemed to find DCR relations hard to under-
stand and use. These challenges were inferred from the
think-aloud, as several participants reported difficulties

in identifying the appropriate DCR relation specifying
a certain behavior. Last but not least, some participants
found the DCR Graph very abstract and pointed out

that the model was not capturing all the details spec-
ified in the law text (e.g., “If you only have the model
it’s very abstract” or “The strange thing is that many

things which the law is talking about the model did not
talk about”).

The legal text, in turn, provided participants with
details which were missing in the DCR Graph (e.g., “I

guess it provided more details in some cases than the
model”, “The law text might be able to add some details
that can’t be in the model ”, “If I didn’t think that the

model accurately captured enough for me to answer the
question, then I would read the whole text instead”).
The participants also mentioned that the law text was

effective to support their decision-making process when
the DCR Graph allowed for more than one choice (e.g.,
“When I had to use the law text, it was for questions
about -should I do this at all- for example should I give

personal permission, should I take the accept or should
I take the reject button on an activity.”).

Several municipal employees expressed a preference

for the legal text as they were already familiar with
reading and interpreting law paragraphs (e.g., “I mostly
used the law text because that’s what I’m used to look
at” 10). In turn, many of the academics struggled to un-

derstand legal terms (e.g., “I think understanding this
law jargon was kind of difficult”, “I tried to read the law
text to understand the law but it actually didn’t help at

all because the language that is used is pretty formal”).
For this reason, some academics did not use the law
text to gather information about the business process

10 Quote translated from Danish.

(e.g., “It is not so easy to read the law text . . . I have
totally ignored it”).

Finally the interactive simulation allowed the par-
ticipants to check the viability of different process exe-

cutions (e.g., “The simulation is helpful to see the pos-
sible paths”, “You can actually see if you have a viable
execution”). Moreover, some academics affirmed that

using the simulator helped to reduce the mental effort
required to keep track of the all dependencies existing
among different DCR relations (e.g., “It’s a little too

much to have all the steps in your mind while you’re
going . . . ”, “It is easier to see it simulated instead of
manually analyze the model”). These comments fall in
line with the previous claims about the role of interac-

tive simulations in improving the understandability of
declarative process models [4].

The analysis of the transcripts shows also that the

simulation helped participants to validate the assump-
tions they had made by looking first at the DCR Graph
(e.g., “You can like simulate the process then you like
get a clear understanding of how the process works . . .

if you’re in doubt of like relations or anything in the
graph then you can use the simulation to like confirm
what you actually think about the model ”], “. . . check-

ing if it is exactly what I thought the model is doing it’s
actually doing it”). Yet, other participants pointed out
a few drawbacks associated with the use of the simula-

tion. In particular, some academics considered it ineffi-
cient having to restart the simulation every time an un-
desired state was reached (e.g., “Actually this was not
very convenient because you click the all way through

and if you miss a click, which I actually did, you need
to do it again”). Others abstained from using the sim-
ulation because they were able to mentally simulate

the execution of the process (e.g., “Primarily, I didn’t
use the simulator at all because I pretty much simulated
in my head”). Municipal employees, who are not used

to interact with simulation interfaces on a daily basis,
perceived the simulation as time-consuming (e.g., “I’m
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used to work under very high work pressure, so getting
in and checking such things through that way is not in
my habits” 10, “You would spend too long to press and
read all four options, then press again and read three

new options, then press again and there will be five new
options” 10).

The analysis conducted in this section shows that

each artifact has some strengths but also presents some
weaknesses, which are summarized in Table 2. Despite
having been exposed to the three process artifacts dur-

ing all the comprehension tasks, participants showed a
preference for certain process artifacts based on their
domain knowledge, the perceived usefulness and the
context in which the artifacts have been deployed. Par-

ticipants have also reported a set of challenges they
faced when interacting with these artifacts.

The perceived benefits and challenges identified by

users are often based on their background and working
habits and, therefore, are likely to influence the use of
the different artifacts. For this reason, benefits and chal-
lenges are also suitable to complement the findings of

the analysis introduced in Section 5.1 and to provide a
deeper explanation of certain use behaviors. For exam-
ple, from the analysis of the attention maps of Fig. 7a

we observed that the simulation was used rarely by mu-
nicipal employees, especially when compared with the
other artifacts. As Table 2 reports, the think-aloud data

reveal that municipal employees considered it as “time-
consuming” for a person that is not used to deal with
such tools in his or her working life. Similarly, the in-
herent complexity of the legal text seems to have dis-

couraged academics to use it, as reflected in attention
map of Fig. 7b.

Overall, the results presented in this section sug-

gest that participants with different backgrounds per-
ceive different benefits from the use of different arti-
facts. Thereby, we can claim that combining all these
artifacts into a hybrid representation makes their use

more effective and eases the task of meeting individual
user preferences.

5.3 What Strategies Are Followed When Engaging
with the Different DCR-HR Artifacts? (RQ3)

By analyzing the data following the procedure out-

lined in Section 4.3 we were able to classify the behavior
of participants into goal-directed and exploratory. We
noticed that participants exhibiting a goal-directed be-

havior fixated mainly the question title and the AOIs in
the DCR graph deemed relevant for a particular task.
Moreover, we observed that fixations on the law text
often occurred when solving decision tasks (i.e., when

contextual information is needed) while fixations on the

simulation often occurred when solving scenario tasks

(i.e., when information about execution traces is re-
quired). In addition, we noticed that the relevant AOIs
of the graph were either visited following a sequential

pattern, that is by visiting one relevant AOI after the
other, or following a more fragmented pattern, that is
by switching frequently between the question title and
the relevant AOIs. As for the participants who exhibited

an exploratory behavior, we observed that they fixated
more AOIs in the DCR Graph. However, these AOIs
were often irrelevant for answering the given tasks.

Moreover, we noticed that these participants were con-
tinuously intertwining between the different artifacts of
DCR-HR and within different parts of the DCR Graph
without focusing on a particular AOI, which in turn

hints towards a lack of a guided strategy to solve the
given tasks.

Fig. 9 illustrates the visual behavior (represented

as sequences of fixations projected on the stimulus and
scarf-plots) of two representative participants solving
a constraint task: participant P09 following a goal-

directed strategy and P14 exhibiting an exploratory
strategy.

The considered constraint task was asking the
following question: “When the municipal council offers

15 hours part-time assistance, then it is mandatory for
the receiver to designate a person. True or False?”.
Clearly, since the question mentions information

that is explicitly represented in the DCR Graph,
we identified activities offer 15 hours of assistance
and designate a person as relevant, together with
the condition connecting them (cf. Fig. 1). In Fig. 4

these correspond to the areas of interest labeled
AOI OFFER 15 HOURS, AOI DESIGNATE PERSON
and CONDITION OFFER DESIGNATE. All the other
areas of the graph are considered non-relevant for this
specific task, whereas the law text and the simulation

could in principle being used to support the user in
responding to the question.

As regards to the number of visited AOIs, P09 vis-

ited only 5 out of the 22 AOIs defined on the DCR
Graph and most of the fixations were on relevant AOIs.
In addition, a large portion of these fixations lasted for
a considerable period of time: P09 spent the 35.31%

of the total fixation time on relevant AOIs, while the
same proportion for non-relevant AOIs of the graph
amounts to 3.74%. By considering the temporal or-

der of the fixations, it is easy to see that P09 had
several long and repeated fixations on the question ti-
tle at the beginning of the comprehension task. After-
wards, the participant visited AOI OFFER 15 HOURS
and AOI DESIGNATE PERSON in sequential order for
some time before switching back to the question title.
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Fig. 9 Comparing the visual behavior of participant P09 following a goal-directed strategy to solve a constraint task (left) to
the one of participant P14 following an exploratory strategy (right).

The same pattern re-occurred several times throughout
the whole comprehension task. In addition, P09 did not

focus on artifacts other than the DCR Graph. This sug-
gests that the user is familiar enough with the semantics
of DCR Graph and aware of how to derive the needed
information from it. We labeled the strategy followed

by P09 as “goal-directed”.
By taking a look at the behavior of P14, we can see

that this participant visited several AOIs during the

execution of the task and, precisely, he focused on 16
out of the 22 AOIs covering the DCR Graph. A large
amount of these fixations were on non-relevant AOIs

and most of them lasted for a short amount of time.
Overall, P14 spent the 29.08% of the total fixation time
fixating relevant AOIs in the graph, and the 29.33% of
it fixating non-relevant ones. By considering the tem-

poral order in which the fixations occurred, one can see
that P14 had several short fixations on the title before
moving briefly to the law text and then coming back

to the title. Afterwards, the participant kept intertwin-
ing between different AOIs apparently without focus-
ing a particular one. This pattern continued through-
out the whole comprehension task thus suggesting an

exploratory strategy.
Indeed, during the retrospective think-aloud, P14

reported some difficulties with remembering all the dif-

ferent kinds of constraints included in the DCR Graph
and he admitted having used the law text to improve
his own understanding of the different relationships: “I

did remember from the introduction I was given . . . I did
remember a few things but through the time I was for-

getting a bit what do they mean to me so I was using the
hold over [the law text] to understand them to see what
they mean”, “the logic behind them [the constraints] was

clear was clear but it’s a matter of remembering”.
The goal-directed and exploratory behaviors illus-

trated for P09 and P14 can be observed in all partici-

pants, regardless of the kind task they have been solv-
ing. Fig. 10 shows the scarf-plot of all participants re-
lated to the constraint task discussed for P09 and P14.
As observed for the latter ones, the difference between

the goal-directed and exploratory strategies does not lie
in the amount of time spent on the relevant AOIs of the
graph which (19,97% vs 24,67%), but is rather notice-

able in the amount of time spent on non-relevant AOIs
(12,83% vs 27,04%). Moreover, we observed that the
total task execution time for participants exhibiting a

goal-directed behavior was shorter on average compared
to the one of those showing an exploratory behavior: the
first group took an average of 44 seconds, while the sec-
ond group took 02 minutes and 18 seconds on average.

During the execution of this task, participant P03 ex-
hibited an unusual behavior, as he fixated mostly the
title and had only a couple of glimpses on non-relevant

AOIs of the DCR Graph. According to [67], long fix-
ations on a misleading element seem indicate an un-
clear interaction behavior. When looking into the verbal

comments gathered with the think-aloud we discovered
that P03 was confused about the graph and used com-
mon sense to respond to this question, which explains
the unusual strategy.
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Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the visual behavior of
the participants solving a decision task and a scenario
task, respectively. Considerations similar to those made
for Fig. 10 can be made regarding the categorization

of users’ strategies into goal-directed and exploratory,
keeping in mind that for answering the decision ques-
tion resulting in the plots of Fig. 11 users had to nec-

essarily refer to contextual information included in the
law text, while for answering the question resulting in
the plots of Fig. 12 the simulation would have made it

easier to remember the process trace.
Regardless of the kind of question being solved, we

observed other patterns in the use of different artifacts
over time. In particular, we noticed that simulation

(coded in yellow in Fig. 10 – Fig. 12) was used at dif-
ferent times during task execution, that is, either im-
mediately after having read the question title (as done

by P06 in Fig. 11 or by P05 in Fig. 10 and in Fig. 12)
or towards the end of the task, as done by (P02, P06,
P11 and P13 in Fig. 12).

This, in turn, suggests two different ways of using

simulation: people using it at the beginning of the task
may have exploited it as a support for understanding
the question and to improve the interpretation of the

graph, while people using it towards the end of the task
may have used it to validate or confirm a hypothesis
they had made by looking at the graph or the law text.

By looking into the think-aloud, we found evidence
of these two different uses of the simulation. Partici-
pant P06 seems to confirm that simulation is useful to
understand what the question is asking, while P11 re-

ports that the simulation eases the comprehension of
the different relations in the graph.

More precisely, P06 mentions “I think I used a lot

the simulator. It is useful. Basically, you just base on
the question and you follow the question and you do
it”. “For example in a question there will be kind of
assumptions or kind of simulation about if you are alone

or with your mom. I used the simulator and I said - Ok,
what is the possibility and what are the next steps - then
I would say - Ok back to the text [i.e., the question]...

what he wants me to do? He wants me to go for this
possibility, then I click this one - so I can align the text
and the simulator.” P11 reports “I used the simulator

and then I learned some things that I wasn’t sure about.
Also if I was sure about what would happened in one
sub-process and then I saw it, then next time I knew
how it worked”.

Other participants confirmed having used the sim-
ulation as a way to confirm something they were not
sure about or something they had already hypothe-

sized when looking at the graph. Participant P05 claims
to have used the simulator as an exclusion criterion:

“Those [the questions for which he used the simulator]

were the ones where there were more criteria put into
the question. Then I used it as a method of exclusion, I
think.”. Again, participant P11 reports having used the
simulator to confirm the answers he had in mind after

having looked at the model “I use it [the simulator]
after... if I use the model and I’m not sure or maybe I
just want to convince myself. Like, maybe I think this

is the right answer but just to make sure I can run the
simulator because it kinds of makes me surer.”.

Last but not least, considering the sequential order

in which the tasks were displayed to the participants
and the strategies adopted when executing different
kinds of tasks, we noticed a trend towards switching
to a more goal-directed strategy as each eye-tracking

session proceeded. Table 3 summarizes the kind of be-
havior adopted by each participant when solving the
constraint task (cf. Fig. 10), a decision task (cf. Fig. 11)

and a scenario task (cf. Fig. 12). Hereafter, one could
notice that some of the participants who started with
an exploratory behavior switched to a goal-directed one

during the eye-tracking sessions.
Participant P11 provided a possible explanation for

this finding in the think-aloud: “The first round I spent
a lot of time looking at the whole model even though it

didn’t have anything to do with the questions because I
wasn’t sure if I just missed something and then I could
use that information later on.”. This kind of behavior

seems to find confirmation in the fact that exploratory
search can sometimes operate as a screening process
that identifies candidates for goal-directed search [24].

6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the findings of this study
in light of existing literature. Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3

discuss the findings associated with RQ1, RQ2, and
RQ3 respectively, while Section 6.4 discusses the limi-
tations of this work.

6.1 How Do Users Engage with the Different DCR-HR
Artifacts? (RQ1)

The results presented in Section 5.1 suggest that
people interact differently with the artifacts of DCR-
HR based on their background and the kind of task
they are executing. The way different backgrounds af-

fect the use of DCR-HR is in line with the claims made
by previous researchers [2, 3, 44] to support the pur-
poseful perspectives offered by hybrid process artifacts.

Moreover, our findings reflect the circumstance where
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Fig. 10 Scarf-plot showing the sequences of fixations for participants solving a constraint task and classified into goal-directed
(GB) and exploratory (EB) strategies. Relevant AOIs of the DCR Graph for this task are labeled in italic.

Fig. 11 Scarf-plot showing the sequences of fixations for participants solving a decision task and classified into goal-directed
(GB) and exploratory (EB) strategies. Relevant AOIs of the DCR Graph for this task are labeled in italic.

both domain experts (represented by municipal employ-

ees) and IT specialists (represented by academics) are
challenged when being exposed to unfamiliar process
artifacts [3]. The deployment of a hybrid process arti-

fact can help to overcome this issue by providing a rep-
resentation that is comprehensible to both stakeholders.

Existing research associates the comprehension of
business processes with the effectiveness of communica-

tion between different stakeholders [3,68]. Using differ-

ent levels of formality (i.e., natural language and DCR
notation) and different levels of abstraction (i.e., a pro-
cess model abstraction and an instance-based simula-
tion) hybrid process artifacts could foster the communi-

cation between different groups of stakeholders by pro-
viding the means to clarify the terms and relationships
in the domain and prevent misinterpretations.
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Fig. 12 Scarf-plot showing the sequences of fixations for participants solving a scenario task and classified into goal-directed
(GB) and exploratory (EB) strategies. Relevant AOIs of the DCR Graph for this task are labeled in italic.

TOTAL

Task type P01 P02 P03 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 GB EB

Constraint GB GB – EB GB GB EB GB EB GB GB EB EB 7 5

Decision GB GB GB GB EB GB EB GB EB EB GB GB GB 9 4

Scenario GB GB EB EB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB GB 11 2

Table 3 Summary of goal-directed and exploratory strategies across tasks. GB refers to Goal-directed Behavior; EB refers to
Exploratory Behavior.

The disparity of task types is clearly reflected in the
reading patterns of the participants. From the analysis

conducted in Section 5.2, it has emerged that the par-
ticipants have changed their reading patterns accord-
ing to the task they were executing. This suggests that

different combinations of artifacts have been used in
a context-specific manner to address different compre-
hension tasks.

The relation between task types and the underlying

cognitive processes are discussed in the literature in a
bi-directional fashion. In cognitive psychology, the im-
pact of the task type on the underlying cognitive pro-

cesses is discussed by Glaholt et al. [69]. Following a
quantitative approach, the authors investigate the eye
gaze selectively (i.e., the extent to which an individual

is selective when being asked to choose between dif-
ferent alternatives) associated with different types of
tasks. They discovered that the task type has a direct
influence on eye-tracking measures, such as the total fix-

ation duration, number of dwells, and their mean dura-
tion. Grounded on a set of visual patterns, our attention

maps come to support Glaholt’s insights from a qualita-
tive perspective showing the difference in users’ reading

patterns when approaching different model comprehen-
sion tasks.

In the field of process modeling, existing research
shows the potential of deploying users’ behavioral pat-

terns to predict the task they are involved in (i.e., prob-
lem understanding, method finding, validation) [70]. In-
terestingly, many of the measures deployed in [70] (i.e.,

dwells and transitions between AOIs) to provide accu-
rate predictions about the task at hand, have also been
used in the present study as a basis to generate the at-

tention maps showing the distinctive reading patterns.
Hence, the emerging distinction of task types could be
operationalized using the underlying measures to pro-
vide context-adaptive tool-support at run-time, making

relevant aspects more salient and accessible for the user.
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6.2 What Are the Benefits and Challenges Associated
with Each One of the Artifacts of DCR-HR? (RQ2)

The retrospective think-aloud provided deeper in-

sights into the way users engaged with the different
DCR-HR artifacts. These subjective insights provide a
means to explain the different reading patterns inferred
from the eye-tracking data – but also to identify the

challenges associated with the different DCR-HR ar-
tifacts. The challenges associated with the comprehen-
sion of the DCR Graphs intersect to a large extent with

the notorious challenges of declarative process mod-
els [5, 28–30]. When it comes to the preference for tex-
tual languages (e.g., law text) over graphical ones (e.g.,

DCR Graphs) or the other way around, the background
of the participants seems to play a central role. A simi-
lar finding is reported by Ottensooser et al. [71]. The au-
thors associate the experience of the user with a partic-

ular language to the effectiveness of its use. This is also
supported by other literature (e.g., [72, 73]) emphasiz-
ing the importance of individuals’ familiarity with the

language being used and its impact on creating a better
cognitive fit between the given material and the task in
hand. As a result, this insight could explain the prefer-
ence of municipal employees to law text and academics

to DCR-graphs. Besides this personal factor inherent to
the participants’ background, the existing literature re-
mains divided on whether graphical languages are more

comprehensible than textual ones. Throughout different
studies, authors compare several textual and graphical
languages, and the results are split based on the lan-

guages being compared [71, 74, 75]. One the one hand,
graphical languages for process modeling can be effi-
cient with regards to their spatial arrangement of the
modeling constructs, allowing the reader to perceive the

interplay between the different constructs easily [76].
However, the deployed graphical notations are not as
intuitive as they claim to be [77] and usually require

formal training to be understood [78]. On the other
hand, textual languages can be readily comprehended
and interpreted by non-experts [71,78]. The exploratory
insights of this study suggest that this argument could

only hold for readers having a precedent textual apti-
tude for a specific domain terminology; otherwise, the
deployed vocabulary would still remain challenging to

be understood. This is exactly the case of academics,
who were mostly challenged by reading the law text.
The deployment of a hybrid process artifact could, in

turn, help overcoming the challenges associated with
the individual artifacts. In cognitive psychology, this
suggestion is largely supported by the dual coding the-
ory [79], which highlights the importance of combining

textual and graphical artifacts to reinforce the under-

standability of the material in hand.
Looking further into the subjective insights pro-

vided by the participants, it seems that academics and

municipal employees perceived different precision and
rigidity in the DCR Graph and the law text. These
perceptions can be seen as being subjective to the par-
ticipants’ background. Indeed, academics did not feel

comfortable with the fuzzy law text and showed a pref-
erence for the process model, being a formal artifact
prescribing the exact behavior of the model. In con-

trast, municipal employees rather used the law text,
which is less formal and leaves room for diverse inter-
pretations. While it is true that a formal model is more
precise and less ambiguous than law text, it might not

be sufficient for solving all possible cases. As the level
of flexibility supported by the model is predetermined
at design time, a model could either encode a strict in-

terpretation of the law, or a loose one, but never both.
The law text, in contrast, can support both flexible and
strict interpretations depending on the way the reader

perceives it. Another possible limitation of the model
is due to its inability to specify the most desired path
and outcome of the process, whereas the law text could
explicitly express this requirement.

6.3 What Strategies Are Followed When Engaging
with the Different DCR-HR Artifacts? (RQ3)

Among the findings of this study is the mapping be-
tween the different strategies enacted by participants
and the visual search behaviors (i.e., goal-directed, ex-

ploratory) introduced in the literature (cf. Section 2.3).
Metrics such as the distribution of fixations over time,
their frequency and duration, and the number of fix-

ated AOIs were previously used in quantitative studies
to distinguish different types of visual search behav-
iors [25] or to identify usability issues [67]. In this pa-
per, we followed a qualitative approach supported by

eye-tracking to map the strategies enacted by partici-
pants to the existing visual search behaviors and backed
up the interpretation of our data with insights derived

from the think-aloud.
The time spent fixating non-relevant AOIs was

among the key features used for this classification. Ac-
cording to [46] the time spent fixating relevant regions

of a process model can predict answer correctness. In
our study, we did not notice such correlation between
the time spent on relevant AOIs and the amount of

correct answers. However, while the authors in [46] con-
sider BPMN process models and focus on structure un-
derstanding, we focus on general comprehension ques-

tions on DCR Graphs, whose declarative nature re-
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quires people to comprehend the different constraints
involved and hidden dependencies [53]. In this context,
even if a relevant AOI is fixated for a long time, a misun-
derstanding of the constraints semantics may compro-

mise the correctness of the provided answers. Moreover,
especially for decision tasks, looking solely at relevant
AOIs in the process model was not enough to come up

with a correct answer.
In usability studies, short fixations targeting a large

number of non-relevant AOIs have been associated to

confusion generated from the inability of the user to
find a certain piece of information [67]. In the think-
aloud, confusion was indeed one among the most recur-
ring issues reported by participants, mostly in relation

with the DCR Graph or the law text. Yet, some peo-
ple claimed that their understanding of the information
conveyed by the three artifacts improved throughout

the study, thus allowing them to make a more effec-
tive use of each artifact and resolving part of the initial
confusion. This behavior could explain why we noticed
a change from exploratory to goal-directed strategies

over time. Such change of behavior across eye-tracking
sessions is also reflected in the findings of a recent ex-
periment conducted by Zhao et al. [39] in the context of

text-picture comprehension. According to the authors,
pictures are likely to be used for task-oriented specific
processing, but participants require some time to con-

struct their own mental model before using them. Al-
though DCR Graphs are not simple pictures as they
include textual labels and a graphical notation having
a precise semantics, we found evidence of such behavior

in the think-aloud data (cf. Section 5.3) and, therefore,
we may consider the findings in [39] as a possible ex-
planation for the change in strategies.

Last but not least, we were able to observe also
other patterns describing the use of the different DCR-
HR artifacts and, specifically, the use of simulation.
Declarative process models such as DCR Graphs are

known to be well-suited to convey circumstantial in-
formation, while sequential information (e.g., traces)
remains implicit [29]. Thus, to determine whether a

particular trace is supported or not, or to determine
possible following actions based on a partial trace, the
user is required to keep numerous states in mind. The

simulation, in turn, makes the sequential information
explicit and allows to offload memory facilitating the
execution of scenario tasks. In this study, we noticed
that some participants used simulation starting from

the initial phases of the comprehension task as a means
to improve their understanding of the question or of
the DCR Graph. Instead, others used the simulation to-

wards the end of the comprehension task, to sort of val-
idate their hypothesized answers. Pinggera highlights a

similar use of validation during process modeling. In his

PhD work [55], he reports about the difference between
incremental and final validation. In the first case, vali-
dation, co–occurs with the modeling and reconciliation
phases, indicating that the modeler spent some time

evaluating the designed process model. In the second
case and most common scenario, validation is observed
mostly at the end and the time spent validating the

model seems to increase according to the size and the
complexity of the model.

6.4 Threats to Validity

There are number of threats associated with the va-
lidity of our research. In the following we discuss these

threats and evoke the actions taken to mitigate their
effects.

Internal Validity. The design of the study is subject to
some threats. Our study uses a relatively small sam-

ple size, which is nonetheless acceptable in exploratory
studies [80,81]. Moreover, disparities in the expertise of
the participants might have limited the interactions of

the least expert participants with DCR-HR and caused
them to overlook some of the features of the DCR Por-
tal. To mitigate this effect, all participants were taught
the semantics of the DCR notation and were uniformly

familiarized with the main features of the DCR Graphs
Portal. Furthermore, participants with different levels
of expertise might have exhibited slightly different be-

haviors compared to other participants in the same
group. However, these differences did not clearly emerge
during the analysis. The interactions between the re-
searchers and participants is another possible threat to

validity. To avoid this risk, a data collection protocol
specifying all the steps of the data collection procedure
has been followed during all sessions guaranteeing that

all participants receive the same instructions and en-
suring that the researcher is not biasing the insights
provided by the participants.

External Validity. The design of the study, its ex-

ploratory nature, and the limited number of partici-
pants make the findings difficult to generalize. Never-
theless, the obtained insights allowed the identification
of different reading patterns and strategies, which could

be used as a basis for future investigations. In addition,
the covered task types represent only a small subset
of all the possible circumstances where process mod-

els are used in the real-world. Although the choice of
these tasks was motivated by the input of experts in
the field of process modeling, with close ties to legal
practitioners and municipal employees, their elicitation
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was driven by practical motivations rather than theo-
retical foundations, which could be considered in future
studies.

We could report two main strategies describing the

behavior of people engaging DCR-HR and observed
that people tend to become more goal-directed while
becoming more acquainted with different artifacts. Al-

though we were able to categorize the behavior of peo-
ple into goal-directed and exploratory, we do not ex-
clude that there are other strategies followed by people

when engaging with hybrid process artifacts, such as
those outlined in [39] considering a mix of goal-directed
and exploratory behaviors depending on when and how
comprehension tasks are shown to participants.

The hybrid process artifact we investigate in this
work is based on DCR Graphs. Hence, the validity of
our insights is bound to that specific language. How-

ever, the constraint-based approach applied in DCR
is shared with many other declarative languages (e.g.,
Declare [15]). Therefore, our findings could presumably
apply to other languages in the declarative paradigm as

IT specialists would probably, like in our study, strug-
gle reading the law text and domain experts would
have a preference for the law text. It is however un-

clear whether our results can be generalized to imper-
ative process models. An imperative model (e.g., in
BPMN [47]), would have been possibly easier to under-

stand for domain experts, and thus more interactions
with the process model could have occurred.

In our exploratory study the hybrid artifacts were
overlapping in terms of the information that each ar-

tifact provided. Indeed the simulation and the DCR
Graph were information equivalent and the model re-
flected largely the specifications in the law text. It is

rather unlikely that our findings would generalize to
hybrid representations with limited information over-
lap between artifacts (e.g., imperative models enriched
with business rules [50]). In this case it might be dif-

ficult for domain experts or IT specialists to rely on a
single artifact to solve a particular task, but it might be-
come necessary to understand all the artifacts. In such

settings it becomes even more important to focus on
the quality of the artifacts composing a hybrid repre-
sentation, since it needs to be ensured that both domain

experts and IT specialists can make sense of them.

Construct Validity. The measures used to answers our

research questions (cf. Table 1) show differences be-
tween groups of participants when dealing with differ-
ent tasks. The interpretation of these differences can
cause a threat to validity if not correctly triangulated

with other data sources and supported by existing lit-
erature. To reduce this threat, the interpretation of the

eye-tracking measures was supported by the partici-

pants’ verbal utterances and the notes collected from
their eye gaze recordings before being linked to the ex-
isting body of knowledge in literature.

Reliability. Reproducibility is a crucial requirement for
any empirical research. Although our findings are quali-

tative and use the subjective insights obtained from the
participants, we have followed a systematic approach
based on concepts from grounded theory (cf. Section
4.3) in order to identify the pertinent aspects evoked

by the participants. Nevertheless, the coding procedure
might entail some subjectivity which could have biased
our findings. To reduce this effect, our coding was con-

stantly reviewed and discussed by the co-authors, en-
suring a consensus in coding borderline cases.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This study takes an initial stride towards provid-
ing an in-depth understanding of the way declarative
process models are read when combined with other ar-

tifacts. Looking at the way participants with different
backgrounds engaged with DCR-HR during the exe-
cution of different tasks, we observed that municipal

employees and academics used artifacts in a different
way. Accordingly, the background of the users seems to
influence the perceived benefits and challenges associ-
ated to each artifact, thus influencing the way they are

used. Exploring how different artifacts are used over
time, we noticed that people follow different strategies
when engaging with DCR-HR and tend switch from an

exploratory to a goal-directed behavior as time goes by.
The findings delineate clear directions for future

work. First and foremost, it is necessary to investigate

the different reading patterns and strategies identified
throughout this study in light of the support they pro-
vide for a better understanding of the business process.
To this end, performance metrics, such as answer ac-

curacy and response time, could be correlated with the
identified patterns to discern the most efficient ones.
With the availability of more data, the association be-

tween reading patterns and understandability and its
operationalization through performance metrics could
be used in practice to develop a statistical model that
could be trained to predict the performance of users

based on the patterns they exhibit during a compre-
hension task.

Another relevant direction for future work is the ex-

ploitation of the identified reading patterns and strate-
gies to provide better tool-support for users at run-time.
Indeed, the behavioral features of the participants could

be used at run-time to determine their background and
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expertise, and accordingly adjust the hybrid representa-
tion by highlighting the relevant areas on the artifacts
they are most likely to use. This feature is expected
to reduce the cognitive distraction, and the attention

split [82] caused by the display of different artifacts. The
identification of the task at hand could further reduce
such a cognitive effect by putting more emphasis on the

artifacts relevant for solving a particular task and shad-
ing the irrelevant ones. Automating the identification of
the users’ strategies at run-time could also contribute to

an increased tool support. Herein, additional guidance
could be provided to users with exploratory behavior
by providing cues allowing to reduce the search area
and thus promoting a rather goal-directed behavior.

Understanding the user behavior during a compre-
hension task can be extended beyond the proxy tasks
covered by this study. Such an extension could be done

by adopting the proposed qualitative approach in the
analysis of the modeling and the maintaining of process
models with the support of hybrid process artifacts.
Herein, more robust analysis techniques supported by

eye-tracking and other biosensor devices could be used
to obtain fine-grained insights about the support of hy-
brid process artifacts, not only with regards to compre-

hension tasks but also when modeling and maintaining
processes.

Besides, our exploratory insights might improve the

design and the modeling of hybrid process artifacts. As
the background of users influence their preferences for
artifacts, it is important to consider the audience tar-
geted by the hybrid representation and pinpoint the less

clear aspects in the model requiring to be enriched with
additional artifacts. In this vein, future work could in-
vestigate the ways in which process artifacts can overlap

and propose clear guidelines on designing hybrid pro-
cess artifacts. Moreover, our findings show that users
tend to switch from an exploratory behavior to a goal-
directed behavior progressively. Related to that, the

quality of process artifacts could be further investi-
gated, ensuring that novices can rapidly make sense of
them and thus facilitating the transition from an ex-

ploratory behavior to a goal-directed behavior. This is
particularly the case for the DCR Graph, which could
be modeled in different ways. While many guidelines

have emerged to prescribe the factors affecting the qual-
ity of imperative process models, little is known about
the quality of declarative models. Future work could
take this direction to investigate and infer the qual-

ity factors affecting the understandability of declarative
models, particularly those represented in DCR Graphs.

Overall, the insights arising from this exploratory

study are expected to have an important impact on
current research. Indeed, the different reading patterns

raise several questions about their influence on the com-

prehension of hybrid process artifacts and the underly-
ing human cognitive processes. This paves the path for
future investigations aimed to improve the design of
these artifacts. Additionally, steering the direction for

future work towards the development of adaptive tool-
support, learning and adjusting to the users’ behavior,
would certainly help to bring the current research to

practice by providing run-time support to users.
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Abstract. Imperative process models have become immensely popular.
However, their use is usually limited to rigid and repetitive processes.
Considering the inherent flexibility in most processes in the real-world
and the increased need for managing knowledge-intensive processes, the
adoption of declarative languages becomes more pertinent than ever.
While the quality of imperative models has been extensively investigated
in the literature, little is known about the dimensions affecting the qual-
ity of declarative models. This work takes an advanced stride to investi-
gate the quality of declarative models. Following the theory of Personal
Construct Psychology (PCT), our research introduces a novel method
within the Business Process Management (BPM) field to explore qual-
ity in the eyes of expert modelers. The findings of this work summarize
the dimensions defining the quality of declarative models. The outcome
shows the potential of PCT as a basis to discover quality dimensions and
advances our understanding of quality in declarative process models.

Keywords: Process Model Understandability, Declarative Process
Models, Model Quality, Personal Construct Psychology, Repertory Grid

1 Introduction

In the development of process-aware information systems (PAIS), process
models are used for enactment and management purposes [4]. Besides their
ability to provide a blueprint for process execution, process models are used
for requirement elicitation, communication and process improvement. Process
models are expressed using languages from either the imperative or declarative
paradigm. While imperative models describe all the process executions explicitly,
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declarative models rather specify the constraints guiding the overall process and
allow any execution not violating the given constraints to occur. When dealing
with rigid and repetitive processes, imperative languages are the best candidates.
However, when it comes to knowledge-intensive processes where flexibly is an in-
herent requirement, imperative languages become unable to represent processes
concisely. Alternatively, the constraint-based approach of declarative languages
allows abstracting the details of specific process executions and modeling the
general interplay of events. The flexibility of declarative languages comes at the
cost of their understandability [16]. Considering the rich semantics of declarative
languages and the different ways in which constraints can interact, it becomes
hard for the reader to infer the process executions allowed by the model [34].

To support the understandability of declarative models, several hybrid rep-
resentations extending models with textual annotations and simulations have
emerged (review in [3]). Nevertheless, understandability challenges remained ap-
parent [1]. Refining models to improve their quality is an alternative to overcome
these limitations. While there is a rich body of literature investigating the qual-
ity of imperative models (e.g., [10, 17, 29, 30]), only a few contributions explor-
ing the comprehension of declarative models exist (e.g., [20, 37]). A review by
Corradini et al. [10] identified 50 guidelines addressing the quality of process
models. However, many are limited to imperative languages and several of their
focal constructs (e.g., gateways, pools and lanes, message events) are not rel-
evant to declarative models. Similarly, the use of a single start event and the
necessity to minimize concurrency in the model [10] are guidelines common to
imperative modeling that counteract the constraint-based approach of declar-
ative languages. Indeed, declarative models can have several entry-points [37].
Likewise, imposing a sequential-flow would need to overconstrain the declarative
model, increasing its complexity - and reducing its understandability. In addi-
tion, modeling with constraints introduces conceptual challenges (e.g., hidden
dependencies [37]), which are absent when modeling imperatively. Nonetheless,
guidelines addressing the visual clarity of models (e.g., avoiding overlapping ele-
ments and line crossings) can be applied to both language paradigms. As a step
towards the development of a more comprehensive framework for assessing the
quality of declarative models, we use Personal Construct Theory (PCT) [24] to
elicit quality dimensions used by experts when evaluating declarative models.
Afterwards, we turn to the literature to discuss the similarities with existing
guidelines and mark the key disparities requiring further investigation.

PCT directly fulfills our aim to elicit the criteria used by experts to judge
model quality. It postulates that individuals develop a set of personal constructs
(i.e., scales) to frame their experiences based on their similarities and differ-
ences [24]. In our context, the constructs offer scalar dimensions used by experts
to differentiate the qualities of process models. Tapping into these constructs
provide a means to articulate each expert’s mental model, making the criteria
by which model components are judged more tractable. Moreover, grounding our
study in PCT overcomes many of the limitations of interpretive studies exploring
the quality of process models, in particular those reliant on techniques such as
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interviews and think-aloud (e.g., [6, 37]). Insights obtained from interviews are
usually bound by the interviewer’s questions, leaving no chance to discover other
relevant aspects beyond the repertoire of questions. As for think-aloud, it helps
people to voice their thoughts out-loud and thus reveal their inner thoughts.
However, as individuals tend to know more than they can readily articulate [12],
part of their thought remains tacit and not readily evident in verbal utterances.
PCT overcomes this limitation by removing the bounds of predetermination - the
interview structure - offering in its place a framework for a series of comparisons.
The similarities and differences between elements (e.g., those of process models)
provide the basis for - and scope of - the technique. Through this comparison
process, each individual’s constructs can be articulated without constraint. Col-
lectively, these benefits motivate our choice of PCT to articulate the constructs
undergirding judgements of quality. Following analysis based on grounded the-
ory [8], the constructs articulated are aggregated to propose a multi-dimensional
framework for the assessment of declarative model quality.

Our contribution is twofold. Firstly, we develop a multi-dimensional frame-
work that has the capacity to more comprehensively assess the quality of declar-
ative models. Secondly, we demonstrate the potential of PCT in conducting in-
terpretive analysis of process modeling. Our findings enhance the understanding
of the dimensions of quality in declarative modeling and promote their use in in-
dustry. Moreover, these emergent dimensions of quality have the clear potential
to support teaching of declarative modeling, helping students identify pertinent
aspects requiring more attention when modeling processes declaratively. Finally,
further adoption of PCT in the process modeling field would add to the stream
of research exploring the mental models of practitioners. Sect. 2 presents the
background, Sect. 3 introduces the related work, Sect. 4 explains the research
method, Sect. 5 presents the findings, Sect. 6 discusses the findings and Sect. 7
wraps-up the key contributions and delineates the future work.

2 Background

DCR Graphs. DCR Graphs consist of nodes and edges: the nodes indicate
events, the edges indicate relations between the events. Events can be assigned
to roles. To maximize flexibility, events that are unconstrained can be executed
at any time and any number of times. Events have a state marking, which is a
tuple of three Boolean values: executed, included and pending. Executed indicates
that the event has executed at least once in the past. Included indicates whether
the event is currently relevant for the process: irrelevant (excluded) events cannot
be executed, but also cannot constrain the execution of other events. Pending
indicates that the event must be executed some time in the future, i.e. the event
is a requirement that must be fulfilled before we can end the process. Pending
events are generally referred as required events.

There are five basic relations. A condition restricts an event by stating that
it cannot be executed before another event has fired at least once. Milestones
constrain an event by stating that as long as a particular other event is pending,
it cannot be executed. The exclusion and inclusion relations can be used to
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remove or add back an event from or to the process, effectively toggling event’s
included state. Finally, the response relation indicates that the execution of one
event makes another event pending (i.e., required). The last three relations imply
a dynamic behavior in the model as they are not constraints in the traditional
sense, but rather capture effects that some events have on others. Relations and
events can be combined together to model specific behavioral patterns.

Several extensions complement the core notation above. Hierarchy can
be achieved through nesting [21], which allows one to group several events
together (into a nest event), and then add a single relation to or from all of
them. It simply acts as a shorthand for having a relation for each individual
event and therefore does not add additional semantic meaning. The notion
of multi-instance sub-processes [13] on the other hand, significantly extends
the language by allowing one to model sub-process templates which can be
instantiated many times. For example, a funding application round may consist
of many individual applications, each application instance having their own
unique internal state. Finally one can model the influence of contextual data
on the process by adding data expressions to relations, indicating under what
circumstances they should be activated [36]. For example, a response relation
between “check expenses report” and “flag report” can be activated only if the
amount exceeds a thousand euros.

Mental Models and Personal Construct Psychology. A mental model
is an abstract representation of a situation or a system in the individual’s
mind [18]. Research on mental models addresses two aspects: their structure
and change over time. Studies of the structure of mental models contribute to
the theory of human reasoning and are used to evaluate individuals’ decision
making [23]. Change-oriented studies focus on dynamics where the system state
changes over time. These studies investigate how individuals’ mental models
evolve and adapt [19]. In this work, we lean to the former, striving to articulate
mental models whose structure reveals experts’ judgement of declarative pro-
cess models. The structure of the mental model - comprised of scalar constructs
- provides direct insight into the criteria on which their assessment of quality is
based.

To tap into individuals’ mental models, we refer to the PCT theory of George
Kelly [24]. Kelly assumed that individuals develop unique systems of interrelated
personal constructs (i.e., scales), allowing them to understand and predict their
surrounding world [24]. These personal constructs emerge from the individuals’
past and ongoing experiences. Individuals organize and differentiate their expe-
riences through judgement of similarities and differences, evolving a system of
constructs, which they use to frame and predict the consequences of their own
actions and interpret those of others [12]. The commonality of a system of con-
structs enables them to be used as a basis to explain interpersonal relations. This
is particularly pertinent to personal experiences that share a cognitive medium
or framework. PCT posits that individuals sharing common experiences can de-
velop similar personal constructs [12].
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In the view of Kelly, a personal construct is bipolar. It is composed of two
ends (e.g., good versus bad). Eliciting constructs is challenging because individ-
uals are generally unable to access the structure of their own cognitive system
and verbalize their implicit knowledge [12]. Repertory Grid is a knowledge elici-
tation technique developed to help people identify and articulate their personal
constructs [12,24]. In a nutshell, the approach comprises a series of trials where
a participant is asked to identify similarities and differences between different
elements – such as process models in DCR Graphs. The result of each compar-
ison is then used to articulate the participant’s personal constructs and their
meaning. A step-by-step explanation of the Repertory Grid process is provided
in Sect. 4.2. Repertory Grid has been used in a wide range of domains (e.g., tech-
nology acceptance [12]). However, its potential has not yet been exploited in the
field of process modeling. This work builds upon the PCT theory and adapts the
Repertory Grid technique to derive a comprehensive framework delineating the
dimensions used by experts to evaluate the quality of declarative process models.

Grounded Theory. Grounded Theory adopts a qualitative inductive approach
to analyzing and conceptualizing data [8]. A multi-phase process of coding is a
central to grounded theory, enabling the phenomena emerging from data to be
identified and classified. Three coding techniques – initial-coding, focused-coding
and axial-coding – are common [8]. Initial-coding highlights salient aspects in
the data; focused coding allows these aspects to be grouped based on similarity
of their traits, while axial-coding establishes relationships between the identified
codes. Typically, a qualitative analysis starts with initial-coding, followed
by focused-coding and finally axial-coding. In model comprehension studies,
grounded theory has been used to analyze the verbal utterances of participants
when interacting with different representations of process models (e.g., [1, 37]).
Building on these works, our analysis uses the coding techniques of grounded
theory to analyze the personal constructs verbalized by the experts throughout
the different steps of the Repertory Grid.

3 Related Work

Model quality frameworks have emerged in different contexts. In conceptual
modeling, guidelines addressing the use of graphical notations and the overall
quality of conceptual models have emerged (e.g., [26,28,31]). In process modeling,
a large body of literature focusing on the quality of imperative models exists
(for an overview see the literature reviews in [10, 17]). In addition, a set of
guidelines have been proposed on how to create process models of good quality
(e.g., [27, 29, 30, 35]). However, when it comes to declarative languages, only a
very limited number of studies exploring specific aspects of declarative models
have emerged. Namely, the authors in [20] suggested that the comprehension of
declarative models could be affected by the layout and the complexity of the
used constraints. As for [37], the author suggested that modularization could
support the comprehension of declarative models when solving a particular type
of tasks.
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Our study differs from the earlier works in several aspects. As opposed
to [26, 28, 31] where guidelines are generic to any model-based representation,
our work emphasizes declarative models, in particular those in DCR graphs,
providing a closer examination of the quality dimensions relevant for that mat-
ter. With regards to [10, 17, 27, 29, 30, 35], many of the proposed guidelines ei-
ther do not apply to declarative models or need further investigation to ensure
their applicability (cf. Sect. 1). Alternatively, our research bases its analysis on
declarative models and compares to related work to highlight the similarities and
disparities between imperative and declarative guidelines (cf. Sect. 6). When it
comes to studies looking into declarative process models, we argue that model
quality was not well emphasized. Instead, the focus was on exploring the use
of declarative models [20] or assessing the impact of modularization [37] on the
performance of users. Conversely, our work emphasizes the quality of declarative
process models and aims at providing a multi-dimensional quality framework to
further promote their use in practice. Besides, our study design (based on PCT,
cf. Sect. 4) differs from the existing qualitative designs as explained in Sect. 1.

4 Research Method

This section introduces our research method including the research question
(cf. Sect 4.1), data collection (cf. Sect. 4.2) and analysis procedures (cf. Sect. 4.3).

4.1 Research Question

This work addresses the need for a comprehensive framework allowing to
evaluate the quality of declarative process models, particularly DCR Graphs.
Our research question is formulated as follows: Which quality dimensions
are used by experts when comparing DCR Graphs?

4.2 Data Collection

Data was collected using a step-wise approach underpinned by PCT. The
following sections explain our data collection process in detail, introduce the
research setting, and describe the materials used in the study.

Approach. Following the theoretic position set out in Sect. 2, we use the Reper-
tory Grid to identify the constructs used by experts to evaluate the quality of
DCR Graphs. The elicitation process is initiated by the selection of a set of el-
ements referring to different instances of a universe of discourse [24]. Repertory
Grid studies use different types of elements. In clinical contexts, elements are
usually represented as roles (i.e., people); however, in other studies, elements
are represented as working tasks [12]. In our study, we consider the elements
as models provided by modelers with different levels of expertise. Collecting the
models representing the elements of the grid is, then, the first phase of our data
collection. To this end, we have shared a process description with a set of par-
ticipants and asked them to design the corresponding model in DCR Graphs.
The resulting models are available in our online repository [2].
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Once the models defining the elements of the grid have been collected, we
move to the second phase of our data collection, where participants recruited for
their expertise evaluate the quality of the collected models. This phase begins by
eliciting of personal constructs. Through a series of trials, the participant is given
a triad (i.e., set of three) of models and asked, following the minimum context
form described by Kelly [12, 24]), to (1) identify the “odd model out” (i.e., the
model that differs from the other two models of the triad) (2) and explain “why”,
that is to say, what –in her terms – makes it odd. This articulates one dimension
of the scale used to differentiate the models (elements). The participant is then
asked what –if anything– makes the remaining (non-odd) elements similar. Often,
this is a simple negation: for instance, a triad composed of 3 process models
might be differentiated because one model has color coded events, while in the
other two all events have the same color. In this sense, the construct defined
with the poles has color coded events versus all events have the same color is
an example of a participant’s personal construct. A construct is thus articulated
as two distinct poles drawn from the difference between the odd model and the
similarity of the other two models.

The identification of personal constructs is usually complemented by a dis-
cussion of the meaning of the constructs to the participant. The discussion is
moderated using laddering up and laddering down techniques used respectively
to elaborate or abstract the insights offered by the participant, further articulat-
ing their relevance [12]. The same triad approach is repeated until a theoretical
saturation of constructs is reached. Rather than data saturation, where all possi-
ble triads should be visited, we follow a theoretical saturation approach, striving
to provide the participant with new triads until no more new constructs emerge.
On average, most constructs were articulated after 7 triads, which falls within the
same range of triads generally used to identify the most salient constructs [11].
Fig. 1a summarizes the process of eliciting personal constructs.

Following the identification of constructs, the participant is given a grid where
columns represent the collected models and rows show the identified constructs.
During this process, the participant is allowed to review and edit her constructs
before being asked to rate each of the models based on the identified constructs.
The literature discusses different rating methods [12], in our study, we use a
five-point scale following the insights in [12]. As the constructs usually emerge
from comparisons within triads of models, some constructs might not apply to
all models. In such a case the participant is told to skip these particular grid
cells. Analysis of the numeric ratings enables the grid to illustrate underlying
but unseen associations between elements and constructs and thus their meaning
using concrete terminology drawn from the participants ‘world’, which in turn
supports the analysis of these personal constructs. A fragment of a Grid is illus-
trated in Fig. 1b. The collected grids are available in our online repository [2].

The talkback interview is the last step. It aims at reflecting the overall
process and scrutinize the personal constructs based on the obtained qualitative
insights and the grid ratings. While some studies conduct further statistical
analyses to investigate the correlations between constructs and elements, our
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Research Method: Data Collection Procedure: Phase 2 - Part A: visualisation for the paper

Ask the “odd model out” question

“Tell me a way in which any 2 of 
these 3 models are similar or 
different from the other one and 
why?”

Repeat until theoretical 
saturation

“Model 2 is different from Models 1 and 
3 because Model 2 has colour coded 
events while in the other two all 
events have the same color

Identify the underlying personal 
construct from the participant answer

Gather all models Select a triad of models

Discuss the construct meaning

“Events in DCR can be assigned 
different colours. However, applying 
colors to events based on their 
assigned roles is not helpful. It doesn't 
add any new information”

Model 1 Model 3Model 2

Examples

Approach

Model n

1 2 3

45

Model n
Model n
Model n

(a) The process of eliciting the participants’ personal constructs

2

Personal 
Construct Poles

Elements
Personal 

Construct Poles
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Has color coded 
events 5 4 2 5 3 1 All Events have 

the same color

… 3 2 5 1 ….

(b) Fragment of a Repertory Grid

Fig. 1: Illustrations of the different steps of the Repertory Grid approach

work rather focuses on the insights obtained throughout the different steps of
the Repertory Grid and analyzes them following grounded theory. To keep track
of these insights, the conversations with the participants were fully recorded.

Participants. To collect the models representing the elements of the grid, we
have recruited 13 participants with different levels of expertise in DCR Graphs.
Novice participants (3 students) have taken a BPM course where they have been
introduced to process modeling in general. Intermediate participants (4 students)
have been familiarized with DCR Graphs for at least one semester. Whereas ex-
pert participants (2 professors, 2 postdocs and 2 industry practitioners) are more
deeply immersed through their use of and research into DCR Graphs. The het-
erogeneity of participants enabled us to explore the range of model complexities
and reflect different modeling practices employed by users with different levels of
expertise. This heterogeneity also provides the basis to allow differences between
novices and experts - and novice models and expert models - to emerge.

To evaluate the models, we used 4 experts among the pool of participants
in the first phase. Each expert was exposed to the 12 models collected from the
other participants and her model as well. Including experts’ own models in the
comparison gave them the opportunity to reflect on their models (compared
to others) which in turn enriched the analysis. Overall, 94 bi-polar personal
constructs were elicited from the models [2].

Material. The process description used to collect the models representing the el-
ements of the grid is inspired by a real-world use-case study presented in [15]. The
process description (cf. online repository [2]) was shared with 13 participants,
who were asked to design the corresponding process model in DCR Graphs.
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4.3 Data Analysis

The analysis started by listening to the audio recordings of the repertory
grid procedure, timestamping the periods where each of the constructs was dis-
cussed, and then taking notes of the collected insights. Here, the verbal utter-
ances provided by each participant were related directly to the ratings of the
relevant model in the repertory grid providing concrete, context-specific articu-
lations of the participant’s insights. Afterwards, we turned to grounded theory
to investigate the participants’ constructs and their meanings. To reduce sub-
jectivity during the coding process, we recruited two coders. We followed the
code-confirming strategy [25] to distribute the tasks between the primary and
the secondary coders. The primary coder was responsible for conducting the
first round of coding, while the secondary coder was recruited to critically scru-
tinize the codes and trigger discussions to improve the coding. Both coders are
researchers within the BPM field. For each grid, the primary coder conducted
the first round of initial-coding to the participant’s constructs [7] based on the
constructs’ poles. In case the poles were not clear, the primary coder referred to
the collected notes. Afterwards, the secondary coder reviewed the initial-coding
and performed the second round of coding, which was, in turn, discussed by both
coders to reach an agreement. Next, the constructs obtained from all the par-
ticipants were combined and subjected to focused-coding [7] grouping repeating
and overlapping initial codes to identify the commonality or focus among the
concepts articulated. The resulting codes reveal the different dimensions used by
the participants to evaluate the quality of declarative process models. The rela-
tionships between the revealed dimensions were elaborated using axial coding [7].
Here, the revealed dimensions were organized according to recurrent themes and
then categorized. This phase was conducted in 2 rounds by both coders, followed
by a discussion where the final codes were agreed. An excel sheet illustrating this
process is available as part of our online repository [2]. The resulting categories,
themes and dimensions are presented in Sect. 5.

5 Findings

The analysis of the constructs allowed the identification of seven themes or-
ganized into 2 categories. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 present the themes associated with
the semantic qualities and pragmatic qualities of process models respectively.

5.1 Semantic Qualities

Semantics denotes the ability of the model to make true statements about
the way the business process operates in the real-world [35]. The semantics of a
model is a relative indicator of quality as the model behavior is subjective to the
process specifications. The analysis of experts’ personal constructs, drawn from
their interpretation of the models, gave rise to 4 themes overarching a number
of dimensions capable of assessing the semantic quality of DCR Graphs: these
are modeling behavior, modeling patterns, modeling events and modeling data.
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Modeling Behavior. Within this theme, several dimensions have emerged.
Comprehensiveness of behavior is identified throughout our analysis of personal
constructs. Here, experts used this dimension to evaluate the completeness of
the model. When it comes to the alignment between the process specifications
and the model behavior, the experts elicited the presence of behavioral errors
dimension to assess the validity of the behavior supported by the model.

Flow-based versus declarative modeling is a relevant dimension used by the
experts to evaluate flexibility. They identified a spectrum of modeling behaviors
ranging from very flexible to over-restricted ones. Overall, the experts asserted
that declarative models should support parallel behavior and avoid being restric-
tive. Nevertheless, they also advised avoiding both extremes (being too flexible
or too restrictive) and advised to rather comply to the process specifications.

Modeling of required events is another relevant dimension identified by the
experts. This dimension evaluates the modeling of events that must eventually
be executed in the process. These events are regarded as goals which must be
fulfilled in any execution [22]. Identifying these events in the specifications and
modeling them correctly are important criteria to model behavior consistently.
In DCR Graphs, required events can be modelled by assigning a specific marking
to events at design time or by using the response relation (cf. Sect. 2).

The experts identified the dimension Modeling of end-events to assess
whether the model allows termination. In DCR Graphs, end-events refer to
events whose execution disable the rest of events in the model from executing.
While some experts recommended to model termination, other experts asserted
that one cannot generalize that all processes should incorporate termination. In
some cases, process specifications require processes to be suspended rather than
terminated, leaving the possibility to resume them at any point in time. For such
processes, only the no-longer relevant events should be removed from the pro-
cess before suspension. Similarly, the experts identified the dimension Modeling
of start-events (i.e., events initiating the process) to assess whether the models
identify the process start-events appropriately. In this respect, some experts ad-
vised using a unique start-event, while other experts affirmed that this depends
on the process specifications. Nonetheless, experts advised checking whether the
non-constrained events in the model are good candidates for being start-events
to the process, if not, then these events must be constrained by others to prevent
their occurrence when the process is first initiated.

Additionally, the Multi-instance processing dimension emerged to compare
the extent to which multi-instance sub-processes are supported (cf. Sect. 2). From
this perspective, the experts noticed that most of the models do not comply with
the given process specifications as they do not offer the possibility to indicate
the parts which can be executed multiple times concurrently.

The Modeling against IT silliness dimension addresses the experts’ felt need
to assess the flexibility of the models in tackling failures that prevent occurred
events from being registered by the PAIS. In this context, the distinction between
unlawful behavior (i.e., the behavior violating the constraints of the process) and
impossible behavior (i.e., a behavior which would never occur in the real-world)
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has emerged. While the former is crucial to avoid, the latter can be tolerated
assuming that the PAIS might fail to register some non-value adding events at
their occurrence (e.g., granting a loan without signing the contract must never
be allowed, whereas, signing the contract without receiving it, could be tolerated
by the model assuming that the PAIS failed to register that event).

The purpose of the model is a dimension used by the experts to evaluate the
granularity of the models. Accordingly, the level of detail exposed by the scope
or bounds of the business process can be adjusted to fit the intended purpose
(e.g., enactment, management). The identification of the model purpose is a
crucial aspect because it goes beyond the semantic qualities of the model also
to affect the pragmatics of the model. In that sense, a model intended for
enactment can be hard to interpret if used for management purposes.

Modeling Patterns. Modeling patterns denote the set of mechanisms used to
represent specific behaviors when modeling processes. The elicited insights fo-
cused on the use of standard patterns, which encompass the conventional mod-
eling patterns advised for modeling different behaviors. For experts, standard
patterns provide a clear representation of the intended model behavior. The use
of standard patterns also reoccurred while inspecting the way modelers repre-
sented common behavior, exceptional behavior, and termination.

The dimension Condition-response versus Include-exclude patterns emerged
when comparing the common behavior represented in the models. The condition
and response relations can be used together to model a wide range of specifi-
cations. However, a similar behavior can be achieved using exclude and include
relations, which was recurrent in many models. During the discussion, the ex-
perts advised adhering to the condition-response pattern when modeling com-
mon behavior for the following reasons: (1) The dynamic behavior of the include
and exclude relations (cf. Sect. 2) is more likely to create hidden dependencies
between events, adding unnecessary complexity to the model. (2) The include
and exclude relations are rather used for modeling exceptions and termination.

The dimension Treatment of exception pattern assesses whether the modeler
uses the appropriate pattern to treat exceptions clearly. For the experts,
exceptional events are not part of the main process and thus they should
initially be excluded in the model and included (using the include relation) only
when exceptions occur. Likewise, the dimension Use of termination pattern
addresses whether termination is modeled using the appropriate pattern. Here,
the experts recommended grouping events into a nest event (cf. Sect. 2) and
add one exclude relation from the end-event to the nest event.

Modeling Events. The experts used the Role assignment dimension to check
the assignment of roles to events and asserted that it is crucial for clarifying “who
is doing what?”, which in turn supports better traceability and access control.

Use of intermediate events is a pertinent dimension. In DCR, intermediate
events denote the events used to enforce specific behaviors, without being ex-
plicitly mentioned in the process specifications. Intermediate events can be used
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to automate some actions or to model decisions. For the experts, although their
use might be necessary (e.g., for implementation), intermediate events can hinder
the understandability of the model and should be avoided whenever possible.

Besides, the implicitness of events dimension was introduced to evaluate
whether all the events mentioned in the process specifications are explicitly
represented in the model. Indeed, some modelers merged several events into
one. For the experts, modelers should ensure a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the events of the process specifications and those represented in the model.

Modeling Data. The dimension Encoding decisions explicitly or using data
expressions was used by the experts to evaluate whether decisions are encoded
using intermediate events or using data expressions. As mentioned in Sect. 2,
data events allow assigning values to variables, which in turn are used in the
evaluation of data expressions. Following the experts, the activation of the DCR
relations in a model can be controlled by assigning them data expressions. At
run-time, if the expression evaluates to true, then the semantics of the relation
applies in the model, otherwise, it doesn’t. Data expressions can be difficult to
interpret. However if used purposefully for modeling decisions, they can reduce
the complexity of the model (e.g., by removing intermediate decision events).

Besides, the experts identified the dimension Appropriate choice of data types
for data variables to indicate cases where the data types of variables were not
correctly chosen. Here, the experts highlighted the necessity of choosing a data
type which infers meaning about the use of the variable it represents.

The Local/global effect of data variables dimension emerged to describe
whether a data variable is evaluated immediately after being assigned a value
(using a data event), or postponed to a later stage of processing. On that matter,
the experts recommended evaluating data variables immediately after assigning
them values, making the correspondence between the data event and its subse-
quent evaluation clearer. However, depending on the process specifications, an
immediate evaluation of data variables is not always feasible. In this case, the
experts advised a consistent naming of data events and data variables, making
the correspondence between both easily perceived (cf. Sect. 5.2).

5.2 Pragmatic Qualities

Pragmatics denotes the correspondence between the model and the reader’s
understanding of it [35]. The pragmatic qualities of a model do not formally
affect its behavior. However, they might have direct consequences on the use
of the model as a communication artifact. The experts’ meanings revealed 3
themes related to pragmatic qualities: Model Layout, Event Layout, Data Layout.

Model Layout. The experts used the dimension Alignment and positioning of
elements to appraise the way models are laid out. They highlighted the extrane-
ous visual complexity raising from models where elements (i.e., events, relations)
overlap, and advised a careful alignment and spacing of events. Here, two strate-
gies were used: the former evaluates whether the events assigned to the same
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role are aligned along the same vertical axis, while the second strategy assesses
whether the events are aligned following their likely order of occurrence during
execution. For the experts, these strategies could improve the pragmatic quality
of the model. In addition, the experts looked into the way models were ori-
ented and suggested a left-to-right or top-to-bottom orientation, indicating that
start-events should be positioned at the left-most top-most part of the model.

The grouping of events dimension evaluates the way events are grouped in
the model. Nest events (cf. Sect. 2) allow gathering events belonging to the same
phase or assigned to the same role. With a preference for phase-based nesting,
the experts associated the use of nesting with an enhanced understandability
of the model. In the same vein, multi-level hierarchy was raised by experts to
emphasize the benefits of going beyond a single level of nesting.

Visual conciseness focuses on the overall clarity of the model. This dimension
was defined by the previously mentioned aspects e.g., alignment and grouping of
events, but also in relation to the optimized use of constraints and the absence
of intermediate events. These characteristics embrace both pragmatic and
semantic qualities, showing that the themes and dimensions emerging within
both categories influence the experts’ perception of visual conciseness.

Event layout. The experts emphasized particularly the internal pragmatics
of events. The dimension Meaningful naming of events was used to assess the
meaningfulness of events’ names. For experts, events should be assigned com-
prehensible names which can be easily traced back to the process specifications.

Furthermore, the experts used the dimension Verb-object versus noun-based
naming of events to evaluate the phrasing of the events’ names. Here, they
recommended a verb-object phrasing, except for the intermediate events used
for modeling decisions, where a noun-based format could be acceptable.

Color coding was another identified dimension. Although, DCR allows
assigning colors to events, some experts were confused by the meaning of these
colors, and asserted that they are hard to interpret when no explicit legend is
provided. Hence, several experts suggested avoiding to color events.

Data Layout. The dimension Correspondence between variable names and
data events’ names was used by the experts to evaluate whether the data event
altering the value of a data variable can be easily recognized in the model.
For experts, data events and data variables should be assigned the same name
because data variables might not be evaluated immediately after being assigned
a value. Hence, with the lack of a clear matching between a variable name and
its corresponding data event’s name, it becomes hard for the reader to infer the
variable’s value when being evaluated in a data expression as all the previously
executed data events could presumably change the value of that data variable.

6 Discussion

The dimensions identified by the experts share many similarities with the ex-
isting imperative process modeling guidelines. For instance, comprehensiveness
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of behavior and presence of behavioral errors (two of the identified semantic
qualities) relate to the notions of completeness (i.e., the coverage of the rele-
vant statements of a particular domain) and validity (i.e., the correctness of the
statements in the model) discussed in [28]. Moreover, the importance of design-
ing models fitting their intended purpose (i.e., enactment, management) both in
terms of granularity and target audience was not only recognized by our experts,
but also emphasized in [28]. In terms of pragmatic qualities, the insights about
the alignment and positioning of elements intersect with the findings in [10,30],
while the recommendations about assigning meaningful names to events and
phrasing them following a verb-object format have been discussed in [10, 30].
Regarding the use of colors to mark events, there was no agreement between
experts. This concurs with literature on the usage of color in the context of
imperative processes which is also inconclusive [5, 10].

The use of standard patterns is among the pertinent dimensions, which ex-
perts argued it enhances the understandability of the model. While catalogues
of patterns showing how to model certain re-occurring problems exist for im-
perative models [14], we cannot currently rely on such resources when modeling
declaratively. Additional research is needed to elicit a catalogue for DCR Graphs
and to empirically evaluate its impact on model quality. Our findings show that
the general idea of using decomposition to reduce process model complexity is
shared with imperative models [37]. However, additional guidelines – on when
and how to decompose declarative models – are missing. Decomposition in im-
perative models involves identifying particular points in the flow where a complex
behaviour can be abstracted into an individual step with a single entry and exit
point. This is not as easy in declarative modeling, where different parts of the
model may interact in different ways, making it challenging to find clear distinc-
tions between the entangling constraints of the model. There is also a need for
empirical research on the impact of modularization on the quality of declarative
models. Existing research [37] suggests that modularization enables abstraction
and information hiding, which in turn supports the comprehension of the model.
Contrarily, modularization also risks fragmentation, giving rise to split-attention
effects and a need for integration between different parts of the model.

Existing guidelines on the usage of gateways for modeling decisions are not
applicable to declarative models, including DCR graphs. Experts mentioned the
modeling of decisions using either intermediate events or data expressions. The
use of events to model decisions would lead to construct overload as a single
notational element is being used to represent multiple concepts (i.e., actions
and decisions). Existing research states that construct overload impacts the un-
derstandability of the model negatively [31]. Alternatively, experts suggested
modeling decisions using data expressions. However, the implications of using
data expressions on the understandability of declarative models are question-
able and require additional research. Regarding the modeling of start-events,
existing guidelines [30] advise use of a single start-event. While some experts
agreed, others questioned the general applicability of this guideline and sug-
gested that it depends on the process. Due to the constraint-based approach
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of declarative languages, any non-constrained event is a possible entry-point to
the process. This makes modeling of start-events in declarative languages more
complex than imperative languages since in declarative modelers one must check
all non-constrained events to ensure that they are good candidate start-events
for the process or constrain them to prevent their occurrence when the process
is first initiated.

While several insights agree with the literature on imperative process models,
our study identified some contradictions. For instance, our findings promote the
concurrency of behavior in declarative models, whereas existing guidelines [10]
advise minimizing concurrency when modeling imperatively. Moreover, existing
guidelines [32] assume that processes should eventually terminate. Conversely,
our insights relax this assumption by evoking the possibility of suspension in-
stead of termination. However, little is known about when to use what, which
necessitates detailed guidelines. Moreover, while the use of single end-events is
recommended to ensure understandable models [30], the impact of modeling
processes without explicit end-events is yet to be explored.

The results of this study have impacts on research, education and practice.
The insights obtained advance our understanding of quality in declarative mod-
els. While several of the findings concur with prior research on imperative mod-
eling, our study also revealed several dimensions where further investigation is
required. The positive effects of standard patterns on both quality and compre-
hension of declarative models suggest a potential hypothesis worthy of test in
the light of the existing theory. A further hypothesis might address effects of
applying modularization on the understandability of declarative models. More-
over, the applicability of PCT in process modeling paves the path for new studies
exploring the mental models of practitioners when dealing with different aspects
of process models. With regards to education, our findings support the teaching
of declarative process modeling (particularly in DCR Graphs) by providing a set
of dimensions allowing students to focus their attention on the pertinent quality
aspects to improve their design of declarative models. Our findings also have
implications for practice. Several of the identified semantic qualities (relating to
modeling of events and data) and pragmatic qualities (related to model, event
and data layouts) can be automatically inferred from the model and thus could
be implemented by tool vendors to assess the quality of process models at design
time offering the potential of customized tool-support for modelers.

Limitations. Our research has some limitations. Our sample is relatively small:
however, in common with other Repertory Grid studies (e.g., [9,33]) the scale and
richness of the elicitation process gave rise to over 400 numeric data points, high-
lighting both the cognitive focus and demand of the approach, which required
some 4-5 hours per session. Another limitation might arise through bias during
the coding procedure. To minimize this risk, we recruited a secondary coder
who was purposefully critical of the coding of the primary coder. Finally, our
results do not address syntactical qualities since the models were all designed us-
ing a tool (i.e., dcrgraphs.net) which automatically resolves syntax-dependent
errors.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

This work investigates the quality of declarative process models. The results
present a set of quality dimensions identified by experts in DCR Graphs. Similar-
ities with existing guidelines highlight qualities shared with imperative models
– while clear differences identify candidate aspects worthy of further investi-
gation. Future work could subject the different qualities to further theoretical
and empirical investigation. Several hypotheses have already emerged, as noted
above. Moreover, our data could be used to investigate how different quality
dimensions affect each other. The models provided by the different groups of
participants could be further analyzed to discern patterns characterizing the
modeling of novices, intermediates and experts, which in turn could guide the
profiling of modelers at run-time and optimizing tool support. Our approach also
offers sound potential to contribute to studies that explore the mental models
of practitioners and their interaction with process models.
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Abstract. The understandability of process models is a quality and a
key requirement to foster the communication between process stakehold-
ers and ensure a good understanding of business processes within organi-
zations. While a plethora of metrics have been proposed to measure the
complexity of imperative process models and assess their understandabil-
ity, less research has been devoted to the declarative ones. This paper
addresses this shortcoming by proposing and empirically evaluating a
set of metrics for declarative process models. The outcome of this pa-
per delivers quantifiable means to evaluate the complexity of declarative
models and appraise their understandability from a human-cognitive per-
spective. The proposed metrics can be easily implemented and embedded
in existing declarative process modeling tools to provide feedback about
the complexity of process models at design time.

Keywords: Complexity metrics · Process model understandability ·
Declarative process model · Cognitive load

1 Introduction

Process models provide a key instrument for the design and development of
today’s Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS). Their use is vital for the
enactment and management purposes [6]. On an enactment level, process mod-
els provide a blue-print for process execution [17], while on a management level,
process models can be used to elicit the requirements underlying business pro-
cesses and illustrate the way they operate in the real-world [17, 56]. Moreover,
process models can support the communication and collaboration between do-
main experts and IT specialists [16], and can be used for benchmarking, process
improvement and optimization [17].

The use of process models for both enactment and management requires for-
mal languages that are not only interpretable by machine but also understand-
able by humans. Several process modeling languages have emerged to attain this
aim. These languages can be organized into the imperative-declarative paradigm

?
Work supported by the Innovation Fund Denmark project EcoKnow (7050-00034A),
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spectrum [19]. While process models created using imperative languages explic-
itly depict the execution paths allowed in the model, their declarative coun-
terpart abstract the execution paths from the model and rather emphasize the
constraints governing the interplay between the process activities [19, 58]. The
flow-based nature of imperative languages makes them adequate for representing
predefined and repetitive processes (e.g., check-in procedure in airports), whereas
the constraint-based approach adopted by declarative languages provides better
means to represent flexible processes (e.g., health-care processes) concisely.

The quality of process models has been investigated with regards to both im-
perative [6,31,32,41] and declarative languages [2]. Therein, a series of guidelines
and modeling practices have been suggested to support modelers during process
modeling and help them to design understandable models with enhanced qual-
ity. However, many of the existing quality frameworks lack quantifiable means
for assessing the understandability of a process model. In imperative process
modeling, a wide range of complexity metrics has been proposed to address this
shortcoming (literature reviews in [36, 57]). However, when it comes to declara-
tive modeling, to the best of our knowledge, only a single study [35] has looked
into that aspect.

Providing complexity metrics for declarative process models is needed to eval-
uate their design and make accurate estimations about their understandability.
These estimations can help to compare different process diagrams and infer when
structural changes are required to improve the quality of existing models.

In this paper, we propose two contributions. Firstly, we provide a set of com-
plexity metrics for declarative process models. Secondly, we report the results of
an empirical study testing the impacts of the factors captured by these metrics
on the understandability of declarative models. Regarding the first contribution,
we explore the existing literature about complexity metrics for imperative pro-
cess models. Therein, we discern (a) metrics addressing the complexity of the
sequence-flow encoded in the model (e.g., concurrency metrics [40]), and (b) met-
rics addressing the graph structure of the model (e.g., density metrics [40]). We
conjecture that, due to the constraint-based approach of declarative languages,
sequence-flow metrics cannot apply to declarative models, whereas structural
metrics may apply as they capture generic features that can be relevant to other
graph-based representations. Following this distinction we select a set of can-
didate metrics, which we further investigate to lay out the theoretical founda-
tions allowing to derive new metric variants that can capture the complexity of
declarative process models. We focus on a particular declarative language i.e.,
Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) [27]. Our choice of DCR is motivated by
the availability of tools at the industrial level [37] and wide range of documented
applications in the real-world [13, 14, 26, 67]. Subsequently, we define four com-
plexity metrics (i.e., size, density, separability and relation variability), that we
validate empirically in the following contribution.

In the second contribution, we formulate a set of hypotheses about the im-
pacts of the factors captured by the proposed metrics on model understand-
ability, which we address from a human-cognitive perspective. Herein, we turn
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to the field of cognitive psychology. In particular, we focus on the concept of
cognitive load, that is defined as the amount of load on imposed on the human
working memory [50] (cf. Section 2.1). We use three indicators of cognitive load
(i.e.,perceived difficulty, comprehension accuracy and response time [8]), which
we investigate to assess the difficulty experienced by people when engaging with
declarative process models varying in terms of their complexity. The results of
the empirical study demonstrate the impacts of the covered factors on cognitive
load and motivate the adoption of the proposed metrics in practice.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the background and
related work. Section 3 introduces the proposed metrics. Section 4 explains the
design of the empirical study. Section 5 reports the findings of the study. Section 6
discusses the main findings. Section 7 presents the limitations of study. Section 8
concludes the paper.

2 Background and Related Work

This section provides the background on the concept of cognitive load (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1) and the DCR language (cf. Section 2.2). Moreover, the section presents
the related work about complexity metrics (cf. Section 2.3).

2.1 Cognitive Load

Humans’ memory has been subject to extensive research in the field of cogni-
tive psychology [69]. In particularly, two types of memory have been studies: the
(1) long term memory representing a store capable of holding information like
events, experiences, concepts and rules for long time periods or indefinitely [5,69],
and the (2) working memory denoting a store of limited capacity capable of hold-
ing and processing information for a short time span [5, 69].

The cognitive load theory (CLT) addresses the properties of the working
memory. The theory defines the concept of cognitive load as “a multi-dimensional
construct representing the load imposed on the working memory during [the] per-
formance of a cognitive task” [8, 50, 51]. The theory also posits that humans’
working memory has a limited capacity [50]. As a result, the amount of informa-
tion which an individual can process at a time is bound to a certain limit (i.e.,
usually 7±2 items at a time [42]). Following CLT, working memory may become
a bottleneck when dealing with difficult tasks. Therein, humans’ cognitive load
can reach high levels, which in turn can affect their performance negatively and
drive them to make wrong decisions [8, 18,34,47].

Several indicators of cognitive load have been proposed in the literature [8].
These indicators can be organized into subjective (e.g., perceived difficulty),
performance (e.g., comprehension accuracy, response time), behavioral (e.g., gaze
patterns, user interactions) and physiological (e.g., galvanic skin response, heart
rate).

As mentioned in Section 1, this paper comprises an empirical study inves-
tigating the impacts of several (model-based) factors on the understandability
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of declarative process models, which we address from a human-cognitive per-
spective. To this end, we rely on the aforementioned subjective and performance
indicators to estimate people’s cognitive load when conducting comprehension
tasks on process models with different levels of complexity.

2.2 DCR Language

DCR is a declarative process modeling language [27] developed in collabora-
tion between research groups in academia and industrial partners in Denmark.
The language is supported by a process modeling platform (i.e., DCR Portal4)
and commercial PAIS [26]. In the last decade, the development of DCR has gone
through a multi-disciplinary design process which has been constantly informed
and evaluated by ethnographic and understandability studies [26].

The DCR language [27] consists of a core notation and a set of extensions.
The core notation provides the basic constructs to create DCR models (i.e.,
also called DCR graphs). A DCR graph consists of nodes and directed edges.
Nodes represent process activities, and edges represent relations defining the
interplay between the process activities. Unconstrained activities can be executed
at any time and any number of times. Likewise, blocks of interrelated activities,
forming a weakly connected component5 within the graph, can be executed with
no influence from other (if any) weakly connected components in the graph.

In the DCR Language, activities have a marking (state) composed of three
Boolean values: executed, included and pending. The executed marking specifies
whether an activity has already been executed. The included marking indicates
the relevance of an activity for the process at a certain stage of execution. Rele-
vant activities have an included marking state and can constrain the execution
of other activities, whereas irrelevant activities cannot. The pending marking,
in turn, is used to set the requirement that an activity must be executed before
the process ends.

There are six relations in the DCR language. In the following, we use the
terminology “source” and “destination” to refer to a pair of activities linked
with a DCR relation represented as a directed edge from a source activity to
a destination activity. A condition denotes that a destination activity cannot
be executed before a source activity is executed at least once in the past. A
milestone denotes that a destination activity cannot be executed while a source
activity is required (i.e., has the pending marking). The inclusion and exclusion
relations denote that a source activity can make a destination activity, respec-
tively, relevant or irrelevant for the process by switching its included marking.
Finally, response and no-response relations denote that a source activity can
make a destination activity, respectively, required or no longer required in the
process by toggling its pending marking [2]. If a pair of activities is linked with
more than a single relation, the effects of individual relations are combined and

4 see https://www.dcrgraphs.net and https://dcrsolutions.net
5 A weakly connected component is a maximal sub-graph where all nodes are con-

nected by some path, ignoring the direction of the edges.
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applied simultaneously. For instance, include and response relations between a
pair of activities would denote that a source activity can make a destination
activity relevant and whenever the source activity is executed, the destination
activity becomes required.

The complexity metrics presented in Section 3 are based on this core notation.

2.3 Complexity Metrics

The complexity metrics proposed in the process modeling literature take
roots in different fields including graph theory, software engineering and informa-
tion theory [7,40]. In graph theory, several metrics have been adapted to estimate
the complexity of process models [7,40]. These metrics, for instance, address fac-
tors like graph density, connectivity and degree of vertices [63]. Similarly, from
software engineering, notable metrics have been adjusted to measure the com-
plexity of process models. Metrics such as Lines of Code (LOC) [29], McCabe
Cyclomatic Complexity [38, 39], Halstead’s measures [24], and Henry and Ka-
fura information flow metric [25] have been reformulated based on a pre-defined
analogy made between source-code and process model constructs [7]. In addition,
other metrics have been inspired by Shao and Wang’s cognitive framework [65].
In this class of metrics, cognitive weights are assigned to different control-flow
structures (e.g., sequence, branching, iteration) depending on their presumed
complexity. With regards to information theory, Shannon entropy [64] provides
a measure for randomness, variability and uncertainty in the information. This
measure has been adjusted to quantify, for instance, the structuredness [9] and
heterogeneity (i.e., diversity) of process model constructs [40].

The aforementioned metrics served as a basis for the development of a wide
range of complexity metrics for process models. A recent literature review [36]
counted more than 200 metrics, nearly half of which were empirically evalu-
ated. The proposed metrics address the complexity of models in imperative
languages like Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [49], EPC [30],
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [28] and Yet Another Workflow
Language (YAWL) [1]. When it comes to declarative languages, to the best of
our knowledge, the only existing study [35] investigates the complexity of pro-
cess models expressed in the Case Management Modeling and Notation (CMMN)
language [48]. Therein, the author proposed 3 metrics addressing the size, depth
(i.e., number of nests in the models) and cognitive complexity of CMMN models
(i.e., based on cognitive weights assigned subjectively to different CMMN ele-
ments). However, the results of an empirical study [36] testing the impact of the
factors, captured by these metrics, on perceived difficulty and comprehension of
CMMN models have failed to provide any statistical evidence supporting these
metrics.

In this paper, we advance the existing state-of-the-art and build upon existing
metrics to derive new variants that can be used to measure the complexity of
declarative process models, particularly those formulated in the DCR language.
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3 Metrics for Declarative Process Models

This work aims at providing complexity measures for declarative process
models. To this end, we build upon (a) a recent study where the aspects defin-
ing the quality of declarative process have been identified [3] and (b) a com-
prehensive study proposing a set of complexity metrics for imperative process
models in Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) [40] language. We contrasted the
quality aspects identified in [3] with the metrics proposed in [40]. From there,
as mentioned in Section 1, we were able to organize the existing metrics into
two classes: a class of metrics emphasizing the complexity of the sequence-flow
of imperative process models and thus cannot be applied to declarative models
(e.g., concurrency) and another class of metrics capturing the graph structure
of the model which could be potentially shared with declarative process models
(e.g., density). The metrics in the latter class were further explored in the liter-
ature and used as a basis for deriving a new set of metrics that can be applied
to declarative process models, particularly in the DCR language. All in all, we
converged to the following four metrics: size, density, separability and relation
variability.

In the following sections (Sections 3.1–3.4) we present the theoretical foun-
dations and definitions underlying these metrics. In the formal definitions, the
set of nodes (activities) of a DCR graph G (cf. Section 2.2) is denoted by AG,
and the set of its relations is denoted by RG; and for some set X, its cardinality
is denoted by |X|.

3.1 Size

Theoretical Foundations. The size metric is similar the LOC metric pro-
posed in software engineering and adapted in process modeling to derive a broad
range of language-specific metrics [7, 12,22,43,59,61].

The assumption behind using this metric is that the more elements a declar-
ative process model has, the more difficult it is for a reader to understand. This
assumption can be supported by the CLT positing that humans have limited
cognitive abilities, that get challenged with increased information intake and
processing [8, 42, 71]. Nevertheless, we recognize that interpreting constraints
in a declarative model may require increased cognitive load as compared to
activities. This factor, however, is covered by the density metric introduced in
the next section (cf. Section 3.2).

Metric Definition. The size metric denotes the sum of activities and re-
lations in the model. Since |AG| and |RG|, respectively, denote the numbers of
activities and relations of a DCR graph G, the size of Graph G can be defined
as:

S(G) = |AG|+ |RG|
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3.2 Density

Theoretical Foundations. The density metric can be attributed to graph
theory. Nevertheless, several variants of this metric have been adapted in process
modeling research [40].

In declarative process models, an increased number of constraints for the
same number of activities, within a weakly connected component, is expected
to challenge readers’ in understanding the encoded control-flow. This is due to
the high coupling between the activities, which, in turn, requires more checks to
evaluate the influence of each activity on the rest of activities in the component.
We conjecture that performing all these checks would involve more mental
resources, which will induce a higher cognitive load. This assumption can be
supported by the limited computational offloading ability [62] of declarative
process models (compared to imperative ones) as readers need to mentally
compute the interplay imposed by the model constraints in order to evaluate
whether an execution path is allowed in the model [81]. Increasing the number
of constraints, in turn, would require more processing in the working memory
and thus increase readers’ cognitive load.

Metric Definition. The density metric denotes the maximum ratio of re-
lations to activities in the weakly connected components5 of the graph (cf.
Section 2.2). Let Comp(G) be the set of weakly connected components of G:
{c1, . . . , cn}, and let Ac and Rc be, respectively, the activities and relations in
the weakly connected component c ∈ Comp(G), then the density of Graph G
can be defined as:

D(G) = max
c∈Comp(G)

|Rc|
|Ac|

3.3 Separability

Theoretical Foundations. The separability metric can be associated with
the coupling and cohesion metrics, which describe the degree of interdependence
between pairs of software modules [77].

In declarative process models, sets of activities that are within the same
weakly connected component can be executed without considering the rest of
the graph (cf. Section 2.2). This means that the checking of constraints becomes
much easier since each component can be treated separately from the others.
Based on this idea, we assume that the more weakly connected components
there are in a declarative process model, the easier it is to comprehend. This
assumption finds support in cognitive psychology, particularly with respect to
the concept of chunking, which refers to a cognitive process used by humans to
retain and process information [21, 45, 72]. During this process, information is
divided into small pieces (i.e., chunks) and then integrated into a meaningful
whole [21, 45, 72]. In the literature, it is claimed that the way information is
sliced in the visual representation influences the mental effort required to retain
it [20, 60, 70, 78]. For instance, phone numbers (e.g., 061093043) are easier to
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retain when digits are separated by dashes (e.g., 061-093-043) [78]. This is
because the chunks are already explicit in the textual representation, which
saves the reader the effort that would have been required to find the appropriate
strategy to slice the information into chunks. Similarly, when dealing with
declarative process models, components can be seen as chunks that are explicitly
represented in the model. These chunks refer to distinct parts of the model that
can be retained and processed in a detached manner with a reduced cognitive
load.

Metric Definition. The separability metric denotes the ratio of weakly
connected components to the size of the model. The separability of a graph G
can be defined as:

E(G) =
|Comp(G)|
|AG|+ |RG|

3.4 Relation Variability

Theoretical Foundations. The relation variability metric originates from
Shannon entropy, which has been proposed in Information Theory [64]. The met-
ric has been used to capture a plenitude of natural and social phenomena where
randomness, variability and uncertainty are key features [11, 15, 33, 52, 74, 79].
Similarly, Shannon entropy was adapted to measure the complexity of imper-
ative process models [9, 40]. For instance, in [40], the metric was used to com-
pute connector variability (heterogeneity) in EPC models, which in more general
terms, denotes the extent to which different types of control-flow structures are
incorporated in the model [40].

In a similar way, Shannon entropy can be applied to declarative process
models to quantify the extent to which different types of constraints are used
in the model. We assume that the more constraint types are incorporated in a
model, the more difficult it is to comprehend. Indeed, understanding textual
or visual representations requires interpreting the semantics encoded by the
underlying language constructs, which in turn, requires humans to retrieve,
from their long-term memory, the previously acquired concepts and rules
allowing to perceive the encoded semantics. Therein, having a representation
incorporating many language constructs with different semantics may require
humans to retrieve a large amount of concepts and rules (from their long-term
memory to their working memory) and keep switching between them to develop
an overreaching understand of the representation in hand, which would pose
an increased cognitive load on their working memory [10]. The same effect is
expected to occur when dealing with declarative process models incorporating
constraints with different semantics.

Metric Definition. The relation variability metric denotes the maximum
entropy over the different relation types in the components of the model (cf.
Section 2.2).
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Let T = {c, m, i, e, r, n} be the set of the different types of DCR Relations
(i.e., conditions, milestones, includes, excludes, responses, no-responses). Let Tc
denote the set of relation types observed in a component c (part of a DCR graph
G) and let Rt

c denote the relations with type t within a component c (part of a
DCR graph G). Similarly to [40], given a component c and a relation type t, the
entropy is based of the relative frequency p:

p(c, t) =





|Rt
c|

|Rc|
if |Rc| > 0

0 otherwise

The actual entropy is the negative sum over the six relation types of
p(c, t) log6(p(c, t)). Note that, similarly to [40], the base of the log function cor-
responds to the number of relation types in the language. Based on that, the
relation variability of a DCR graph G can be defined as:

V (G) = max
c∈Comp(G)

{
−

∑

t∈Tc

p(c, t) log6(p(c, t))

}

Please note that this metric assumes that the DCR model contains at least one
relation.

4 Design of Empirical Study

This section describes the research method followed to design and conduct
the experiment. Section 4.1 introduces the research model and the hypotheses.
Section 4.2 describes the experiment materials. Section 4.3 provides an overview
about the participants recruited in the experiment. Section 4.4 describes the ex-
periment design and procedure. Section 4.5 outlines the data analysis approach.

4.1 Research Model and Hypotheses

This section presents the research model and the hypotheses guiding the
empirical study.

The theoretical foundations presented in Section 3 suggest that the factors
captured by the proposed complexity metrics (i.e., size, density, separability,
relation variability) impact users’ cognitive load (which we estimate in terms
of perceived difficulty, comprehension accuracy and answering time [8]). This
empirical study aims at providing evidence to support this proposition. Overall,
we test 12 hypotheses, devised into 4 sets, each addressing a particular metric.
The hypotheses can be formulated as follows:

Size Metric. H1a: Declarative process models with increased size are perceived
more difficult than declarative process models with reduced size. H1b: Declar-
ative process models with increased size have lower comprehension accuracy
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than declarative process models with reduced size. H1c: Declarative process
models with increased size require more time to be read than declarative process
models with reduced size.

Density Metric. H2a: Declarative process models with increased density
are perceived more difficult than declarative process models with reduced
density. H2b: Declarative process models with increased density have lower
comprehension accuracy than declarative process models with reduced density.
H2c: Declarative process models with increased density require more time to
be read than declarative process models with reduced density.

Separability. H3a: Declarative process models with reduced separability
are perceived more difficult than declarative process models with increased
separability. H3b: Declarative process models with reduced separability have
lower comprehension accuracy than declarative process models with increased
separability. H3c: Declarative process models with reduced separability require
more time to be read than declarative process models with increased separability.

Relation Variability. H4a: Declarative process models with increased relation
variability are perceived more difficult than declarative process models with
reduced relation variability. H4b: Declarative process models with increased
relation variability have lower comprehension accuracy than declarative process
models with reduced relation variability. H4c: Declarative process models with
increased relation variability require more time to be read than declarative
process models with reduced relation variability.

The empirical study is designed as a controlled experiment [76]. Our research
model is depicted in Figure 1. In the treatment side, the factors captured by
the proposed metric denote the investigated theoretical constructs (T). Each of
these constructs is operationalized (O) into two levels: a “reduced (low) level”
and an “increased (high) level”. These two levels are tested on process models
on which the metric, capturing the addressed factor returns a low or a high value
respectively (cf. Sections 4.2).

As for the output, the investigated factors are expected to impact perceived
difficulty, comprehension accuracy and response time. Perceived difficulty is op-
erationalized using a 6-point likert scale (1: very easy, 6: very difficult, similar
to [44]) on which participants can self-assess the difficulty they perceived when
solving a particular task. Comprehension accuracy, in turn, is operationalized
as answer correctness that is a binary measure capturing whether a task is an-
swered correctly or not. Lastly, response time is operationalized as answering
time that is the time elapsed when solving a particular task.
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T: Comprehension accuracy
O: Answer correctness

T: Density
O: Declarative process models
with reduced/increased density 

H2a
H2b
H2c

T: Size
O: Declarative process podels
with reduced/increased size 

H1a
H1b
H1c

T: Relation Variability
O: Declarative process models with 
reduced/increased Relation Variability 

H4a
H4b
H4c

T: Separability
O: Declarative process models
with reduced/increased Separability 

H3a
H3b
H3c

T: Perceived difficulty 
O: Self-assessment of
perceived difficulty
 

T: Response time
O: Answering time

Treatment Output

Fig. 1: Research Model. Abbreviations: T: Theoretical Construct, O: Opera-
tionalization of Construct.

4.2 Materials

The material designed for this experiment comprises declarative process mod-
els in the DCR language and a set of tasks addressing the comprehension of these
models.

The process models are designed to reflect the levels of the different factors
introduced in Section 4.1. However, the models might also comprise confound-
ing factors, which can threaten the validity of the experiment. To address this
issue, we have identified a set of (model-related) confounding factors which we
have mitigated during the design of the experiment. Following the guidelines
in [80] and the declarative modeling practices identified in [2], we denote (a)
layout, (b) modeling constructs, (c) relation patterns and (d) process scenario
as 4 pertinent aspects which can confound the results of the experiment. We
address the layout factor (a) by defining a uniform and carefully set up layout,
ensuring a proper spacing between the model activities and reducing crossing
arrows (relations) as much as possible. Regarding the modeling constructs (b),
we rely only on the basic DCR notation (cf. Section 2.2). Hence, the designed
models do not incorporate advanced concepts such as sub-processes [14] or con-
textual process data [68], which could induce additional (confounding) factors
to the experiment. As for the modeling patterns (c), we limit the design of the
models to a pre-defined set of relation patterns, which comprises the 6 individual
relations of the DCR notion (cf. Section 2.2) and some combinations of them.
These patterns were explained and illustrated to the participants in individual
tutorial sessions which have taken place prior to the experiment (cf. Section 4.4).
Regarding the process scenario (d), domain-knowledge can influence the partic-
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ipants’ understanding of the process [3,80]. To mitigate the effect of this factor,
we anonymize the model activities by assigning them labels corresponding to
random alphabet letters (similar to [55]).

Fig. 2: Example of the experiment tasks.

Regarding the design of the tasks, each task comprises a declarative process
model, an inference question and a legend describing the semantics of the core
DCR notation (including relations and activity markings, cf. Section 2.2). An
example of the experiment tasks is shown in Figure 2. The inference questions
prompt participants to name a valid execution path (i.e., trace) where all the
model activities are executed once and only once. The choice of this question type
is driven by several motivations. Firstly, unlike dichotomous questions (i.e., true
or false), the chances of correctly guessing the answer to inference questions are
very low. Secondly, the investigated metrics capture features spanning across the
entire model. Hence, to capture their effects, it is required to provide questions
making the entire model relevant to the question. As explained in [54], when
dealing with process models, users do not focus on the entire model, but rather
limit their attention to the task-relevant parts of the model. In our context,
participants’ performance on questions addressing a subset of the model would
not necessarily reflect the complexity of the overall model that is captured by
the proposed metrics. Therefore, to ensure that the investigated factors are well
captured by the questions, it is crucial to provide questions requiring participants
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to focus on the entire model. Last but not least, the chosen question type requires
to perceive the execution order, the dependencies between activities and their
influence on each other. These aspects are considered important when trying to
interpret the control-flow encoded in declarative process models [81].

Size Factor

Pair
 Task Task

Reduced 
size

Increased 
size

3 pairs

Density Factor

Pair
 Task Task

Reduced 
density

Increased 
density

3 pairs

Separability Factor

Pair
 Task Task

Reduced 
separability

Increased 
separability

3 pairs

Relation var. Factor

Pair
 Task Task

Reduced 
relation var.

Increased 
relation var.

3 pairs

Fig. 3: Organization of Experiment Tasks.

The experiment comprises 24 tasks that are organized as shown in Figure 3.
Therein, tasks (and the underlying models) are distributed into 4 sets, each set
addressing a particular factor (i.e., size, density, separability, relation variability).
Then, within each set, tasks are grouped into pairs. Each pair, in turn, comprises
two tasks addressing respectively, the reduced and the increased levels of the
factor (e.g., reduced size, increased size). As each factor is tested separately, the
process models within each pair of tasks are equal on all the covered metrics,
except for the one controlled by the levels of the factor under investigation. To
obtain more data-points per participant, we provide 3 task pairs for each factor.
At the analysis, a pairwise comparison approach is used to compare the factor
levels within each pair of tasks (cf. Section 4.5). The process models used for the
experiment (together with the computed metrics) are available online6.

4.3 Participants

The experiment covers 16 participants recruited from an academic environ-
ment (e.g., students, professors). These participants have different levels of exper-
tise in process modeling using DCR. On a 7-points likert scale asking participant

6 See http://andaloussi.org/MetricsPaper2020/
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to rate their familiarity with the DCR language (1: unfamiliar, 7: very familiar),
half answered in the range [1,4], while the other half answered in the range [5,7].
The effects associated with differences in participants’ expertise are addressed
in the experiment design (cf. Section 4.4).

4.4 Experiment Design and Procedure

The experiment is designed following a within-subject approach. Herein, each
participant is exposed to all factors and factor levels several times. This design
allows repeated measurements, which in turn provide more precise data as each
participant generates data-points for every factor level [23]. Moreover, the choice
of this design allows to deal with the heterogeneity of participants’ background
that is another confounding factor which we mitigate in our experiment [23].

The experiment is conducted in a controlled lab-environment. Figure 4 il-
lustrates the experiment procedure, which is performed in individual sessions. A
participant is invited to a tutorial where he is familiarized with the core DCR
notation, the used relation patterns and the type of tasks provided in the exper-
iment. Following that, the participant is given a quiz including four comprehen-
sion tasks (with different levels of complexity) to evaluate his understanding of
the covered material. Then, the quiz answers are reviewed and discussed to help
the participant identify his mistakes and improve his understanding of the DCR
notation. These two steps are important to ensure that all participants (regard-
less of their expertise) have the baseline knowledge required for the experiment.
Afterwards, a survey is administered to collect demographic information about
the participant’s expertise in declarative process modeling using DCR (cf. Sec-
tion 4.3). The (main) experiment, in turn, comprises a series of comprehension
tasks designed following the approach explained in Section 4.2. The tasks did
not involve any time restrictions. To address a potential learning effect, the pairs
and sets of tasks are presented in different orders to each participant. Each task
is followed by a 6-point likert scale asking the participant to assess the difficulty
perceived when solving that task. By the end of the experiment, the participant
is invited to an interview to reflect about his experience when answering the
different tasks.

From the experiment, we collected participants’ answers, answering time and
self-assessments of perceived difficulty. In addition we collected verbal data (
recorded from the interviews) and physiological data (collected from eye-tracking
and galvanic skin response devices) which we are planning to analyze in a follow-
up study.

4.5 Data Analysis

The data considered for the analysis contains participants’ self-assessment
of perceived difficulty, answering time, and answers correctness (obtained by as-
signing the participants’ answers a binary score depending on their correctness).
From 16 participants, we obtained 48 data-points per measure/factor level.
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Fig. 4: Experiment Procedure.

At the analysis, we used a pairwise approach to group and compare the two
levels within of each the 4 factors. These comparisons were done in terms of
the 3 collected measures (perceived difficulty, answering time, answers correct-
ness). In total, we analyzed 12 paired data samples (see the concatenation of the
columns: Factor level and Measure in Table 1). We used the Shapiro-Wilk Test,
quantile-quantile and histogram Plots to investigate the normality in each paired
sample. The results show that the data in 11 (out of 12) paired samples is not
normally distributed. For this data, we administered the Wilcoxon signed-rank
Test to investigate the differences within paired samples. Regarding the remain-
ing paired sample (factor: size, measure: answer correctness), the variance of one
data sample in the pair was equal to 0. Therein we conducted the Shapiro-Wilk
Test on the other sample (of the pair) and based on that, we used the Wilcoxon
signed-rank Test as the data was not normally distributed in that single sample.

In addition, we computed descriptive statistics for the different factor levels.
The results of the hypothesis-testing and the descriptive statistics are reported
in Section 5.

5 Findings

This section presents the findings of the study. Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4
report the descriptive statistics and the results of the inferential tests addressing,
respectively, the hypotheses about the size, density, separability and relation
variability as defined in Section 4.1. Summaries of the descriptive statistics and
inferential tests are provided in Tables 1, 2 respectively.

5.1 Size

Descriptive Analysis. The descriptive statistics (cf. Table 1) suggest that
models with increased size are perceived more difficult, have lower compre-
hension accuracy and require more time to be read, which in turn, hint that
large models are associated with increased cognitive load. More specifically,
the average (self-assessment of) perceived difficulty (measured in the range [1:
very easy, 6: very difficult]) was higher in large models (M=4.271) compared to
small models (M=1.854) (i.e., H1a). Conversely, the average answer correctness
(measured in range [0,1]) was lower in large models (M=0.833) compared to
small models (M=1) (i.e., H1b). The average answering time (in seconds),
in turn, was higher in large models (M=153.349) compared to small models
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Factor Factor level Measure N Min. Max. M SD

S
iz

e

Reduced size
Perceived diff.

48 1 4 1.854 0.85
Increased size 48 2 6 4.271 1.047

Reduced size
Answer correct.

48 1 1 1 0
Increased size 48 0 1 0.833 0.377

Reduced size
Answering time

48 10.76 85.21 30.91 15.637
Increased size 48 41.64 332.97 153.349 68.073

D
en

si
ty

Reduced density
Perceived diff.

48 1 4 2.396 0.765
Increased density 48 2 6 3.979 1.021

Reduced density
Answer correct.

48 0 1 0.792 0.41
Increased density 48 0 1 0.75 0.438

Reduced density
Answering time

48 19 127.27 56.583 26.326
Increased density 48 41.8 434.3 122.702 85.22

S
ep

a
ra

b
il

it
y Reduced separability

Perceived diff.
48 2 6 3.104 1.036

Increased separability 48 1 4 1.563 0.681

Reduced separability
Answer correct.

48 0 1 0.875 0.334
Increased separability 48 0 1 0.938 0.245

Reduced separability
Answering time

48 29.42 225.52 88.713 48.726
Increased separability 48 14.87 115.51 37.903 22.141

R
el

a
ti

o
n

va
r. Reduced relation var.

Perceived diff.
48 1 4 1.917 0.846

Increased relation var. 48 2 5 3.188 0.891

Reduced relation var.
Answer correct.

48 0 1 0.938 0.245
Increased relation var. 48 0 1 0.708 0.459

Reduced relation var.
Answering time

48 16.45 137.69 52.109 28.598
Increased relation var. 48 33.11 229.59 84.663 42.157

Table 1: Descriptive statistics. Abbreviations: Min.: M: median, SD: standard devia-
tion, Perceived diff.: self-assessment of perceived difficulty, correct.: correctness, var.:
variability. Notes: The measures: self-assessment of perceived difficulty, answer correct-
ness, answering time represent, respectively, the operationalization of the constructs:
perceived difficulty, comprehension accuracy and response time (cf. Figure 1). The unit
for answering time is second.
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H. Factor Measure W p

H1a

Size
Perceived diff. 0.000 <.001

H1b Answer correct. 0.000 <.001
H1c Answering time 0.000 <.001

H2a

Density
Perceived diff. 0.000 <.001

H2b Answer correct. 33.000 0.565
H2c Answering time 0.000 <.001

H3a

Separability
Perceived diff. 0.000 <.001

H3b Answer correct. 20.000 0.299
H3c Answering time 11.000 <.001

H4a

Relation var.
Perceived diff. 54.000 <.001

H4b Answer correct. 104.000 0.005
H4c Answering time 69.000 <.001

Table 2: Results of inferential tests addressing the hypotheses defined in Sec-
tion 4.1, obtained using Wilcoxon Signed–Rank Test. Abbreviations: Perceived diff.:
self-assessment of perceived difficulty, correct.: correctness, var.: variability. Note: The
measures: self-assessment of perceived difficulty, answer correctness, answering time
represent, respectively, the operationalization of the constructs: perceived difficulty,
comprehension accuracy and response time (cf. Figure 1).

(M=30.91) (i.e., H1c). In the next paragraph, we turn towards inferential
statistics to test the significance of these differences and thus validate our
hypotheses.

Hypotheses Testing. The results of the inferential tests (cf. Table 2) show
that declarative process models with increased size are perceived more difficult
(W=0, p=< .001), have lower comprehension accuracy (V=0, p=< .001) and
require more time to be read (W=0, p=< .001) than those with reduced size,
which in turn support, respectively, Hypotheses H1a, H1b and H1c.

5.2 Density

Descriptive Analysis. The descriptive statistics (cf. Table 1) suggest
that models with increased density are perceived more difficult, have lower
comprehension accuracy and require more time to be read, which hint that
dense models are associated with increased cognitive load. Indeed, the average
perceived difficulty was higher in dense models (M=3.979) compared to less
dense models (M=2.396) (i.e., H2a). Conversely, the average answer correctness
was lower in dense models (M=0.75) compared to the less dense ones (M=0.792)
(i.e., H2b). The average answering time, in turn, was higher in dense models
(M=122.702) compared to less dense models (M=56.583) (i.e., H2c). These
differences are investigated using inferential statistics in the next paragraph.
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Hypotheses Testing. The results of the inferential tests (cf. Table 2) show
that declarative process models with increased density are perceived more diffi-
cult (W=0, p=< .001) and require more time to be read (W=0, p=< .001) than
those with reduced density. Hence, Hypotheses H2a and H2c are confirmed.
However, H2b cannot be confirmed as the difference is not significant (W=33,
p=0.565). Therefore, the claim that dense models have lower comprehension
accuracy cannot be supported.

5.3 Separability

Descriptive Analysis. The descriptive statistics (cf. Table 1) suggest
that models with reduced separability are perceived more difficult, have lower
comprehension accuracy and require more time to be read, which hint that
models with reduced separability are associated with an increased cognitive load.
More specifically, the average perceived difficulty was higher in models with
reduced separability (M=3.104) compared to those with increased separability
(M=1.563) (i.e., H3a). Conversely, the average answer correctness was lower in
models with reduced separability (M=0.875) compared to models with increased
separability (M=0.938) (i.e., H3b). The average answering time, in turn, was
higher in models with reduced separability (M=88.713) compared to those with
increased separability (M=37.903) (i.e., H3c). In the next paragraph, we use
inferential statistics to investigate these differences.

Hypotheses Testing. The results of the inferential tests (cf. Table 2) show
that declarative process models with reduced separability are perceived more
difficult (W=0, p=< .001) and require more time to be read (W=11, p=<
.001) than those with increased separability, which provide empirical evidence for
Hypotheses H3a and H3c. However, likewise the density factor, the inferential
statistics do not support H3b (W=20, p=0.299). Hence, we cannot posit that
models with reduced separability have lower comprehension accuracy.

5.4 Relation Variability

Descriptive Analysis. The descriptive statistics (cf. Table 1) suggest
that models with increased relation variability are perceived more difficult,
have lower comprehension accuracy and require more time to be read, which
hint that models with increased relation variability are associated with higher
cognitive load. In particular, the average perceived difficulty was higher in
models with increased relation variability (M=3.188) compared to those with
reduced relation variability (M=1.917) (i.e., H4a). Conversely, the average
answer correctness was lower in models with increased relation variability
(M=0.708) compared to models with reduced relation variability (M=0.938)
(i.e., H4b). The average answering time, in turn, was higher in models with
increased relation variability (M=84.663) compared to those with reduced
variability (M=52.109) (i.e., H4c). Inferential statistics are used in the next
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paragraph to investigate these differences.

Hypotheses Testing. The results of the inferential tests (cf. Table 2) show
that declarative process models with increased relation variability are perceived
more difficult (W=54, p=< .001), have lower comprehension accuracy (W=104,
p=0.005) and require more time to be read (W=69, p=< .001), which in turn
provide evidence for all the hypotheses related the relation variability factor
i.e.,H4a, H4b and H4c respectively.

6 Discussion

This section discusses the findings of this work. Overall, the results of the
inference tests support 10 (out of 12) hypotheses, which in turn, suggest that the
factors captured by the size, density, separability and relation variability metrics
influence users’ cognitive load (in terms of the used measures, cf. Section 7 for
a related threat to construct validity). Nevertheless, two hypotheses (i.e., H2b

and H3b) could not be verified. Namely, we could not show that the density and
separability factors impact participants’ comprehension accuracy. The findings
of these two hypotheses can be subject to many interpretations. Regarding H2b

(impact of density on comprehension accuracy), we think that the design of the
experiment contributed to this result. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the experi-
ment’s tasks did not involve any time restrictions. Hence, the participants might
have had enough time to focus on the difficult tasks involving dense models (as
confirmed by H2c) and thus, they could score similarly to tasks incorporating
models with reduced density.

Regarding H3b (impact of separability of comprehension accuracy), a pos-
sible explanation for the lack of significant differences could be associated with
the ceiling effect, which typically occurs when most of the participants achieve
high scores [75]. Indeed, the average answer correctness on tasks incorporating
complex models with reduced separability is very high (M=0.875). It is also
the highest score among the other tasks incorporating complex models (with in-
creased size, increased density, or increased relation variability). Nevertheless, as
confirmed in H3a and H3c models with reduced separability are still perceived
difficult and require more time to be read. A possible interpretation of this effect
could be that although participants might have experienced an increased level of
cognitive load, they didn’t reach the state of cognitive overload [8]. This propo-
sition is supported by Veltman and Jansen [73], who posit that although users’
mental effort increases when experiencing high cognitive load, their performance
remains stable as long as they do not reach a state of cognitive overload. This
assumption can also explain the significant difference in perceived difficulty be-
tween the two factor levels since participants had to invest more mental resources
in the models with reduced separability. Nevertheless, users’ performance can
also be estimated in terms of response time [8], which was significantly different
between the two factor levels. This in turn, hints towards a third explanation
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that is related to the unrestricted task time which is similar to the explanation
suggested for H2b.

The outcome of this research contributes to a better understanding of com-
plexity in declarative process modeling. As mentioned in Section 1, the proposed
metrics can be used to evaluate the design of existing declarative process models
and decide on whether a structural change is required to reduce the complex-
ity of the model and improve its understandability. In addition, the proposed
metrics can be implemented by tool vendors to automate and enable the evalu-
ation of declarative process models at design time. At first, the metrics can give
indications about which models are complex, then with further research, these
tools can suggest structural changes to optimize the metrics while preserving the
original model behavior. Such optimization is be based on the assumption that a
process can be modeled differently using various modeling patterns. In addition,
the proposed metrics can serve as heuristics to support existing declarative pro-
cess mining algorithms [4,46,66] and guide the discovery of models with reduced
complexity.

7 Threats to Validity

Our experiment can be subject to several threats to validity, which we
discuss in the following paragraphs.

Internal Validity. Threats to internal validity cover the effects that can
threaten the causal relationship between the independent and dependent vari-
ables [76]. In that regard, the lack of instructions and control over the external
environment can affect the results of the experiment. To mitigate this threat,
the experiment was conducted in a controlled environment and participants were
uniformly instructed about the experiment procedure following a pre-defined
protocol.

The design of the experiment could also affect the internal validity of the
study. With regards to the used models, we identified and mitigated the con-
founding factors susceptible to impact participants’ understanding of the model
(cf. Section 4.2). As for the tasks, we formulated the comprehension questions
in the same way to ensure no disparities in that respect (cf. Section 4.2).
Regarding the participants, we recognize that our sample is heterogeneous
and thus some participants were more experienced than others. However, we
provided a uniform familiarization to all the participants ensuring they all
have the basic knowledge to participate in the study. In addition, we used a
within-subject design and a pairwise comparison approach to mitigate this effect
(cf. Sections 4.4 and 4.5). Another threat is associated with a potential learning
effect during the experiment. Indeed, the more tasks participants perform, the
more experience they acquire. To mitigate this effect, the material was provided
in a randomized order. Therefore the learning effect was uniformly spread out
over the different factor levels.
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External Validity. Threats to external validity emphasize the limited abil-
ity to generalize the experiment results to industrial settings [76]. Therein, a
number of threats can be identified. Firstly, the used process models were rep-
resented in the DCR language. Therefore, the results cannot be generalized to
all process modeling languages. However, given the synergies between DCR and
other declarative languages (e.g., Declare [53]), we presume that some of the
findings could potentially apply to other languages in the declarative paradigm.
Moreover, as the experiment covered the core DCR notation, our findings cannot
be generalized to DCR models, including advanced concepts (e.g., sub-processes,
contextual annotations). Our focus on the core DCR notation was intentional
at this stage of research as the use of advanced concepts may induce confound-
ing factors that can hinder the internal validity of the study. In addition, the
anonymized labels applied to the model activities (cf. Section 4.2) do not reflect
the way process models are communicated in the real-world. Nevertheless, we
support our design decision by the need to mitigate the influence of domain-
knowledge (about the process scenario) on the understandability of the model,
which otherwise can affect the internal validity of the experiment.

Regarding the design of the tasks (cf. Section 4.2), we recognize that the used
task type is not representative of all possible uses of declarative process models.
Nevertheless, following a series of meetings between the co-authors, we agreed
that this task type is adequate for capturing the complexity of the entire process
model, which is crucial for evaluating our complexity metrics. In addition, we
presume that answering such a task requires a series of checks (e.g., activities’
order, dependencies, influences on each other), which are deemed important
when interpreting the control-flow encoded in declarative process models [81].

Last but not least, while the current empirical study shows the impact of the
factors captured by the covered complexity metrics, it is worthwhile to highlight
that the experiment was conducted in laboratory settings and therefore, more
empirical studies are required in industrial settings to generalize the impact of
the investigated factors to the real-world.

Construct Validity. Threats to construct validity cover the ability to
generalize the experiment’s findings to existing concepts and theories [76]. It
that respect, the used measures (i.e., self-assessment of perceived difficulty,
answer correctness, answering time) have been suggested as indicators of
cognitive load [8]. However, these measures are not as objective and precise
as physiological measures derived form eye-tracking or galvanic skin response.
These two modalities will be covered in a more advanced data analysis planned
as part of a follow-up study.

Conclusion Validity. Threats to conclusion validity relate to the ability to
draw correct conclusions about the findings of the study [76]. Our sample size
could represent a threat in that respect. Since our experiment was conducted
in individual sessions within a controlled environment, we could not have a
larger sample. However to minimize this threat, we have conducted repeated
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measurements and thus collected 48 data-points per factor level, which is higher
than the typical 25-30 data-points required to perform inferential statistics. The
findings presented in this work, in turn, motivate the design of further empirical
studies testing the presented metrics on a large scale. Finally, since our metrics
cover only a subset of complexity factors, we cannot make definite conclusions
about the overall complexity of declarative process models.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

This work presents a set of complexity metrics providing quantifiable means
to assess the understandability of declarative process models. The factors cap-
tured by these metrics have been investigated in an empirical study and the
results have shown their impact on users’ cognitive load.

As future work, we are planning to analyze the physiological data collected
from eye-tracking and galvanic skin response. Moreover, we are planning to con-
duct a qualitative analysis of the verbal data collected from the interviews in
order to understand participants’ engagement with declarative process models
during comprehension tasks and further discuss the results of the inferential
statistical tests. Besides our envisaged research, there are further directions for
future work. On a practical level, the proposed metrics can be implemented and
embedded in existing declarative process modeling tools, while on a more the-
oretical level, further research can be conducted to propose structural changes
allowing to optimize these metrics (cf. Section 6). On an empirical level, in
turn, large scale studies can be performed to further investigate these metrics.
The studies can be conducted with people in less controlled environments (e.g.,
classrooms, companies). In addition, similar to [40], the metrics can be applied
directly to repositories of declarative process models (e.g., from the DCR Portal)
to study the relationship between the proposed metrics and the quality issues in
exiting models.
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